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Pam McDougall-Douglas
New South Wales, Australia

I was honored and humbled to be asked to submit a piece for your 50th Anniversary 
book.  It is some years since I have been active in the breed, but my love of our little 
Aussie is still as strong as when they first caught my eye in 1968.  I congratulate 
all the American Aussie Breeders who are nurturing and protecting my favorite 
breed of dog. My very best wishes to all Club members on reaching the wonderful 
milestone of 50 years.

            Over the years I have seen some wonderful examples of the breed that 
have filled my eye and swelled my heart, here in Australia and in the USA.  One of 
my fondest memories was the 1968 Open Dog Class at the Sydney Royal.  I still 
get goose bumps recalling the spectacle.  Each Aussie was a multiple “In Show” 
winner.  They were called into the ring from the marshalling yard behind the stand 
where I was sitting and I could not believe my eyes as one after the other of these 
fabulous little dogs strutted out to take their place, all twenty-eight of them.  

Of course when my, Ch Tahee Dirty Harry won Best in Show at the Sydney and 
Brisbane Royals in 1989, that was hard to beat in the goose bump department as 
was the unexpected honor of winning “Breeder of the Year” at Crufts in England 
in 1986. This came about because a bitch I had exported in whelp produced five 
British International and European champions.

Another equally moving memory was my first “Montgomery” in 1984. I was 
astounded at the depth of quality and the quantity of the breed especially, as in 
Australia, apart from the Specialties and the Royals, the numbers had started to 
decline in the ring here.  

Westminster was another grand experience. I was so impressed with the spectacle 
unlike anything we had in Australia.  The formal dress of the judges and the clever 
and professional handlers gave a thrilling performance that is unsurpassed in my 
memory.

I send my very best wishes for a successful and enjoyable anniversary show to all 
exhibitors and breeders.  I only wish I could be there.

FOREWORD
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AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS: A personal overview of the past 
60 years of Australian Terriers in Victoria, Australia

I begin this Foreword by saying  that it is not written on behalf of any club or person 
and it is my own personal opinion.

Many things have been written re the history and creation of the Australian Terrier, 
and it is not my intention to traverse those same tracks, but rather to concentrate 
on the dogs in this State that have “given” to our beloved breed since the formation 
of the Australian Terrier Club of Victoria on the ��th February 1947.  The first 
President was Mr. Fred Wheatland and the first Secretary was  Marjorie Bywater 
(Sevenoaks Knls).

Unfortunately no amount of effort has turned up the name of the winner of the very 
first (1947) Championship Show, the first recording being of the 1948 Championship 
Show won by Ch. Nurelee owned by Sevenoaks Knls.

Sevenoaks Knls was predominant in the early years of the Club in Victoria, some 
of the winners being   Ch Sevenoaks Fairy Fable, Ch Sevenoaks Leprechaun, Ch 
Sevenoaks Woodpecker, Ch Sevenoaks Taikalook and many more, with many of 
these being behind the dogs of today.

In the early 1960’s Tinee Town Knls came to the fore with a string of winners, 
most notably being Ch Tinee Town Talkbac who went on to American,Columbian, 
Mexican & Bermudan titles after being exported to the USA.  Others of note were 
Ch Tinee Town Talktime, who was the �st Aussie to win a Best in Show at a Royal 
Show, namely Sydney Royal �97�,  Ch Tinee Town Tell Tale, Ch Tinee Town 
Talewagger, & Ch Tinee Town The Swaggie.  “Swaggie” won � consecutive Bests 
in Specialty 1978-80 to be followed by a fourth in 1983.  

The breed’s first All Breeds Best in Show winner in Victoria (1968) was owned by 
Tinee Town Knls, Ch. Taggalong Tip Toes, who was also exported to USA.

The dogs of this Kennel also have had a great influence on the breed in Australia 
and in fact all over the world with many exports having been sent to the USA and 
Scandinavia.

Other kennels that featured during these early years were Bluebell, Nacorn, 
Whonga Rhon, Harmist & Kursaal.

In the late 80’s John Davidson of Rebelglen started to make his mark on the 

Jim Jones 
Melbourne, Australia
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breed with Ch Rebelglen Danny La Rue, an All Breeds Best in Show winner and 
winner of 5 Specialty Best in Show in succession.  Danny produced Ch Rebelglen 
Moonlighting, a Specialty and All Breeds Best in Show winner himself. Ch 
Rebelglen Moonlighting, when mated to Ch Rebelglen Moon Shadow, winner of 
our 50th Anniversary show, produced Grand Ch Rebelglen Catmandoo who went 
on to 6 Specialties in a row in Victoria, 4 interstate Specialties, 39 Best In Group , 
4 Best in Show All Breeds and Runner-up in Show at Melbourne Royal 2001.   

Ch. Rebelglen Catmandoo sired Grand Ch Rebelglen Gungadin, who currently 
has to his credit  2 Victorian Specialties, the 60th and 61st, The Queensland 50th 
Anniversary and the New South Wales 50th Anniversary Specialties , 38 Best in 
Group, including Melbourne Royal 2006 plus 8 All Breeds Best in Show.

The “Aussie” has come a long way in these years and is now consistently considered 
for  & awarded high awards in Australia by Judges from all around the world.

Unfortunately now we are facing Government legislation that has banned 
taildocking, causing several breeders to quit and leaving us with a very different 
Aussie.  Currently no undocked dogs have attained their title in Victoria but I believe 
that Ch Silknspring Princesszena (Queensland) was the first undocked Champion 
in this country.

At the beginning I said the first specialty was held in 1947, the Judge on that 
occasion being Mr. George McEwin Duncan, who wrote the following in the 1949 
Australian Dog News Annual:

“Australian Terriers – the Aussie club has boosted this smart little dog along 
and if breeders set about systematically to breed to line, they may in a few 
years reach uniformity in their dogs. In the past when judging, it has been 
difficult to find two alike. Produced originally from three breeds, Yorkshires, 
Cairns and Dandie Dinmonts, when an outcross was introduced into the 
strain reversion takes place with disastrous results. Breeders should 
specially strive for CHARACTER , for the Australian Terrier should be 
essentially a bright little chap chock full of “swank” and importance.”

I wonder what he would write if he could see the dogs some 60 years on from that 
very first show ???

To all those dedicated breeders of our beloved Aussie I say “keep the faith” 
and keep him true to his type and nature.
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Lynn Bell
Belyndi Aussies
Surrey UK

I am delighted to be part of this initiative to celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the 
Australian Terrier Club of America.  It is said, the past is but a prelude to the future. 
And what better way to mark this point in the breed history than for the Club to 
collate together a wealth of information about the Aussie. The result makes it an 
essential addition to every enthusiast’s book collection. It gives the reader a taste 
of the breed’s progress, whilst giving future enthusiasts an invaluable reference to 
help evolve the Aussie during the next 50 years and more.

Although the Australian Terrier has never been in the top �0 breeds worldwide – it is 
a breed which attracts true supporters who, during their time with the breed, adopt 
the role of guardians. Watching the breed carefully to ensure the very essence of 
the breed remains, yet working to create that perfect specimen which the breed 
standard requires.

The ATCA members are not working in isolation, but have regularly sought and 
shared their knowledge with the worldwide audience. This is achieved by actively 
encouraging forums to exchange information. And, when information does not 
exist, willing to invest time and money to seek it. All with one aim and that is to 
make sure the Aussie that we all know and love just gets better.

Aussies are a versatile breed. They can enjoy a wide range of lifestyles; they are 
endowed with great personality; a sense of ‘fun’; a great affinity with people and 
are very versatile. When describing their virtues to a potential puppy buyer they 
responded with ‘and how do they react to Kryptonite!’ Anyone who owns an Aussie 
will know the answer to that question. They may not be Superdogs, but they are 
most certainly the dog world’s best kept secret.
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It was a time when the average house cost $30,000, gasoline sold for 24 cents a 
gallon, and a 4¢ postage stamp would get your first-class letter delivered anywhere 
in the 48 United States. That year, 14 year-old Bobby Fischer would win the 
United States Chess Championship, Belgian cartoonist Peyo would introduce the 
world to a new set of comic strip characters known as The Smurfs, and the very 
first homeless dog would arrive at St. Hubert’s Animal Welfare Center, founded 
through the generosity of Geraldine Rockefeller Dodge of Giralda Farms, home of 
the historic Morris and Essex Kennel Club Dog Show. Coincidentally or not, 1958 
also heralded the Year of the Dog. Many who 
read this might remember that each Chinese 
New Year’s characteristic symbol is tempered 
by one of the five elements of Metal, Water, 
Wood, Fire, and Earth. And just wouldn’t you 
know that the founding year of our Club was 
marked by the sign of the clever and confident 
Earth Dog?  

N. Fox, M. Fox, W. Fowle, R. Hammond, R. 
Welty, B. Bartholomew, A. Bialosky, L. Petras 
[Riddle], M. Tompkins, G. Arata, E. Fischer, K. 
Kennedy, B. Deer…   The list of those to whom 
we owe so much for working to see the Australian 
Terrier recognized by the AKC and for leading 
our Club in its pioneer years and beyond goes 
on. Many Members today are fortunate to have 
known them personally, and many more who have done their homework on our 
breed will certainly recognize the names of these and other founding stalwarts 
of this astoundingly close-knit organization. All gave unstintingly of their time, 
talents and energy, working to ensure that the Club’s goals be developed and 
better-defined, their pursuit of breed excellence encouraged of all who have since 
followed in their footsteps.

So, we’re fifty this year! Beyond knowing that 2008 marks our golden anniversary, 
could there be any other significance to this already-significant milestone? Well, 
yes. It means that the richer, more rewarding years are just beginning for us. We’re 
over our growing pains, we’re ready to make a good reach for maturity, and simply 
put, the best reach we can make is to ensure that our wonderful breed continues 
to improve upon its legacy. As the baseball expression goes, “You’ll never get to 
second base if you keep your foot on first.” Today’s challenges in breeding, health, 

Michael Palazzo
President - 2008 
Australian Terrier Club of America, Inc. 

INTRODUCTION
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and legislation all make for opportunities in their own way, and a real opportunity 
beckons us to translate our affection for the Aussie into an even brighter future 
for the breed.  Our founding members recognized that the Australian Terrier had 
good “bones” and today, we do, too. As we celebrate this momentous occasion, 
let’s honor those who’ve gone before us in service to the Australian Terrier Club of 
America and warmly embrace our future by encouraging enthusiastic newcomers 
who will serve as tomorrow’s guardians and standard-bearers for our breed.     

Happy Anniversary to all of us!

Carol Sazama
ATCA Historian

It began with men, women and their 
dogs. There were stout-hearted 
travelers, human and canine, on sailing 
ships and eventually by air, terriers from 
the British Isles.   The story unwinds 
with exploration, settlement, and 
cultivation of the Continent/Country of 
Australia, and through time and travel, 
the Australian Terrier in Australasia, 
India, the British Isles and eventually in 
America. 

For the purposes of this early history of 
the Aussie in America, we will present 
the origins of dogs exported to America, 
then focus on the Australian Terrier Club 
of America’s Foundation Pedigrees.  

THE EARLY AUSSIES IN AUSTRALIA

The early dogs were called ‘Rough-

coated Terriers, dogs and bitches  bred 
from British Terriers or their descendants 
brought from England, Ireland and 
Scotland.  But there was no master plan 
with the clear view of hindsight at work.  
Instead, a brave new breed resulted 
almost in spite of human intervention 
which at times may have made even our 
modern task even harder in breeding 
the Australian Terrier.

Roy Burnell’s account of breeding 
Australian Terriers in the early days 
(Unpublished essay, 1962, The 
Australian Terrier) is revealing. 
According to his grandfather’s practices 
starting from about the 1890s, Burnell 
alludes to an “open season” as to what 
they did to develop a breed that would be 
recognizable!  “There was no prepotent 
dog to leave his mark.  There were no 
kennel names or prefix found in most 
pedigrees.  There was no complete 
record kept of pedigrees to indicate the 

THE EARLY DOGS, HERE AND ABROAD, AND 
THE FOUNDATION PEDIGREES
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various admixtures used to secure the 
type of dog they desired or required.” 

From the 1860-70’s the Rough Coated 
Terrier spread throughout Tasmania, 
Victoria, South Australia, to New South 

Wales and Queensland.  Use of the term 
“Australian  Terrier” is found quite early.  
In 1880 there is a record of Australian 
Rough Coated Terriers shown in South 
Australia.  In 1886  “Australian Terriers” 
were shown in Queensland.  In 1899 
a class of “Australian Terriers-Rough 
Coated” was seen in Sydney in New 
South Wales.  

Finally, in �909, according to Pamela 
McDougall-Douglas, the Victorian 
Poultry and Kennel Club granted the 
first championship title to specifically 
an “Australian Terrier”, previously the 
Rough Coated Terrier, in the face 
of overwhelming popular support 

1890s Aussies hunting possums, 
Pewsey Vale, South Australia

and against the V.P. and K.C.’s own 
opposition to the change.  Since prior 
to 1916, in Tasmania, dog shows were 
held under the rules of the Victorian 
Poultry and Kennel Club, thus it was 
that the Aussie was given a rightful 
name, effectively  throughout the five 
states of Australia.  

In that year, 1909, 83 Australian Terriers 
were registered in Victoria; of these 64 
were blue and tan and �9 were sandy.

Acceptance of the term “Australian 
Terrier” named after the nation, hence 
a national terrier, came gradually, but 
not without the now-infamous  railing 
against the national breed with vitriol 
and controversy in the kennel news 
of the Australian press.  “Unmitigated 
mongrel” and other intensely derogatory 
descriptors and passionate opinions 
are cited in the many histories of the 
Australian Terrier.  Bear in mind that 
until the 1940s, and perhaps even later, 
cross-breeding could still be found. The 
same litter might produce specimens of 
two and even three different “breeds” 
(e.g., Silky Terrier, Yorkshire Terrier 
and Australian Terrier), depending 
on the phenotype.  New Registration 
requirements initiated in Victoria about 
1940 were the first to call a halt to cross-
breeding in show stock; in New South 
Wales, the new rules came in 1947; 
and in South Australia the practice was 
finally ended as late as 1952!

THE AUSSIE IN ENGLAND, NEW 
ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIA

Australian Terriers are documented in 
England as early as 1896. We see  breed 
development there almost as early as 
in its native land, although not in such 
numbers.  Mr. Hew Milburn returned 
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from Australia in 1896 with his Australian 
Terrier dogs.  He showed three of his 
dogs at The Kennel Club Show in 1906, 
one of which was Adelaide Miss.  The 
Governor General of Victoria, who later 
became Lord Hopetoun, returned to 
England from Australia in 1895, bringing 
with him two Australian Terriers from 
Colonel App’s Northumberland Kennel 
in Victoria, including the blue and tan 
male, Northumberland Laddie.
 
The Woodstock Kennels of Mrs. J. R. 
Wood of Sussex, England, first exhibited 
this breed in 1907.  In 1908 Mrs. Wood 
made application to The Kennel Club of 

England to have the Australian Terrier 
placed on their register of breeds.  It was 
felt, however, that there were insufficient 
registered Aussies in England for this to 
occur.  Well-known collectible photos 
on souvenir cards featuring Woodstock 
Doongarah around �9�0 and Woodstock 
Wirri are remarkable in that both display 
drop ears.  

Meanwhile, in South Australia from 
around the turn of the century, Mr. 
H. J. Haussen of Glenside Kennels 
exported many quality dogs to India 
and Europe.  Among these were Blue-

and-Tan Aussies and also Silky Terriers, 
a common occurrence among early 
Australian Terrier breeders.  Between 
1916 and 1920 Mr. William McPharlin 
developed an all-Sandy line of Australian 
Terriers at his Cheerio Kennels also in 
South Australia.

What is significant about these kennels 
is that, from �9�0 to �9�0 Port Adelaide 
was the main port of call for the Indian 
horse traders who bought Australian 
horses for wealthy Maharajahs.  The 
Australian Terriers were also favored by 
these horsemen.  Several champions 
were exported for show and as 
companions for the horses during the 
long sea voyage.  The Cheerio and 
Glenside Kennels exported extensively 
to India. 

Also of interest is that the Kennel Club 
of India accepted the Australian Terrier 
as early as �9��, maintaining a registry 
for them twenty years before England.  
India had an Australian Terrier Club as 
early as �9�7, made up of members of 
the Indian Army and Civil Service. 

During the period �900-�9�0 in England, 
only 41 Aussies were registered with 
The Kennel.  In most cases dogs were 
being imported to the UK from India and 

1910, Mrs. J.R. Wood’s Aussies, 
Woodstock Doongarah and 
Woodstock Wiree

Nell Fox with her Australian Terrier, 
“Punch”, in New Zealand around 
1910.  Nell eventually immigrated to 
America. 
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Australia.  There was still no Club or any 
major kennels in the UK.  However, when 
the Earl of Stradbroke was appointed 
Governor General of Victoria, he and 
the Countess became enamored by the 
Australian Terrier, bringing a  number of 
the dogs to the UK when they returned 
in 1926.  Their initial imports were 
from D. Pratt’s Carrington Kennel in 
South Australia and W. Nippard’s Sturt 
Kennel in Victoria, including Carrington 
Bluebelle, (Henham) Spratty, (Henham) 
Sturt Digger, Sturt Princess and the blue 
and tan Jetty of Melbourne, who became 
one of the Stradbrokes’ foundation stud 
dogs in their Henham Kennel.  

Among the friends who visited the 
Stradbrokes in Australia was Miss Jenny 
Rodocanachi, who brought � Aussies 

back to England.  They were Sheila of 
Toorak and Lassie of Toorak, who were 
bred by Colonel Apps in �9�5. (Australian 
Terrier Club of Great Britain �9��-
�00�, The Platinum Handbook)  Back 
in England, Lassie of Toorak was bred 
to the Countess’s Jetty of Melbourne, 
and in �9�7 a litter was produced that 

included the very successful stud dog, 
Simon of Toorak. Used extensively 
as a stud dog by many other Aussie 
fanciers at the time, Simon of Toorak 
was bred to Miss Rodonachi’s other 
imported bitch, Sheila. They produced 
Sam of Toorak, who became the first 
British-bred and owned Champion in 
1934, as well as Sally of Toorak and 
Micky of Toorak, both of whom earned 
their Championships during the pre-war 
years.  It is noted that Sam of Toorak 
had drop ears, which were still permitted 
by the breed standard. 

The Earl and Countess of Stradbroke 
worked diligently to find people they 
had met during their tenure in Australia 
who were importing new dogs, and they 
encouraged and set into motion the 
founding of the Australian Terrier Club 
of UK.  In 1930 we are told 33 Aussies 
were registered in the UK and by 1933 
there were sufficient registered Aussies 
to qualify for “Championship status”, 
and The Kennel Club of England 
officially recognized the breed.  The 
Australian Terrier Club of Great Britain 
was established also in �9��.

The Stradbrokes continued their efforts 
to develop the breed by importing dogs 
to enhance their stock. They continued 
to interest others of wealth to import 
stock from overseas and develop other 
kennels. The kennel names Majiga, 
Faygate, Of the Wells, and Clewer/
Clewervilage made their appearance.  

Mrs. Anna Stilwell (Clewer) imported 
Ch. Torres Blue Jacket of Clewer.   
Whelped in �9�0, this dog came from 
Mr. I. I. Moss’s Torres Kennel in New 
South Wales.  In the run up to WWII in 
the UK, this dog is said to have been an 
outstanding showman, having a lovely, 

Sally and Simon of Toorak, First 
Bitch Ch. in England with her sire, 
Simon.  Bred/owned by Mrs. H. and 
Miss J. Rodocanachi, England.  
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real blue/black with brilliant tan color. 
(UK Plat Book).

We note that Mr. Moss in Australia also 
later produced a successful Torres dog 
of the sandy color, Grand Champion 
Torres Terry, whelped in 1936.  Many 
kennels in Australia seem to have bred 
dogs of both colors from early on.  Reds 
were also seen in India at an early date, 
but in Great Britain the first Aussies 
were blue and tan.  The introduction 
of the red Aussie to Great Britain has 
particular importance to some of the 
early Aussies imported to America. 

In 1934 and again in 1945, the Duke of 
Gloucester brought Aussies with him 
and his family on returning to England.  
In �9�5, the Duke and Duchess 
imported a pair of Aussies from Mr. 
W. Wiltshire who had taken over Mr. 
Nippard’s Sturt Kennel and continued 

Int. Ch. Torres Blue Jacket, DOB 
1930, bred by Mr. I. Moss, New 
South Wales, Australia.  Exported 
1933 to Mrs. Anna Stillwell, Clewer 
Village, England.  Foundation of 
Clewervilage Kennels, along with a 
daughter of Lady of Boronia.  This 
Kennel specialized in Blue and Tan 
Aussies in England.

Ch. Dunhall Wraskel, bred by Duke 
of Gloucester, owned by Mrs. W. 
Dunn, Dunhall Kennels

the Sturt bloodlines under the Kursaal 
prefix. They were Sturt Billy and Sturt 
Betty. 

In 1945, the Duke was again posted 
to Australia as Governor General.  On 
their arrival in Australia, the Duchess 
wrote the following:

“I was also rather disconcerted 
at the number of poisonous 
snakes that were killed in the 
grounds during the first weeks 
of our occupation.  This was a 
great worry with William running 
about, not to mention the children 
of the chauffer and Clerk, so on 
our friends advice we got an 
Australian Terrier.  With a dog 
nosing about everywhere snakes 
made off and also it dispensed for 
any real need for the children to 
collect balls from under bushes 
and other places where the 
snakes liked to lurk.”

Of course, in Australia, these were 
poisonous snakes!

In the early 50s, the Duke bred his two 
Kursaal imports and Miss Evelyn Swyer 
bought the bitch she named Elvyne 
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Brilliant Topaz.  The Duchess last 
registered Aussies of her own breeding, 
born in 1966, with the KC in 1970.

One of the Duke’s imports, Kursaal 
Blue Jean, became the granddam of 
Dunhall Wregent, reputed to be the only 
British-bred Australian Terrier exported 
to an established breeding kennel in its 
country of origin. (PMcDD, p.�05)

In 1938 Mr. Neville Dawson in England 
imported a sandy bitch, Cheerio 
Cuddle, in whelp  to Cheerio Eric from 
the McPharlin Kennel in Adelaide.  The 
puppies, born in quarantine in 1938, 
were reported to be the first sandies 
imported to England.

Later in 1938, a Mrs. De C. Chesney 
returned to England from India with 
a small kennel of Australian Terriers.  
These were Ind. Ch. Grendon Red 
Shadow and Arron Sally, two sandies, a 
red bitch Westmead Winnie, and a red 
bitch Pretty Polly Perkins, bred by Mrs. 
De C. Chesney in India from Grendon 
Red Shadow and Westmead Winnie.  
A little background on these dogs is of 
special relevance to early exports to 
America.

The Westmead prefix, owned by a Mrs. 
Hopkins and a Mr. Partridge, appeared 
around 1934 in New South Wales, 
Australia. They produced some well-
known sandy Aussies that continued 
their bloodlines in several states in 
Australia and overseas.

Ch. Weatmead Lorna was a red 
bitch purchased by Mr. Reg Mitchell 
(Grendon) of Victoria about �9�7.  
Bred to the dog Ch. Cheerio Pataudi, 
she produced a famous outstanding 
red litter of this time.  One pup, Ch. 

Grendon Red Shadow, was exported 
to India to Mrs. De C. Chesney, who 
subsequently moved back to England 
in 1938.  Another pup, Ch. Grendon 
Red Flash was exported to England.  A 
third pup, a male remained in Victoria. 
Ch. Grendon Red Flare, bred to Mr. A. 
Laidlaw’s Bitch, Parkville Nettie, from 
the Parkville Kennel of Mr. McGowan of 
Launceston, Tasmania, whose kennel 
was purchased by Mr. Laidlaw when 
Mr. McGowan passed away, produced 
Ch. Ripon Reggie in 1946, a red male 
who was a prepotent sire of sandies 
in Victoria and campaigned by Mrs. 
Marjorie Bywater (Seven Oaks)to a 
distinguished show career.

Of interest is the effect of the outbreak 
of WWII on the breed in England.   
The Earl and Countess of Stradbroke 
decided to “farm out” three of the four 
dogs imported from Australia shortly 
before the war broke out in �9�9.  They 
retained Glenside Scorcher, and sent 
his litter brother, Glenside Koonu, to Lyn 
Bailey for safekeeping.  This blue and 
tan dog was described as being very 
sound, of good bone, and “as tough as 
Nails”.  His coat texture was considered 
excellent, harsh, plenty of furnishings, 
but not good in color: it was noted that 
he carried red brindling in his blue coat. 
(UK Plat Bk)

The other two were bitches were given 
to other breeders for safekeeping. The 
first, a blue and tan, Lady of Boronia, 
was given to Mrs. Morgan (Llasdrib) 
in Yorkshire.  She already owned 
Henham Joepop and Cheerio Cuddle.  
This kennel continued to be active in 
breeding throughout the war years. 

The other bitch, a red, Melba of Boronia, 
was given to Mrs. Hazell (Zellah) in 
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Dartmoor. The significance to American 
imports is the mating of the red imported 
bitch, Melba of Boronia, to Henham 
Tod, a blue and tan dog, that produced 
Dandy of Zellah, a red dog born in 1940 
at the start of the war, which meant he 
was not shown until he was 6 years 
old.  

In this way the dogs were kept alive and 
safe, and the numbers of the breed were 
maintained during the war.  There were 
no dog shows during the war years, but 
the first Club Championship Show after 
the war was held on May 25, 1946, the 
only show offering CCs that year, with 
an entry of 23 exhibitors and 42 dogs!  
Dandy of Zellah won the only Dog CC 
that year at this 1946 Championship 
Show in May. 

In 1947 Miss Swyer bought Dandy 
of Zellah, and this proved to be key 
to establishing her Elvyne Kennel 

in England.  He soon became a 
Champion and had a winning show 

career. Considered a top quality British-
bred dog, it is interesting that a red 
Aussie should make such an impact on 
the breed.  We are told that for many 
enthusiasts in Britain red Aussies were 
not the most popular before and after 
the war.  

What was even more remarkable was 
Dandy of Zellah’s affinity for the work 
of a terrier.  At the age of �0 years, he 
went to ground and tackled a badger.  
At nearly 12 years Miss Swyer’s garden 
was invaded by dozens of adders 
due to a serious fire;  Dandy of Zellah 
demonstrated he was as skillful at snake 
killing as his ancestors before him!

He was a heralded guest at the �950 
Crufts Show at the age of �� years.  He 
is said to have retained full capacity for 
sight and hearing
until nearly �� years of age and only 
some gaps in his teeth marked his age.  
He sired his last litter at �5 years of age, 
celebrated his 16th birthday by going to 
ground after a badger, and died at 16 ½ 
years of age.

Evelyn Swyer’s interest in the breed 
developed after spending some time in 
Melbourne and meeting the Duke and 
Duchess of Gloucester.  The first Aussie 
to be shown by Elvyne Kennel was Ch. 
Majiga Barbara, a blue and tan, bred by 
the Hon Mrs. Bassett (Majiga).  As a 6-
mo old puppy, Majiga Barbara was Best 
Puppy at the first dog show after the war, 
in 1946.  Despite a coat that was said to 
be too black, she had a deep mahogany 
tan and was quite a character as a show 
dog.  Her influence, along with the red 
dog Ch. Dandy of Zellah, ensured that 
the Elvyne Kennel dominated the shows 
in Britain in the �950s.

Ch. Dandy of Zellah, bred by Mrs. 
Hazell, sired by Henham Tod  
(grandson of Henham Dimple) out 
of Melba of Boronia.  Purchased by 
Mrs. E. Swyer in 1947.   Foundation 
Sire of Mrs. Swyer’s Elvyne Kennels.  
First Post-war Ch. in England.
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Generations of Elvyne dogs followed.  
The Kennel was managed by Joan 
Ireland, who handled and prepared the 
dogs for the show ring.  All blue and tan 
Elvyne dogs had registered names with 
the letters B… T… and all reds were 
registered with names beginning with 
R.

The new enthusiasts who helped 
reestablish the breed after the war were  
Mrs. Hazell (Zellah; Mrs. D. Martin 
(Gloccomara); Mrs. Ward (Thornely), 
whose Dandy of Zellah daughter, 
Chandy of Zellah, was a foundation 
for the Thorneley Kennel in Britain; 
and Mrs. V. Nesbit in County Leitrim, 
Ireland, whose Billabong Kennels 
figured prominently in some of the early 
exports to America.  

One of the best known Billabong 
Aussies was the red dog, Ch. Tawny 
Boy of Billabong, the first Australian 
Terrier Champion in Ireland, who 

later was stolen from his home and 
apparently never found. Tawny Boy of 
Billabong is behind the several dogs 
imported to America by John F. Harjes 
in the �950s. 

Two other Irish stud dogs that appear 
in the early pedigrees of dogs imported 
to America at this time were Thorneley 
Chanter, a son of Ch. Grendon Red 
Shadow (of Bendigo), and Cognac of 
Billabong, from Mrs. Nesbit’s kennel in 
Ireland.

AUSTRALIAN KENNELS EMERGING 
IN THE 1940s
We return to Australia in the 1940s and 

Mrs. V. Nesbit, Billabong Kennels, 
County Leitrim, Ireland, 1950s.  With 
Tawny Boy of Billabong and Cheerly 
of Zellah (grand-daughter of Cheerio 
Cuddle).  Pups in her lap, Cognac, 
Sherry and Whiskey of Billabong.  
From an early kennel ad.

Tawny Boy of Billabong and Cheerly 
of Zellah, Billabong Kennels, 
Ireland.

1950s Billabong Aussies, including 
Cognac of Billabong, Brackley of 
Billabong and Othello of Billabong.  
From an early kennel ad.
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to the Australian breeders emerging 
at this time who, with their British 
counterparts, contributed importantly to 
the American  pedigrees. 

JULIA VIGNES, MERRYVALE, NEW 
SOUTH WALES
Mrs. Julia Vignes founded her Merryvale 
Kennel of Australian Terriers  New South 
Wales in 1943.  Her local minister of 
religion, Frederick Mullens had begun 
his Pennant line of Australian terriers 
around �9�5 in a suburb of Sydney.  He 
persuaded Mrs. Vignes to accept a pair 
of “real dogs” as he put it, to succeed 
the Pugs she had bred and exhibited 
for some years before.  One of these, 
the red bitch, Pennant Mitzie, was the 
dam of Ch. (Merryvale) Nurelee and 
Ch. Merryvale Blue Pixie who were 
part of the foundation for the Seven 
Oaks Kennels in Victoria later on.  Mrs. 
Bywater dropped the Merryvale prefix 
when she acquired Ch. Nurelee to avoid 
confusion with the Victorian Fox Terrier 
Kennel, Maryvale.  

MARJORIE BYWATER, SEVEN 
OAKS, VICTORIA
One of the most significant kennels for 

the American breeders began in 1944 
in Victoria when Mrs. Marjorie Bywater, 
working at an animal welfare refuge, 
rescued a little blue and tan bitch that 
was to be put to sleep.  She took the 
little dog home.  Convinced that the 
dog was a purebred Australian Terrier, 
Mrs. Bywater presented the little dog 
to two all breed judges for evaluation.  
This was the procedure owners could 
follow if they were convinced their dogs 
were purebred but could not prove 
their pedigrees.  The dog was granted 
Victorian Kennel Control Council 
registration and recognized as Wong 
Tong Wattle Blossom!

Marjorie Bywater already owned 
a boarding kennel, had Airedale 
Terriers, and was an accomplished 
horsewoman. (McDougall-Douglas, p. 
46) Now she turned her interest to the 
Australian Terrier.  She approached 
Mrs. Julia Vignes in New South Wales 

Advertisement for Seven Oaks 
Australian Terriers, 1949.  Ch. 
Nurelee was Foundation Sire of 
Mrs. Marjorie Bywater’s Seven 
Oaks Kennels, Victoria.
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for the purchase of Ch. Nurelee and 
was successful.  This blue and tan 
male became the strong foundation 
for her kennel.  He was a blue and tan 
son of two red parents, Grand Ch. Pine 
Digger and Pennant Mitsie, but Pam 
McDougall-Douglas tells us he bred 
true to his blue and tan color.  

Ch. Nurelee was Best of Breed at 
the �nd Championship Show of the 
Australian Terrier Club of Victoria in 
1948 under judge Mr. A. Crouch.  In 
1949, another Seven Oaks dog, Ch 
Seven Oaks Caruso, won the top honor 
at the �rd Championship Show under 
judge Neville Whiting. 

Mrs. Bywater also acquired and 
campaigned another outstanding dog 
in Victoria, Ch. Ripon Reggie, bred 
by Mr. A. Laidlaw of Ararat in Victoria.  
We have seen that Ch. Ripon Reggie 
was a son of Grendon Red Flare out of 
Parkville Nettie.  Whelped in 1946, Ch. 
Ripon Reggie was considered the most 
prepotent sire of sandies in Victoria 
during that period. (Pam McDougall 
Bk) His sire, Grendon Red Flare, was 
� of � reds by Ch. Westmead Lorna 
bred to Ch. Cheerio Pataudi from South 
Australia.  That litter, discussed earlier, 
is described as the most famous litter 
of their time, and for American Aussies 
down the road, we recall that Flare’s 
two red litter brothers were exported, 
Grendon Red Shadow to India (and 
eventually to England) and Grendon 
Red Flash to England.    

The acquisition by Mrs. Bywater of Ch. 
Nurelee’s litter sister from the same 
kennel, Merryvale Pixie, also a blue and 
tan, was the beginning of Seven Oaks 
Kennel, one of the most prominent 
and successful breeding kennels in 

Australia. 

EDITH RIVERS, RIVERSLEA, 
QUEENSLAND
In New South Wales, the mating of 
the sandy dog Grand Ch.Torres Terry, 
whelped in 1936, to Yootha Lassie of 
Yootha Park Kennel of Mrs. A F. Waters 
in Sydney, produced a stalwart of the 
breed in Grand Champion Aussie of 
Kingswood, whelped in 1945.  This 
sandy male became the foundation for 
Mrs. Bertha Burt’s Kingswood Aussies, 
and in turn he sired Ch. Kingswood 
Miss Aussie that became the foundation 
bitch for Mrs. Edith Rivers and her 
world-famous Riverslea Kennel in 
Queensland.  The red dog Torres Terry 
was from the same Torres Kennel of 
Mr. I. I. Moss as the blue and tan Grand 
Ch. Torres Blue Jacket, exported to 
England.

IVY MCARTHUR, CARNA, NEW 
SOUTH WALES
Mrs. Ivy McArthur lived at Glenbrook 
in the Blue Mountains when her first 
Aussie, Ch. Blue Star was whelped in 
July 1947.  According to Pam McDougall-
Douglas, it is the silver topknot that 
has now almost disappeared in the 
breed that was a special characteristic 
of some Carna dogs, as were the 
pigment spots on her Aussies’ tongues, 
a characteristic that survives in some 
strains of descendants.

ELIZABETH AND ELSIE WILLIAMS, 
WILLELVA, NEW SOUTH WALES
The Williams sisters living in Sydney 
purchased the young Barolday Terry 
Boy in 1949 from the mating of Stroud 
Phillipa and Stroud Milford Haven. 
This successful show dog was the first 
Aussie in New South Wales to win a 
Group and was the sire of Willelva 
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Wanderer and grandsire of Ch. Cooees 
Straleon Aussie, the first AKC champion 
Australian Terrier in America.

STEVE AND JEAN NOLAN, 
GLENOLAN, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Establishing their Glenolan Kennel in 
1941, Steve and Jean Nolan founded 
their very fine red Australian Terriers 
from a foundation of three blue and 
tans:  Carlton Betty, bred by Mr. Seale; 
her son, Grand Ch. Glenside Mark; and 
Carrington Lilly obtained from Mr.Pratt.  
Later they added Cheerio Jack Davey 
from Mr. McPharlin and Meridong Metal 
Mary from Mr. Rodd’s kennel in Western 
Australia.  Ch. Glenolan Topman was 
an early outstanding red dog to have a 
strong influence in South Australia. 

The Glenolan Kennels bred Ch. 
Glenolan Top Flight, the first Aussie to 
win a Best in Show at all breeds level 
in Australia in �95� in Tasmania.  Later, 
in 1962, Ch. Glenolan Lady Tess was 
exported to Mrs. Jane Henderson of 
New Jersey in America.

AUSTRALIAN TERRIERS COME TO 
AMERICA
As we move into consideration of the 
Australian Terrier specifically in America,  
a letter written by an American, Mr. 
Naylor, to his friend in Australia, Mr. F. 
C. Ewing indicates …”two Aussies, Tam 
Glen and Bonnie Belle, were shown 
in Pittsburgh in the spring of 1883 in a 
class for Rough-Haired Terriers, the first 
show Mr. James Mortimer of Australia 
judged in America.”

The literature reports that a Mr. Joseph 
Oliver Pearson in Brooklyn had brought 
an Aussie dog to America in �90� after a 
visit to Australia.  This dog was reported 
to have lived to the age of ��!  Soldiers 

from WWI and later WWII, and other 
travelers brought some Aussies from 
England and Australia. 

The February 1936 issue of the National 
Geographic  Magazine featured a photo 
of a pair of so-called “rare” Australian 
Silky Terriers, littermates, from Australia.  

They are described as Australian Silky 
Terriers brought to America by Mrs. G. 
E. Thomas of Washington, D.C. who  
claimed the breed carried some Skye 
Terrier blood.  The male in the photo, 
Smart Tone, strongly resembles the 
Silky Terrier, and the bitch, Dream Girl, 
is more typical of the Australian Terriers 
of the time.   We are reminded of the 

“AUSTRALIAN SILKY TERRIERS 
ARE RARE IN THE UNITED 
STATES

Smart Tone, at the left, is long-
haired and silvery gray, while 
Dream Girl, beside him is 
shorter-haired and colored black 
and tan, with just a little gray.  
He weighs but eight pounds 
and she even less.  They were 
brought to this country by  
Mrs. G.E. Thomas, of Washington, 
D.C., who says the breed contains 
some Skye Terrier blood.  
Recently this pair became proud 
parents and the single puppy is 
long-haired like its daddy.”
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fact that cross-breeding in Australia was 
permitted until 1940 in Victoria, 1947 in 
New South Wales, and until �95� in 
South Australia, so the appearance of 
more than one “breed” phenoptype in 
the same litter could still be expected in 
some cases. 

JOHN F. HARJES, BLU-CREST, NEW 
JERSEY
A heretofore little known participant 
in the history of the Aussie in America 
emerges in the mid-1940s in the person 
of John F. Harjes of Blairstown, New 
Jersey.  Harjes purchased an Australian 
Terrier from an advertisement in a 
British publication which “launched him 
on a new career”. (NYTimes article, 
�/�0/57) Several more were imported 
from Ireland and he began breeding 
under the Blu-Crest prefix. 

First some background about this first 
President of the Australian Terrier Club 
of America.  John F. Harjes had an ex-
patriot background, living in Paris, then 
England and eventually New York City 
and Blairstown, New Jersey at his Blu-
Crest Farm.  John F. Harjes was the 
grandson of an ex-patriot Philadelphia 
banker, John H. Harjes, who with Mr. 
Drexel started the Drexel-Harjes Bank 
in Paris, it is said, after a coin-toss  
determined that Harjes, rather than his 
partner Drexel, would go to Paris to 
develop a branch of their international 
banking enterprise in 1868.  In 1895 
J P Morgan bought out Drexel and, 
by 1908 when John H. Harjes retired, 
the bank had become known as the 
Morgan-Harjes. He died in �9�� or 
1914 after an illustrious ex-patriot 
career of international high finance 
and philanthropy. (www.ourstory.info/
library/�-ww�/Harjes�.html) 

J H Harjes’ son, Henry Herman Harjes, 
had become a partner of Morgan Harjes 
& Co in 1898.  Known as Colonel 
H. H. Harjes, he was instrumental 
in negotiating gigantic loans which 
would help the Allies in W W I obtain 
supplies in America through the 
“Morgan Connection”.  Colonel Harjes 
also organized a volunteer ambulance 
service and was the chief representative 
of the American Red Cross during the 
war.  When America came into the 
War in �9�7, Harjes turned over his 
volunteer work to the newly reorganized 
Red Cross  and became Pershing’s 
chief liaison officer at the French High 
Command.  When the War ended, 
bankers Morgan and Harjes came 
under some criticism for their lucrative 
loans to the Allies. Colonel Harjes died 
in France in 1926 due to an accident in 
which he fell off his polo pony and under 
another player’s pony.
 
In 1926, the sons of Colonel Henry 
Herman Harjes, John Frederick Harjes, 
Charles Berwind Harjes and Henry 
Herman Harjes, Jr., were too young 
to inherit partnership responsibilities. 
So the banking firm’s name changed 
to Morgan and Cie.  However, at least 
one son, Herman Harjes, Jr., continued 
at the Morgan and Cie Bank in France, 
where by 1940 he had become a “Sous 
Directeur”.    Herman Harjes, Jr. was 
instrumental in transferring various 
documents by car from Paris to Niort 
just before the Germans entered 
Paris.  Herman Harjes, Jr., returned 
to occupied Paris, where the Morgan 
& Cie Bank had maintained an office 
during the occupation.   Morgan and 
Cie was the only American, English 
or Canadian bank that remained open 
during the occupation of Paris. Upon 
the liberation of Paris in August 1945 
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Herman Harjes, Jr. was with the Office 
of Strategic Services.

His brother, John Frederick Harjes, of 
Australian Terrier fame,  was graduated 
in 1936 from Magdalen College, 
Cambridge University.  He was with the 
Morgan-Harjes firm until the outbreak of 
the war and then became an ambulance 
driver in a section of the American 
Field Service.  In 1943,  John F. Harjes 
married Alice Whitehouse in New York 
City.  They were divorced in 1944.  In 
�950 Harjes married Miss Dolly Pardee 
of Les Tuileries, Cannes, France, in 
New York City.  His brothers, Charles 

Berwind Harjes and Henry Herman 
Harjes, were best man and usher, 
respectively, at the wedding.  

Harjes was in the turkey business, and 
his hobby was keeping miscellaneous 
animals and birds on his 96-acre farm 
in Blairstown, New Jersey. His livestock 
was listed as including “pheasants, 
peacocks, a big old goat, a raccoon, 
several cats, a horse and a 40-year old 
Shetland pony.  The pony was used as a 
mine detector in France during the war.  
He was sent ahead, but managed to 
remain intact.” Although not particularly 
interested in dog shows, the article 
continues, Harjes had owned about �0 
breeds prior to the Australian Terrier.
 
The �957 newspaper article states that 
by this time, Disraeli of Billabong had 
sired about sixty puppies in this country 
and Canada.  Other owners include 
Mrs. Cecelia Brush of Van Nuys, CA, 
Mrs. Dorothy Burgh of Middleville, NJ, 
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bunda of Kenosha, 
WI, and Tim Callaghan of New York 
City.  Mrs. Alice Bissett of Halifax was 
reported as having the largest Canadian 
kennel at the time, and mention was 
made that “the Duke of Gloucester has 
done much for the breed in England.  
Prince Ali Khan owns two (Aussies).”

MRS. MILTON (NELL) FOX, PLEASANT 
PASTURES, NEW JERSEY
Perhaps the single most influential player 
in the introduction of the Australian 
Terrier to the American Kennel Club 
Stud Book was, of course, Nell Fox.  An 
owner of Australian Terriers as a child 
living in New Zealand, Nell married 
Milton Fox and together they settled in 
Point Pleasant, New Jersey, in the USA, 
where they eventually established their 
Pleasant Pastures Kennels.  

It is unclear when and what dogs Mr. 
and Mrs. Fox may have imported or 
otherwise acquired prior to the �950s, 

Ron Bunda in Central Park, New 
York City, with some of Harjes’s 
Blu-Crest dogs
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but we know that in �955 she requested 
a dog from two sisters, the Misses 
Elsie and Elizabeth Williams, whose 
Willelva Kennel was located in a suburb 
of Sydney, New South Wales. They 
provided Mrs. Fox with her first Aussie 
of note, Willelva Wanderer, whelped in 
1956 and sent to his new home in Point 
Pleasant, New Jersey.

The Foxes also imported Elvyne Blue 
Taffeta(Pedigree #47) from Miss E. R. 
Swyer’s Elvyne Kennel in England late 
in 1956.  This female was whelped 
March 16, 1955.  Elvyne Blue Taffeta 
was in whelp to Elvyne Bang on Trailer 
when she was exported to Mrs. Fox.  
Pedigrees # 48-50 are of the pups from 
that litter, whelped January �957, with 
the breeder listed as Miss Swyer.  Ch. 
Cooees Straleon Aussie, whelped July 
�, �957, was sired by Willelva Wanderer 
with the dam being Elvyne Blue Taffetta.  
Aussie was bred and owned by Mr. and 
Mrs. Milton Fox and became the first 
AKC Australian Terrier champion.

The Foxes trained their Aussies 
in Obedience at first, and Willelva 
Wanderer was the first to earn the 
Companion Dog title.  Soon they became 

discouraged with the fact that they could 
not register their Australian Terriers with 
the American Kennel Club as the breed 
was not recognized.  Early inquiries at 
the American Kennel Club revealed that 
the AKC felt the Australian Terrier had 
a stain on its pedigree, having received 
unsavory reports from fanciers about its 
lack of breeding true as required for a 
purebred dog breed.  It takes time for 
rumors to quell, and we must remember 
that in New South Wales registering dogs 
in  more than one breed from the same 
litter was stopped only in 1947, and not 
until �95� in South Australia, where the 
Port of Adelaide had a long and very 
significant position in the exportation of 
both horses and dogs from Australia to 
India and Great Britain.

In any case Nell and Milton Fox set 
about organizing their efforts and 
those of colleagues with Aussies 
toward recognition of the breed by 
the American Kennel Club.  They not 
only commenced many importations 
of Aussies from Australia and England 
around this time, but they also joined 
with John F. Harjes in entering their 
import, Willelva Wanderer, along with 
the several Aussies entered by Mr. 
Harjes in the Miscellaneous Class of the 
Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show 
on February �� and ��, �957 in New 
York.  In a New York Times interview, 
Mr. Harjes indicated that his desire was 
to achieve AKC recognition by calling 
attention to the breed.

RUN-UP TO BREED RECOGNITION 
– THE WESTMINSTER SHOWS
The catalog for the Miscellaneous Class 
in the show lists 6 Australian Terriers, 3 
dogs and � bitches, and one Silky Terrier 
who was absent. The dogs competing 
were, in the order in which they were 

Ch. Cooees Straleon Aussie of 
Pleasant Pastures
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placed by the judge, Edward D. 
McQuown, Disraeli of Billabong owned 
by John F. Harjes; Willelva Wanderer 
of Pleasant Pastures owned by Milton 
and Nell  Fox; and Blu-Crest Sidney 
owned by Tim Callaghan.  The bitch 
competition, in order of placement, went 
Blu-Crest Tippie-toes owned by John 
F. Harjes, Blu-Crest Pinkie owned by 
John F. Harjes, and Blu-Crest Towamba 
owned by Tim Callaghan.  There is also 
an advertisement for the Australian 
Terriers of Pleasant Pastures Kennels 
below the entries on the same page.  

In April 1957 the first meeting of a few 
local fanciers was held to form a parent 
breed club. The rest, it could be said, is 
history.

In 1958, the entries of Australian Terriers 
in the Miscellaneous Classes totaled 9. 

Alva Rosenberg was the judge. There 
were 5 in the dog class, won by the sole 
Silky Terrier entry, and Second Place 
was awarded to Cooess Straleon Anzac, 
bred by Mrs. Evelyn Swyer as his dam, 
Elvyne Blue Taffeta was in whelp when 
she was sent to Mrs. Fox in America.  
There were 4 Australian Terriers entered 
in the bitch class.  First Place was 
awarded to Elvyne Belle Thais owned 
by Mr. and Mrs. Fox.  An entry by owner 
Normalynn Heard, Elvyne Real Scotch, 
is of special interest to ATCA members 
as she was a benefactor of the ATCA. 

The intrepid fanciers pressed on with 
their cause in �959, entering a total of 
44 Australian Terriers (plus 2 Silkies and 
� absent Shih Tzu)  in Miscellaneous 
at Westminster under judge, Percy 
Roberts.  Of the 16 dogs entered, First 
Place was awarded to Elvyne Regal 
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Salute owned by the Foxes, and of the 
28 bitches (plus 1 absent Shih Tzu) 
First Place went to Merryvale Suzette of 
Pleasant Pastures, bred by Julia Vignes 
in Australia and owned by Mr. and 
Mrs. Fox.  At the time, the total entry 
in Miscellaneous broke all records at 
Westminster, but more were to come!

In 1960 all stops were pulled out, and 
one can imagine all hands were recruited 
in the ring, for the historic entry of 59 
in Miscellaneous at Westminster under 
judge Louis J. Murr.  58 of these were 
Australian Terriers!  Of �� Australian 
Terriers entered in the dog classes  
(plus � Shih Tzu), First Place was 
awarded to Elvyne Regal Salute, the 
previous year’s winner, and First Place 
in the class of �7 (all) Australian Terrier 
bitches went to Seven Oaks Dignity 
bred by Mrs. Marjorie Bywater.

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB STUD 
BOOK REGISTER
The Westminster run-up to breed 
recognition in May of 1960 aside, there 
continued a lot of breeding not only in 
“local” eastern states of New Jersey, 
and New York, but in various parts of the 
country.  In the AKC Stud Book Register 
for the first month of breed eligibility for 
AKC stud book registration, July 1960, 
there were 43 total entries of first-time 
Australian Terrier dogs and bitches, 
of which 30 were bitches. For the first 
year of breed recognition, July 1960 
through June 1961, a total of 114 first-
time Aussies were entered into the AKC 
Stud Book.  Of these, 76 were bitches.  
There were �5 different kennel names 
included, including the first appearance 
of Pleasantpastures as a kennel name 
by the Foxes.

ATCA FOUNDATION PEDIGREES
The ATCA Archives contain a set of 
numbered Foundation Pedigrees, the 
last numbered pedigree being #256,  as 
well as many unnumbered pedigrees 
in the same format. AKC referred to 
“nearly �00 pedigrees submitted”, 
so consideration of the Pedigrees in 
the Archives in the series numbering 
to 256 is assumed to be the bulk of 
pedigrees submitted by ATCA and 
accepted by AKC for breed recognition.  
A few, but only a few, in the series 
of 256 Foundation Pedigrees in the 
ATCA Archives are missing. The ATCA 
Certified Pedigrees do NOT record the 
color of the dogs, which is unfortunate.  
The Export Pedigrees that accompany 
the pedigrees of imported dogs DO 
include a color.  Also, the American 
Kennel Club is unable to corroborate 
the Archive copies of the Foundation 
Pedigrees as the package submitted to 
them for breed recognition cannot be 
located in their archives.  

A significant number of the ATCA 
Foundation Pedigrees list John Harjes 
as the breeder.  A handful of these are 
significant because they are imports 
that later produced a large number of 
his dogs listed in subsequent pedigrees.  
Others mention dogs bred by other early 
breeders in the American fancy.  The 
majority are litters bred from these first 
few and the names of the  purchasers 
are included.

In �95�, Harjes imported the Australian 
Terrier, Sarah of Billabong from Mrs. 
V. M. Nesbit’s Billabong Kennels 
in Ardmoneen, Glen-farne, County 
Leitrim, (Northern) Ireland.  Sarah, or 
“Air” as she was sometimes referred 
to in subsequent pedigrees, was sired 
by Cognac of Billabong out of Melba of 
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1952 Irish Kennel Club Export Pedigree for Sarah of 
Billabong, imported by John F. Harjes.
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ATCA Foundation Pedigree #1, Sarah of Billabong.
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Billabong.  Both parents were bred from 
mostly Zellah dogs.  Sarah of Billabong 
was a Sandy red, born in �95�.  This 
bitch’s pedigree happens to be #1 in 
the Foundation Pedigrees of Australian 
Terriers in the USA.  

The certified ATCA pedigree for #2 in 
the Foundation Pedigrees is missing 
from our Archives, but it  appears to 

have been another red imported by 
John Harjes from Billabong Kennels, 
the male D’Israeli of Billabong, exported 
in �95�, bred by Mr. Trevor Wilson of 
Leverstock, Greenisland, Belfast, 
County Antrim, (Northern) Ireland, and 
owned by Mrs. Nesbit.  His color was 
listed as “Deep Red”.  His sire was 
Shatonagh of Billabong, his dam was 
Letitia of Billabong. A hand-written 
note on The Irish Kennel Club Export 
Pedigree states, “D’Israeli is the result 
of careful selected breeding; from his 
dam carries the direct line of Imported 
Cheerio Cuddle, dam of Ch. Dandy of 
Zellah.  (illegible)…the Henham Jete 
(Jetty?) imported by the Countess of 
Stradbroke.”  

These two dogs’ pedigrees contain the 
known English and Irish kennels of the 
time reviewed earlier.  They produced 
a number of offspring in the US listed 
as #s 3, 4, 5, 8, 9,10,and 11 in the 
Foundation Pedigrees.  

The Export Pedigree from Ireland for 
D’Israeli lists his date of birth as April 
�9, �95�, and an export date of August 
1953.  D’Israeli’s birth date and the 
subsequent dates of birth of several 
D’Isareli/Sarah offspring are confusing, 
as the birthdates of the offspring bred at 
Blu-Crest Farm are the same on their 
ATCA certified pedigrees as that of their 
sire!  

Foundation Pedigree # 6 , Frisky of 
Billabong, sired by Ch. Cognac of 
Billabong out of Cherry of Billabong, 
was bred by Mrs. Nesbit in Ireland 
and purchased from Mr. F. G. Gates in 
Elmira, New York.  #7 is that of Billabong 
Wicked Wench, bred by and purchased 
from Mrs. Nesbit in Ireland.  Whelped 
in June �95�, the Irish Export Pedigree 
states she was a Red bitch and was 
transferred to Mr. Harjes  on November 
��, �95�.

#�� and �� Foundation Pedigrees 
are offspring of D’Israeli and Frisky 
of Billabong, bred by Mr. Harjes and 
whelped in �955.  One of these pups 
was purchased by Mr. Donald Thoenig 
of Newton, New Jersey.  Pedigree #14 
is missing from our Archives.

Foundation Pedigrees #�5 – �5 are all 
dogs bred by John Harjes.  D’Israeli is 
the sire in each of these.  The dams listed 
include Billabong Wicked Wench, 4 pups 
whelped July �955; Blucrest Wendy 
Delight, � pups whelped November 
1955; and Frisky of Billabong, 4 pups 

Disraeli of Billabong bred by Mrs. 
V., Nesbit, Billabong Knls, Ireland.  
Imp. By John F. Harjes, Blu-Crest 
Knls.  ATCA Foundation Pedigree 
#2.
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whelped December �955.  Blu-Crest 
Sidney a male (# 16) and Blu-Crest 
Towamba a female (#18) were sold to 
Mr. Timothy Callaghan of New York City; 
Blu-Crest Carlo, a male (#�9) was sold 
to Mr. George Rarick, Stroudsburgh, 
Pennsylvania; Blu-Crest Paula a female 
(#�0) was purchased by Mr. Kilmer 
of Stillwater, New Jersey; Blu-Crest 
Mischief a male (#��) was purchased 
by Mr. Thomas Jacob of Newton, New 
Jersey;  Blu-Crest Johanna, a female 
(#24), was sold to Mrs. Dorothy Burgh 
of Midville, New Jersey; and Blu-Crest 
Cleves, female (#�5) was purchased by 
Mr. Harry Chamberlin, Middleville, New 
Jersey.

Dorothy Burgh of New Jersey soon 
joined the nucleus of individuals who 
formed the Australian Terrier Club of 
America in �957.  She also co-owned 
at least one litter with John Harjes, 
according to the Archive pedigrees.

Foundation Pedigrees # �9, �0, �� 
and �� also belonged to John Harjes.  
Blu-crest O’Leary a female (#29) was 
born in 1956 was sired by D’Israeli 
out of Brohatna Philipina.  Blu-Crest 
Senseahray, a female (#�0) was also 
bred by Harjes; she was sired by 
D’Israeli out of Sarah of Billabong.  

#��, Misty, a female blue and tan 
whelped in �95�, was imported by Mr. 
Harjes in 1956 from her breeder, Mrs. 
B.A. M. Gripper, Twipwell Farm, Spaxton, 
Bridgwater, Somerset, England.  Misty 
was a daughter of Hamdon Dickie a son 
of Elvyne St. Hilaire Squib and Thornely 
Dawn; and Clewervilage Brigitte, sired 
by Elvyne Bally Toff out of Lady Victoria, 
a daughter of Dandy of Zellah out of 
Lady June of Nymeth..  

#��, Clewervilage Kreia, a blue and 
tan female born March 1954, was bred 
by and purchased in �955 from MRS. 
ANNA STILLWELL  (CLEWERVILAGE), 
The Limes, Clewervillage, Windsor, 
Berkshire, England.  Blu-Crest Kreia 
was a daughter of Clewervilage Biltong 
out of Clewervilage Bell.  Clewervilage 
Biltong’s sire, Binko of Zellah was a 
son of Dandy of Zellah, and on Binko 
of Zellah’s mother’s side, he goes back 
to the Australian imports, Glenside 
of Koonu and Ch. Torres Blue Jacket 
of Clewervilage.  Clewervilage Bell’s 
grandsire was Henham Tod son of 
Henham Dimple and grandson of the 
Australian import (Henham) Sturt Digger.  
Clewervilage Bell’s dam was Lucy of 
Thornely, a paternal granddaughter 
of Ch. Tawny of Billabong out of Ch. 
Chandy of Zellah; on her maternal side 
her pedigree goes back to Llasdrib 
Boronia and Ch. Henham Joepop as 
well as Mist of Zellah among others.

John Harjes is also the breeder of the 
dogs in Foundation Pedigrees #s 34-
38 and 40-46.  Pedigree #39 is missing 
from our Archives set.  Pedigree #41 
is that of Blu-Crest Stoney Helgate, 
brother to Blu-Crest Tippie Toes (not in 
Foundation set) sired by D’Israeli out 
of Misty (of Clewervilage) , whelped 
August 8, 1956.  Dorothy Burgh of New 
Jersey is again the Purchaser of this 
dog.  #s 42-46 were pups whelped in 
October 1956, sired by D’Israeli out 
of Clewervilage Kreia.  #43, Blu-Crest 
Lorna Doone, a female, was purchased 
by Gete Camina of Morristown, New 
Jersey.  # 44, Stillwater Stillie. A female, 
was sold to Mr. Ronald Bunda of New 
York City.  Ronald Bunda is pictured in 
Pamela McDougall-Douglas’s book (p. 
���) as the handler walking � Blu-Crest 
Australian Terriers in Central Park, Blu-
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Crest D’Israeli, Blu-Crest Tippie Toes, 
and Blu-Crest Wicked Wench.  The dog 
in Pedigree #46, Blu-Crest Trip, a male, 
was sold to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bunda of 
Kenosha, Wisconsin. 

Another series in the Foundation 
Pedigrees with John Harjes as the 
breeder is # 51-66.  These  appear 
to be a litter whelped January �957 
sired by D’Israeli out of Blu-Crest Gin-
Gin.  Two pups, a male and a female, 
whose names are too faintly typed to be 
read, were purchased by Mr. and Mrs. 
Donald Buckbee of Delgeville, New 
York.   Harjes is listed as the owner.  
Pedigrees # 57-59, Blu-Crest Whiskey, 
Rum and Vodka were whelped also in 
January 1957, sired by D’Israeli out 
of Sarah of Billabong.  Harjes is listed 
as the Breeder/Owner.  #s 60-66 are 
littermates whelped in March �957 sired 
by D’Israeli out of Blu-Crest Towamba.  
Again, Harjes is listed as the Breeder/
owner.

Pedigrees #s 69-72 bred by Harjes 
were whelped April �957 and sired by 
D’Israeli and Brohatna Philipina.  Two 
of these were sold to others, namely # 
7�, Blu-Crest Scottie, a male to Mr. and 
Mrs. Vincent Crawn of Stillwater, New 
Jersey; and #  7�, Blu-Crest Cadeau, 
a male to Mrs. Lillian Braumuller of 
Newton, New Jersey.  # 7� is the 
pedigree of Blu-Crest George Sands, 
a female, sired by D’Israeli out of Blu-
Crest Pinkie.

Pedigrees # 78-82, bred by John 
Harjes, are a litter whelped May �957 
sired by Blu-Crest Stoney Helgate out 
of Clewervilage Kreia.  Of these, #79, 
Blu-Crest Scooter, a male, was sold 
to Mr. Charles Currie of Madison, New 
Jersey; and #82, Blu-Crest Bluffe, a 

male, was sold to Miss Maud Connolly 
of Paris, France.

Pedigrees # 103-106 are of a litter 
whelped July ��, �957, sired by Blu-
Crest Travel out of Blu-Crest Paula, two 
males and two females.  One male, Blu-
Crest Trip, was sold to Mr. David Latimer 
of Amherst, Nova Scotia, a repeat of 
the name Blu-Crest Trip. Pedigrees # 
�07-��� whelped July ��, �957.  Two 
females and three males were sired 
by D’Israeli of Billabong out of Sarah 
of Billabong.  None of these pedigrees 
lists a purchaser.

Pedigree # ��� is that of Blu-Crest Blue 
Bedlam,  whelped September �, �957, 
 bred by Harjes, and sired by Blu-
Crest Stoney Helgate out of Blu-Crest 
Johanna.  

Pedigrees # 113-116 represent a litter 
of four females whelped September 14, 
�957,  by Blu-Crest Stoney Helgate bred 
back to his dam, Misty (of Clewervilage).  
One female, Blu-Crest Tilly was 
purchased by Mr. Arthur Unangst of 
Sussex, New Jersey. A second female 
Blu-Crest Etoile was purchased by Mrs. 
Star Lissy of New York City.  A third, 
Blu-Crest Bluky, was sold to Mr. and 
Mrs. Milton Fox of Point Pleasant, New 
Jersey, and the fourth bitch, Blu-Crest 
Daphnis is listed simply as bred by Mr. 
John Harjes.

Another litter bred by Harjes, whelped 
September 18, 1957, is represented in 
Pedigrees # ��7-��0.  These pups were 
sired by Blu-Crest Stoney Helgate out 
of Frisky of Billabong.  Of the two males 
and two females, only one male, Blu-
Crest Scamper is listed as purchased 
by Mr. Arthur Unangst of Sussex, New 
Jersey.
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Pedigrees # 121-124 bred by Harjes 
was sired by Blu-Crest Travel out of Blu-
Crest Gin-Gin.  Whelped September �9, 
�957, this litter were named Blu-Crest 
Nick Charles, Blu-Crest Nora Charles, 
Blu-Crest Phillip Marlow and Blu-Crest 
Sam Spade.  Only the breeder is listed 
on these pedigrees.

A litter of � males, # ���-��� in the 
Foundation Pedigrees, was whelped 
January 12, 1958.  One was sold to Mrs. 
Helen Steele; another was sold to Mrs. 
Mary Gamble, and the third was sold 
to Mr. Alvin Conrad.  The addresses 
of all � of these owners were located 
in Daytona Beach, Florida, where Mr. 
Harjes is known to have spent the 
winter months.

The next series of Blu-Crest-bred 
Foundation Pedigrees (#134-137, 
138-140, 150-152, 153-156, 165-168) 
list only the breeder, John Harjes.  
Pedigrees # 134-137 are of a litter of 
two males and two females whelped on 
January 26, 1958.  This litter was sired 
by Blu-Crest Stoney Helgate bred to 
Sarah of Billabong.  Pedigrees #138-
140 are those of 3 males sired by Blu-
Crest Stoney Helgate out of Blu-Crest 
Johanna, and whelped February 9, 
1958.

On April 18, 1958 a litter of two males 
and � female, Pedigrees # �50-�5� 
was whelped.  They were sired by 
Stoney Helgate and Blu-Crest Ondine.  
Stoney Helgate sired yet another litter 
, Pedigrees # 153-156, bred by Harjes, 
whelped May 1, 1958, consisting of 3 
males and � female.  These were out 
of the bitch Brohatna Philipina, whose 
sire and dam, Ch. Billabong Rufty Tufty 
of Brohatna and Brohatna Candytuft 
harken back to Canberra Kookaburra, 

imported from England by Meg Brush 
as the foundation for her Brohatna 
Kennels.

The last litter in this set of  Foundation 
Pedigrees bred by John Harjes (#165-
168) were whelped June 15, 1958, sired 
by D’Israeli of Billabong out of Blu-Crest 
Tippie Toes.  It consisted of two males 
and two females whose names were 
Blu-Crest Lady in Waiting, Blu-Crest 
Lady of Quality, Blu-Crest Victorian 
Gentleman and Blu-Crest Gentleman 
Caller!

In the Foundation Pedigrees, #�� is that 
of Willelva Wanderer, bred by Miss E. 
Williams of Randwick, NSW, Australia 
and sired by Ch. Barolday Terry Boy, 
son of two Stroud parents, and out 
of the dam Willelva Matilda by Ch. 
Barolday Terry Boy out of Seven Oaks 
Blue Smoke, a grand-daughter of Ripon 
Reggie.  Mrs. Milton Fox is listed as the 
purchaser of the dog.

Pedigrees # 47-50; 67 and 68 document 
the first Elvyne dogs imported or bred 
from by Mrs. Fox.  # 47 is Elvyne Blue 
Taffeta, a bitch whelped on March 16, 
�955, bred by Miss E. R. Swyer of 
Basingstokes, Hants., England. The 
sire was Elvyne Bally Toff out of Elvyne 
Bien Tempis. Mrs. Fox is listed as the 
purchaser from owner Holly Grange of 
Birbright Woking, Surrey, England.  #s 
48, 49, and 50 are a litter out of Elvyne 
Blue Taffeta whelped January �, �957, 
sired by Ch. Elvyne Bang on Trailer. 
They are Cooees Straleon Anzac, 
Cooees Straleon Adam and Cooees 
Straleon Adelaide.  The breeder was 
Mrs. E. R. Swyer and Mr. and Mrs. Milton 
Fox are listed as the owners.  Mrs. Fox 
registered her Aussies with the family 
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kennel name, Cooees Straleon, initially.  
But when she was not allowed by the 
AKC to use this name as a registered 
kennel name, it was then she began 
using Pleasant Pastures. 

Pedigrees #67 and 68 are two more 
Elvyne dogs imported by new owners, 
Mr. and Mrs. Fox. #67 is Elvyne Belle 

Thais, a female, whelped May 9, �955 
by Miss Swyer in England.  The sire was 
Elvyne St. Hilaire Rocket, a grandson 
of Ch. Dandy of Zellah and Ch. Majiga 
Barbara, and the dam, Ch. Elvyne Blue 
Tint, a daughter of Dandy of Zellah out 
of Elvyne Bella of Hyworth.  Pedigree 
#68 is that of Elvyne Betty’s Toff, a 
son of Ch. Elvyne Bally Toff whelped 
February 11, 1956 and bred by Mrs. 
Ellison of England, sold by Miss Swyer 
and purchased by Mr. and Mrs. M. Fox.  

In Pedigree #74 we find Elvyne Regal 
Salute a male bred by Mrs. Thorneloe, 
England, the seller was Miss Swyer 

and the buyer was Mrs. M. Fox.  This 
dog was whelped on May 11, 1956 
and sired by Elvyne Red Sporran out 
of Elvyne Red Sunset.  Pedigree #75 
is for Elvyne Real Scotch, a male, and 
a litter brother to Elvyne Regal Salute.  
Mrs. Thorneloe is again the breeder, the 
seller Miss Swyer, and the purchaser is 
Miss Normalynn Y. Heard of Brookline, 
Massachusetts. 

Two more Elvyne dogs turn up in the 
Foundation Pedigrees.   #76 is the 
female, Elvyne Bien Tempis, bred by 
Miss Swyer and owned by Mr. and Mrs. 
M Fox, sired by Elvyne Brother Tim by 
Elvyne Bella of Hyworth.  Although no 
whelping date is given, it has to be before 
�955 since Elvyne Bella of Hyworth is a 
grandmother of Elvyne Belle Thais who 
was born in May �955.  #77 is Elvyne 
Brandy Trifle, also a female, sired by 
Ch. Elvyne Blasé the Trail out of Elvyne 
Bella of Hyworth.  Again no whelping 
date is given and the breeder is Miss 
Swyer, and the owner is Mrs. M. Fox.

Pedigree #83 is that of the imported 
bitch, Ch. Merryvale Suzette, sent to 
Mrs. Fox from her cousin, Mollie Grocott 
in New Zealand. Sired by Merryvale 
Prince out of Seatoun Sally, and bred 
by Julia Vignes’ Merryvale Kennel in 
Australia, this bitch had been sold to 
Mrs. Gladys Childs in New Zealand, 
whose interest then turned to West 
Highland White Terriers.  Wanting to 
dispense of her Australian Terriers, she 
sold  Merryvale Suzette through Mollie 
Grocott to Mrs. Fox in America around 
�957.  

Merryvale Suzette was in whelp to 
Kingswood Ausssietoo when she 
flew to America. Bred by Mrs. Burt in 
Sydney, Kingswood Aussietoo had 

Ch. Elvyne Regal Salute, CDX.  
Bred by Miss E. Swyer, England. 
Exported to Mr. and Mrs. Fox, 
USA.  Best of Breed, 1959 and 1960 
Westminster Kennel Club record-
entry Miscellaneous Classes.  
First Aussie CDX in America.
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been imported to New Zealand by 
Commander Phipps in 1954.  Pedigrees 
#90-95 are the six pups from that 
litter, three males and three females 
whelped June �9, �957.  Julia Vignes 
(Merryvale) was listed as the breeder 
of record and Mr. and Mrs. Milton Fox 
were the owners, using their first prefix, 
Cooees Straleon.  They retained Cooes 
Straleon Bingora, a male, and Cooees 
Straleon Brissy, a female from the litter.  
They sold Cooees Straleon Bendigo, a 
female, to Mrs. Jane E. Henderson in 
Stockton, New Jersey; Cooees Straleon 
Bonnie, another female was sold to Mrs. 
Jason Smith of Mt. Airy, North Carolina.  
Cooees Straleon Broome, a male,  was 
sold to Mrs. M. C. Edwards of Darien, 
Connecticut, and the male Cooees 
Straleon Burke was sold to Mr. A. M. 
Bayer of Chillicothe, Ohio.

Pedigrees #96 and 98 indicate the 
arrival of two more imports to Pleasant 
Pastures from Willelva Kennels in 
Australia.  Willelva Weja, #96, a female, 
bred by Miss E. Williams, whelped on 
March 28, 1957, was owned by C. A. 
Lance of Randwick, NSW, Australia, 
who sold her to Nell.  Weja was sired 
by a dog named Morts   Brat a son of 
Ch. Braintree of Stroud and Streatham 
Trixie.  Her dam,  Willelva Matilda was a 
daughter of Ch. Barolday Terry Boy and 
Seven Oaks Blue Smoke.  

Willelva Janannie, #97, also a female 
bred by Miss Williams, born April 6, 
�957, was sold directly to Mr. and Mrs. 
Fox.  Her sire was Morts Brat out of 
Willelva Robyn, also by Ch. Barolday 
Terry Boy out of Barolday Topsy.
Pedigrees #98-102 are those of a litter 
by Willelva Wanderer out of Elvyne Blue 
Taffeta, born July �, �957, listed under 
the prefix Cooees Straleon with Mr. and 

Mrs. Milton Fox as the Breeders.  The 
1 male and 4 females listed in this litter 
were each sold as follows:  Cooees 
Straleon Clarmont was sold to Mrs. 
(illegible) Jones of Tucson, Arizona; 
Cooees Straleon Cue was sold to Mr. A. 
M. Bayer of Chillicothe, Ohio; Cooess 
Straleon Cluny was purchased  by Mrs. 
Jane  Henderson of Stockton, New 
Jersey;  Cooees Straleon Cascade was 
sold to Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Lawrence in 
Joplin, Missouri; and the male, Cooees 
Straleon Captain Cook was purchased 
by Mrs. Charles Dana of Madison, New 
Jersey.

Next we see Pedigrees #��5-��0, 
� males and � females bred by Mr. 
and Mrs. Fox, whelped December �, 
�957 and sold as follows: the females 
Cooees Straleon Everard to Mrs. J. 
Farr in Madison, New Jersey; Cooees 
Stralaeon Ewaninga to Mrs. Henderson 
in Stockton, New Jersey; and Cooees 
Straleon Golde to Richard Hammond 
and Eugene Andrews of New York 
City; the males Cooees Straleon Eyre 
to Mr. Robert Gibb, Oldwick, New 
Jersey; Cooees Straleon Eucla to Clara 
Fargo Thomas of Mt. Desert, Maine; 
and Cooees Straleon Endeavor to Mr. 
and Mrs. John Harper of Patterson, 
New York.  This litter was sired by 
Elvyne Regal Salute out of Elvyne Bien 
Tempis.

Pedigree #141 is that of Cooees 
Straleon Flinders, a male whelped 
March 2, 1958, sired by Elvyne Betty’s 
Star out of Elvyne Blue Taffeta.  Mr. 
and Mrs. Milton Fox are listed as the 
breeders.
Pedigrees #142 and 143 are those 
of two Elvyne bitches bred by Miss 
Swyer, sold to Mr. and Mrs. Fox, who 
then resold them to Mr. and Mrs. M. J. 
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Lawrence of Joplin, Missouri.  #142 is 
Elvyne Beat Time, a female sired by Ch. 
Elvyne Blaze the Trail out of Ch. Elvyne 
Red Starlight.  

Pedigree #143, Elvyne Batchelor’s 
Twist, was sired by Elvyne Blaze the 
Trail out of Elvyne Bella Tosca.

An interesting aside is the fact that 
these female pups as well as many 
other Elvyne-bred dogs were strongly 
line bred on Elvyne Starlight of Zellah, 
a Dandy of Zellah daughter who, 
according to Joan Ireland, the manager 
of the Elvyne Kennels, and author of 
The Book of the Australian Terrier, 
Joan L. M. Ireland, 1965, published in 
England,
 

“(Starlight) was probably Dandy’s 
greatest daughter. Starlight 
was a long-bodied bitch with a 
lovely topline, superb neck and 
shoulders and a beautiful head.  
Her coat was harsh and a true 
steel grey without a trace of 
brindling.  She was unfortunately 
ruined for the show ring by the 
terrible experience she had as 
a young bitch,  It was during the 
famous Black Winter of 1947-48. 
Mrs. Hazell, her breeder, was cut 
off in her Dartmoor Cottage by 
snow drifts for a fortnight with no 
food supplies.  When a train did 
get through to Ivybridge, Starlight 
and Squib (later to become Ch. 
Elvyne St. Hilaire Squib) were put 
on it and sent to Miss Swyer.  The 
journey from Devon to Claygate in 
Surrey took 36 hours.  It says much 
for the stamina of both dogs that 
they recovered physically in a few 
weeks. Starlight, however never 
overcame her fear of traveling 

so was not shown.  Through her 
three Champion children, Ch. 
Elvyne Brass Tacks, Ch. Elvyne 
Bally Toff, and Ch. Elvyne Blonde 
Temptress, Starlight figures in 
almost every English pedigree 
today and she has descendants 
in the USA, India and Denmark.” 

Pedigrees #144-148 are those of a litter 
whelped in April, 1958, bred by Mr. and 
Mrs. Fox, sired by Elvyne Betty’s Toff 
out of Cooees Straleon Adelaide. These 
pups were sold as follows:  The two 
bitches, Cooees Straleon Fancy Free to 
Mr. E. Andrews and Mr. R. Hammond, 
and Cooees Straleon Flattery to Mr. R. 
Hammond; the three males Cooees 
Straleon Forsayth to Mrs. W. L. 
Wilkinson of Calgary, Alberta, Canada;  
Cooees Straleon Frome to Frank T. 
Jones of Minneapolis, Minnesota; and 
Cooees Straleon Forbes to Leah Ann 
Cohen of Park Ridge, New Jersey.

Pedigree #149 is that of the imported 
bitch, Dunhall Wait and See, whelped in 
England on January 12, 1956 and bred 
by Mrs. W. Dunn, Dunhall Kennels, 
Bewdley, England.  This dog was 
brought to Canada from England by 
Mrs. Maureen Bottinga, who had been 
a good friend of both Mrs. Winifred 
Dunn and Mrs. Joan Dunn.  She had 
maintained a small kennel based on 
the Dunhall and Tippon bloodlines.  
Mrs. Bottinga sold the dog to Mr. and 
Mrs. Fox who then sold her to Mrs. 
Fox’s relative, Miss Amy Jones, listing 
Dorsett Dock Rd in Pt Pleasant, NJ as 
her address.  MAUREEN BOTTINGA is 
still a member of ATCA, having joined 
the Club as early as 1958, then when 
her membership had lapsed, rejoined 
again in 1969 and continues to exhibit 
to this day.
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Pedigrees #169 and 170 pertain to two 
females whelped on June 15, 1958, 
bred by Mr. and Mrs. Milton Fox.  Sired 
by Willelva Wanderer out of Elvyne 
Brandy Trifle, they were named Cooees 
Straleon Gibson and Gaidner.  Gaidner 
was sold to Mr. John Wagner of Muncie, 
Indiana.
 
A.M.BAYER,MOSSONEE, 
CHILLICOTHE, OHIO
In May 1958, two dogs sold by Mrs. Fox 
to Mr. A. M. Bayer of Ohio, Cooeesw 
Straleon Burke and Cooees Straleon 
Cue, both already covered in the 
Foundation Pedigrees, produced a 
litter of one female and 4 males.  The 
Pedigrees list only the Breeder, Mr. 
Bayer.  These dogs were #s160-164:  
Anjetta of Mossonee, the female, and 
the four males, Arapahoe of Mossonee, 
Arubamba of Mossonee,  Aquarunus 
of Mossonee, and Ahunkapapa of 
Mossonee.

Two bitches were imported by Mr. and 
Mrs. Fox from Mr. and Mrs. Partwine 
in Victoria, Australia.  Whelped on 
September 11, 1958, they were sired 
by Seven Oaks Corroboree out of 
Reserview Mitzi.  Pedigrees # 206 and 
�07, Reserview Refrain and Reserview 
Replica, respectively. Mr. Bayer 
purchased Reserview Refrain from Mrs. 
Fox.  Mr. Bayer served as an Officer of 
ATCA and a Director in the early years 
of the club.

Mrs. MALCOLM (MEG) BRUSH, 
BROHATNA,HOLLYWOOD, 
CALIFORNIA, THEN GEORGIA
Another early player in Australian 
Terriers in America was Margaret 
Brush.  In 1949, Margaret and Malcolm 
Brush living in England purchased a 
Sandy bitch for the purpose of clearing 
stray cats from their house in post-

war London.  She was registered as 
Canberra Kookaburra, Pedigree #�90 
and was the first Aussie registered in 
the AKC Studbook. Bred by and sold 
to Mrs. Brush by Mrs.Colburn Hart of 
Brighton, England, this daughter of the 

ill-fated Ch. Tawny Boy of Billabong and 
Victory of Zellah, while the Brushes still 
lived in England, was bred to Rennick’s 
Boomerang, a solid light sandy dog, in 
�95�.  After moving to Ireland, she was 
bred to Cognac of Billabong, a solid 
dark sandy dog, and they produced a 
light colored litter, Kookaburra herself 
being a light sandy bitch.  Later she 
was bred to Thornley Chanter, a son 
of Ind. Ch. Grendon Red Shadow (of 
Bendigo).  The one surviving pup from 
that litter apparently sired many litters 
in the West of Ireland, according to Mrs. 
Brush.  

In �955, they moved to southern 
California; Canberra Kookaburra 
arrived in 1956 in whelp to an Irish-
bred son of Thornley Chanter, Brackley 
of Billabong, a grandson of Ind. Ch. 

Brohatna Great Catherine (left) bred 
and owned by Mrs. Malcolm Brush, 
California.  Pictured with her sire, 
Ch. Elvyne Regal Salute.
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Grendon Red Shadow (of Bendigo).  
The latter we will recall was bred by 
Mr. Reg Mitchell of Victoria around 
1937-1938 out of Ch. Westmead Lorna, 
sired by Ch. Cheerio Pataudi, both of 
whom he had purchased from their 
respective breeders, and the result 
was the outstanding and eventually 
international litter of three males, with 
Grendon Red Flare, who remained 
in Victoria, and Grendon Red Flash, 
exported to England, being the other 
litter brothers to Grendon Red Shadow, 
who was exported to India and migrated 
to England with his owners in due 
course. In the 1966 ATCA Newsletter, 
Mrs. Brush comments that this same 
Mr. Reg Mitchell judged at the Chagrin 
Valley K.C. Show that year.

Foundation Pedigrees #s 26, 27 and 
28 are the offspring of the breeding 
between Canberra Kookaburra and Ch. 
Brackley of Billabong. These dogs were 
Brohatna Pacific Red Shadow, a male, 
Brohatna Western George, a male, and 
Brohatna California Poppy, a female.

In May of �957, Mrs. Brush whelped 
another litter, three females and three 
males sired by Blu-Crest Wagga Wagga 
out of Brohatna California. They were 
females Brohatna Eleanor, Brohatna 
Thumbelina, and Brohatna Lucy Locket; 
and the males Brohatna Down Under,  
Brohatna Breedon, and Brohatna Bross. 
They are Pedigrees #84-89.

Pedigrees #208-211 are those of a litter 
of four, bred by Mrs. Brush, a repeat 
breeding of Blu-Crest Wagga Wagga and 
Brohatna California whelped November 
of 1958. They are the females, Brohatna 
Vixen, Brohatna Lily of the Valley, and 
Brohatna Byebright, and one male, 
Brohatna Wraggle-Taggle.

MRS. F. F. ROCKLEY, GRAND FALLS, 
NEWFOUNDLAND, CANADA
Pedigrees #183-184 are those of 
Pondale Punch and Pondale Judy.  
They were bred by Mrs. E. Pond of 
Prospect, NSW, Australia, whelped 
in March �957, and exported to Mrs. 
Rockley in Newfoundland, Canada.  

Pedigrees #�7�-�7�, Cooees Straleon 
Gisborne and Cooees Straleon Gundey, 
both males, were bred by Mr. and 
Mrs Fox and whelped June 15, 1958.  
They were sired by Willelva Wanderer 
out of Elvyne Brandy Trifle.  Gisborne 
was purchased by Mrs. L. D. Martin of 
Alexandria, Virginia.

Pedigrees 173-180 are those of a litter 
sired by Elvyne Regal Salute out of 
Willelva Janannie, whelped June �0, 
1958.  There were five females and 
three males in the litter bred by Mr. and 
Mrs. Milton Fox. Of  the females, Cooees 
Straleon Hira was sold to Mrs. Josephine 
Swan of Trenton, New Jersey; Cooees 
Straleon Hyhope was purchased by 
Miss Mary Hammond of New York City; 
and Cooees Straleon Hooptown went 
to Mrs. Jean McClure, Wollongong 
Kennels, Nobleboro, Maine.  Of the 
males, Mr. Robert Gibb of Oldwick, New 
Jersey purchased Cooees Straleon 
Homai;  and Mr. Samuel Barnard of 
Gladwyne, Pennsylvania purchased 
Cooees Straleon Huka.  Mr. and Mrs. 
Fox retained the females Cooees 
Straleon Holmes, Harvey, and the male, 
Hakarua.

Another litter whelped around this time 
on July 2, 1958, bred by Mr. and Mrs. 
Fox were sired by Cooees Straleon 
Anzac out of Merryvale Suzette. The 
four females in the litter were sold as 
follows:  Cooees Straleon Iti to Mr. 
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Peter Terrace of New York City; Cooees 
Straleon Injune to Mrs. Jean McClure 
of Wollongong Kennels, Nobleboro, 
Maine; Cooees Straleon Ingledown 
went to Mr. A. Bayer in Chillicothe, 
Ohio; and Cooees Straleon Inverell 
was purchased by Mrs. Ralph Smith 
of Stamford, Connecticut.  The male 
pup was retained by Mr. and Mrs. Fox 
but his name is illegible due to a weak 
typewriter ribbon on this pedigree!

Pedigrees #�9�-�97 are those of a litter 
whelped September 30, 1958 by Cooees 
Straleon Bingora out of Elvyne Belle 
Thais.  Bred by Mr. and Mrs. Milton Fox, 
two males, Cooees Straleon Kimba and 
Kiama, were sold to MR. CLIFFORD 
HALLMARK, who was a member of the 
ATCA during this time, serving as Chair 
of the Standard Committee around the 
time of breed recognition.  Mr. Hallmark 
resigned from the Club after a few 
years and subsequently became one 
of the best known terrier handlers on 
the eastern dog scene in America.  The 
pedigrees of the remaining three pups, 
Cooees Straleon Kiwi, a female, and 
two males, Kiaora and Kingeroy, were 
still owned by the Foxes at the time.

The Pedigrees continue with #�00-
204, one female and 4 males whelped 
October 12, 1958.  Bred by Mr. and Mrs. 
Milton Fox, they were sired by Elvyne 
Regal Salute out of Cooees Straleon 
Adelaide.  Of these one male, Cooees 
Straleon Loxton, is listed as having 
been sold to Mr. Gerrit H. Cierveld of 
Flanders, New Jersey.  The others 
were Cooees Straleon Lennora, Lyons, 
Lander,  and Lihou.

Pedigrees #218-221 were bred by John 
Harjes and whelped December �5, 
1958.  The litter of four, three females 

and one male, were apparently sold to 
Mr. and Mrs. Fox.  Sired by D’Israeli of 
Billabong out of Blu-Crest Tippie Toes, 
the three females were purchased from 
the Foxes as follows:  Blu-Crest Orua by 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pool; Blu-Crest 
Ohinemutu by Mr. and Mrs. Tenny (no 
address given); and Blu-Crest Oakura 
by Miss Betty Kyper of Margate City, 
New Jersey.  The male, Blu-Crest Oiki 
had not been purchased at the time.

The Foxes are listed as breeders of 
another litter, three males, whelped 
on January 9, �959, sired by Willelva 
Wanderer out of Elvyne Brandy Trifle.  
Two were sold as follows:  Cooees 
Straleon Quest to Mrs. Ralph Wood of 
Point Pleasant, New Jersey; and Cooees 
Straleon Quorm was sold to Miss Lila 
Biern of New York City.Cooees Straleon 
Quilpie is listed without a purchaser.

The last five Pedigrees in the Foundation 
set, #252-256, record a litter of five, of 
which the sex of only three is given, one 
male and two females.  Mr. and Mrs. 
Michael Lawrence of Joplin, Missouri 
are listed as the breeders of this litter 
whelped April �9, �959.  They were sired 
by Cooees Straleon Anzac out of Elvyne 
Beat time.  No further information about 
these dogs is given on the pedigrees.

The remaining ATCA Foundation 
Pedigrees revolve around the 
contributions of three Australian 
breeders, Mrs. Marjorie Bywater of 
Seven Oaks Kennels, Mrs. Pat Connor 
of Tinee Town Kennels, and Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur Davis of Wonga Rhon Kennels. 

MARJORIE BYWATER, SEVEN 
OAKS, VICTORIA (continued) 
Another significant chapter begins 
with the relationship between Mrs. 
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Bywater and Mrs. Fox.  Aside from 
the �0 Australian Champions brought 
to America when Mrs. Bywater visited 
in �959, there are other Seven Oaks 
and Wonga Rhon dogs that appear in 
the Foundation Pedigrees in America 
whose dates of importation are unclear. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that Mrs. 
Bywater and Mrs. Fox together were 
responsible for introducing and/or 
breeding several quality dogs before or 

during Mrs. Bywater’s stay in America. 

Mrs. Bywater came to America in �959 
as a guest of Mrs. Fox and remained 
here for some time.  Some anecdotes 
about this visit begin with the fact 
that Mrs. Bywater took with her ten 
Australian Champions, in the words of 
Pam McDougall-Douglas, 

“the cream of show dogs, amongst 
which was Ch. Seven Oaks Blue 
Sprigan, a winner of over �000 
challenge points, more than any 
other Australian Terrier had won 
at this time in Australia……There 
was quite a bit of publicity about 

their departure as it was reputed to 
be the largest single cargo of any 
breed exported from Australia.  
So newsworthy was this airlift that 
the departure was reported by the 
British Broadcasting Company 
and 200 feet of television film 
was taken as the dogs boarded 
the plane.” (p. 46-47)

On returning to Australia, Mrs. Bywater 
took three dogs back with her, Ch. Seven 
Oaks Blue Sprigan, Ch. Seven Oaks 
Winsome and Ch. Seven Oaks Wispers 
Ecko, and left seven of the dogs with 
Mrs. Fox.  They were Ch. Janeph Jill, 
reported as being the most successful 
canine matron at the time in the USA; 
Janeph Jill appears to have given rise 
to key dogs in several major kennels 
in Australia and America, hence her 
reputation as a brood bitch.  Ch. Seven 
Oaks Satellite; Ch. Seven Oaks Dignity 
who won the Miscellaneous Bitches 
Class at Westminster in 1960 over an 

Ch. Sydnum Solitaire of Sheslie, 
Imported Bitch, owned by Valerie 
Donaldson.  One of the first Aussies 
to place in Terrier Group in US, 
along with the imported dog Tinee 
Town Traveller, owned by Mr. and 
Mrs. Fox, and American-bred dog 
Ch. Wingspan’s Wallaby, owned 
by Mr. and Mrs. A. Bartholomew, 
Thornoaks Knls, Illinois.

Ch. Tinee Town Traveller, bred by 
Mrs. Pat Connor.  Exported to US 
by Mrs. Marjorie Bywater, 1959.
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entry of �7 bitches;  Ch. Tinee Town 
Traveller, one of the first Australian 
Terriers to place in a group in the USA;  
Ch. Seven Oaks True Story, a grandson 
of the famous Sturt Mr. Chips, and Best 
of Breed winner at the first Specialty 
Show of the Australian Terrier Club of 
America in February 1962; Ch. Seven 
Oaks Batchlor Gay;  and Ch. Seven 
Oaks Whisper.

PAT CONNOR, TINEE TOWN, 
VICTORIA
Growing up in Tasmania, the daughter 
of a dog breeder and exhibitor, Victor 
Goodrich, Mrs. Connor’s first Aussie 
was named Tiny, bred by her father.  
Pat accompanied her father to many 
Agricultural shows, meeting many 
breeders and exhibitors, including Mr. 
Norman Nielson, a good friend of her 
father’s, who ran many of the shows 
and in �9�7 became a Councilor of the 
Southern Tasmanian Kennel Control 
Council. 

Her family moved to Melbourne in the 
�950s.  After observing those competing 
in the show ring she approached Mrs. 
Bywater at the �95� Melbourne Show 
about the possibility of purchasing some 
show stock, and soon was the owner of 
Seven Oaks Sweetheart and Ch. Seven 
Oaks Honeybunch. Later she acquired 
Ch. Wonga Rhon Blue Self, bred by MR. 
AND MRS. ARTHUR DAVIS, WONGA 
RHON KENNELS, whose small select 
kennel had begun in the mid �950s.  
This bitch proved to be an outstanding 
foundation bitch and a superior show 
girl for Mrs. Connor.  Thus was begun 
the successful breeding program of 
Tinee Town Kennels.

Returning to the ATCA Foundation 
Pedigrees #157, 158 and 159, Ch. Seven 

Oaks Whisper (#�57), whelped June �7, 
�955 and sired by Ch. Seven Oaks Blue 
Sprigan out of Ch. Seven Oaks Wagtail, 
was bred by Mrs. Bywater; Mr. and Mrs. 
Fox are listed as the purchasers.  In this 
bitch are represented the likes of Ripon 
Reggie, Ch. Pine Digger, Ch. Nurelee 
and Ch. Seven Oaks Blue Sprigan.

In #158, Wonga Rhon Peeping Kate, 
whelped in October �957, is listed as 
bred by Mrs. Bywater, sired by Ch. 
Seven Oaks Skywriter out of Seven 
Oaks Peeping Kate.  Here we have 
the influence of Sturt Mr. Chips and 
Ch. Janeph Jill, Ch. Seven Oaks 
Blue Sprigan and Ch. Nurelee as 
well. Wonga Rhon Peeping Kate was 
apparently sold to Roger MacDonald, 
listed as Seller, whose address is 1411 
Dorsett Dock Rd, the residence of Mr. 
and Mrs. Fox.  They in turn sold her to 
RICHARD HAMMOND AND EUGENE 
ANDREWS, BOTH OF NEW YORK 
CITY.  These two gentlemen were 
participants in the early deliberations of 
the Australian Terrier Club of America.  
Mr. Andrews was Treasurer for a time 
until illness caused his retirement from 
that post.  Mr. Hammond was the second 
President of the Club in �959 and 
1960, and he was the key figure in the 
assembly of the Foundation Pedigrees, 
praised by the AKC for the quality of his 
efforts, for which he must have used 
countless typewriter ribbons.

Pedigree #�59 is that of Wonga Rhon 
Ginger Snap sired by Bluebell Silver 
Prince out of Craigieburne Beauty.  
Whelped in October �957, this dog 
was listed as bred by Mrs. Bywater and 
purchased by Mr. and Mrs. Milton Fox.  
BLUEBELL KENNEL was begun by Mr. 
Geoffrey and Mrs. Mollie Wormald in 
Victoria in 1946.  With the addition of 
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the bitch, Ch. Copper Top Cherie from 
MRS. EILEEN HOWMAN’S COPPER 
TOP KENNEL they developed 
distinctive bloodlines with quality show 
stock.  Craigieburne Beauty came from 
the CRAIGIEBURNE KENNEL of Mrs. 
A. Lowry in South Australia.  These 
Aussies are remembered for their softer 
coats and expression.  It is said this bitch 
was the most renowned of her kennel 
and she was exported to Mrs. Fox in 
1957.  (McDougall pp.55-57; 161)

Mrs. Howman (COPPER TOP) owned 
Ch. Seven Oaks Taikalook, winner of 
the Bitch Challenge at both the 1961 
Melbourne Royal and the 1962 Sydney 
Royal.  Taikalook bred to Wonga Rhon 
Just Pete produced Ch. Copper Top 
Jolly Roger, Challenge Dog at the 
1962 Sydney Royal. Pam McDougall-
Douglas describes him “as close to the 
perfect show dog as one could get.”  

Pedigrees #181 and 182 are those of 
two bitches bred by Mrs. Bywater and 
purchased by Mrs. Fox, Seven Oaks 
Fairy Tale and Seven Oaks Storytella, 
whelped in March 1958.  Seven Oaks 
Fairy Tale was purchased by Richard 
Hammond and Eugene Andrews.  
These bitches were sired by Ch. Seven 
Oaks Skywriter out of Ch. Seven Oaks 
Fairy Fable.

In Pedigrees #�9� and �9� we have 
a litter of two, a male and a female, 
whelped September 13, 1958, bred by 
Mr. and Mrs. Fox.  They are Cooees 
Straleon Jedda and Cooees Straleon 
Jarra.  Jarra was sold to Mr. A. M. Bayer 
of Chillicothe, Ohio.  They were sired 
by Wonga Rhon Ginger Snap out of 
Blue-Crest Blukey, and combine some 
of the familiar Australian and English 
bloodlines we saw above.

Pedigrees #��0 and ��� are those of 
littermates Cooes Straleon Rata and 
Cooees Straleon Ruru, both males, 
whelped January 16, 1959.  They were 
sired by Wonga Rhon Ginger Snap out 
of Elvyne Bien Tempis, again combining 
familiar Australian and slightly different 
English bloodlines.  Mr. and Mrs. Fox 
bred this pair.  They sold Rata to Mr. 
J. A. Zehntbauer in Portland, Oregon, 
and Ruru went to Mrs. John Groome in 
Winter Harbor, Maine.

Pedigrees #198 and 199 represent 
another litter of two, a male, Seven 
Oaks Golden Gleam and a female, 
Seven Oaks Red Slippers, bred by Mrs. 
Bywater. Whelped on May 10, 1958, 
they were purchased by Mr. and Mrs. 
Fox.  Again Ch. Seven Oaks Skywriter 
was the sire, and the dam of these two 
was Seven Oaks Red Shoes.

In Pedigree #205 we find the bitch 
Seven Oaks Harebell, whelped in 
September, 1954, bred by Mrs. Bywater 
and purchased by Mr. and Mrs. Fox.  
Sired by Sturt Mr. Chipps out of Ch. 
Seven Oaks Pee Wee, a Ch. Nurelee 
daughter, this bitch, when bred to Ch. 
Seven Oaks Blue Sprigan produced 
a litter of six whelped November ��, 
1958, four females and two males.  
They were Cooees Straleon Nowra, 
Narrogin, Nannup and Nanmine, the 
females, and Cooes Straleon Nullagine 
and Nyngan, the males.

Finally, with Pedigrees #223-226 we 
complete this review of the Foundation 
Pedigrees with a litter of four, one male 
and � females by Wonga Rhon Ginger 
Snap out of Willelva Janannie.  Bred by 
Mr. and Mrs. Fox, they were whelped 
on December 29, 1958.  The male was 
Cooees Straleon Ponga, the females 
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were Cooees Straleon Petone, Paroa 
and the third female, Cooees Straleon 
Paenga, was purchased by Mrs. Eunice 
B. Clark, Hughcliff Kennels, Brunswick, 
Ohio.  Mrs. EUNICE CLARK AND 
HUGHCLIFF KENNELS became an 
active participant in the breed in the 
ensuing years.

The Foundation Pedigrees provide 
a limited view of the early Australian 
Terriers bred and shown in America.  
There were many other imported 
dogs and early litters bred in America 
that produced dogs whose careers were 
advanced by various breeders around the 
country.  Many of these are in our Archives, 
but the view they provide is by no means 
complete.  This is an intriguing topic for 
another time.

Hughcliff Panga and Hughcliff 
Tpan Adamo, owned by Mrs. 
Eunice Clark, Hughcliff Kennels, 
Ohio.

HOW THE ATCA AS 
WE KNOW IT CAME 

TO BE

Carol Sazama
ATCA Historian

In February �957 John F. Harjes  and 
his Blu-Crest Australian Terriers were 
featured in a NY Times article about the 
“new”  breed and the fact that several 
were entered in the Miscellaneous Class 
of the upcoming �957 Westminster KC 
Dog Show.  Harjes was also described 
as interested in achieving recognition 
of the rare breed by the American 
Kennel Club. 

We know from the history of the breed in 
America that Mr. Harjes, of Blairstown, 
New Jersey and New York City, Mr. 
and Mrs. Milton Fox of Point Pleasant, 
New Jersey, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm 
Brush of England, and then California 
and Georgia, and others were early 
players in this new breed. By the 
mid-�950s they had begun to import 
Australian Terriers – Harjes from Mrs. 
Nesbit’s Billabong Kennels in Ireland, 
Mr. and Mrs. Fox from Willelva Kennels 
in Australia and from Elvyne Kennels 
in England, and Mr. and Mrs. Brush 
purchasing dogs from Ireland while in 
England, then bringing them with them 
to America.

One of the requirements of the 
American Kennel Club for recognition 
of new breeds is that they must be 
represented by a stable parent breed 
club that will organize, among other 
things, a Standard for the proposed 
Breed and a Foundation Pedigree 
Book to document that the breed does 
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breed true.

After the Westminster KC Show in New 
York City in February �957, a small 
group of enthusiasts from the greater 
New York City area met at the New 
York apartment of John Harjes for the 
purpose of establishing a parent breed 
club for Australian Terriers.  The Minutes 
of this meeting on April �, �957 are the 
earliest recorded Minutes that we have 
of the new Australian Terrier Club.  The 
Club met several times each year in the 
beginning.  John F. Harjes was elected 
the first President of the fledgling club 
and continued to be active in that Office 
through April 21, 1958. 

Officers elected at this first meeting of 
the ATCA in addition to President Harjes 
were Vice President and Recording 
Secretary, Mr. Milton Fox, Mrs. Gwenn 
Walters, Treasurer, and Corresponding 
Secretary, Mrs. Nell Fox. The minutes 

say Mrs. Fox was appointed to the 
office due to the absence of the other 
two nominees, Mrs. Dorothy Burgh of 
New Jersey and Mrs. Malcolm Brush 
of California.  The main items on the 
agenda of this meeting were acceptance 
of the American Kennel Club By-laws for 
breed clubs and the appointment of Mr. 
Harjes to represent the interests of the 
new breed with the American Kennel 
Club.  

At the second meeting on May 7, a few 
changes in the previous slate of officers 
were voted on, namely Recording 
and Corresponding Secretary, Nell 
Fox, and Treasurer, Mr. Bunda (due 
to the resignation of Mrs. Walters due 
to illness).  Mr. Harjes reported on his 
visit to the AKC, although no details of 
this meeting are recorded.  The name 
Australian Terrier Club was adopted 
and the club address was c/o Mr. John 
Harjes, 12 E. 63 St, New York City. 
An alternative address was c/o the 
Secretary, Nell Fox, at 1411 Dorsett 
Dock Road, Pt Pleasant NJ.   Annual 
dues for individual members were set 
at $�; it was decided there would be no 
married couple’s memberships.

In June of �957, Mr. Harjes agreed to 
order membership cards for the Club.  
In July, with $49 in the treasury, Milton 
Fox agreed to be Treasurer due to 
the need for Mr. Bunda to be absent 
for some time.  Mrs. Eugene Roszko 
was appointed Vice President.  New 
members were Miss. Y. Heard, Mrs. F. 
Keyes; foreign members were Mrs. M. 
Grocott (NZ), Miss E. Swyer (Elvyne, 
England) and Miss J. Ireland (England, 
manager of Elvyne Knls).  Names of 
officers and members are mentioned 
going forward to indicate how early 
some of the first members became ATCA Club Pamphlet 1st Edition 
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involved in Club affairs.
 
In October the members met again at 
Mr. Harjes’s apartment in NYC, at 837 
Madison Ave.  A Board of Directors was 
discussed, and it was suggested that 
the following members be appointed 
to such a Board:  Mrs. Dorothy Burgh, 
Mrs. Walters, Mr. Harjes, Mr. Fox, Mrs. 
Brush, Mrs. Winnans, Mrs. Fox and 
Mrs. Roszko.

Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Roszko and Mr. 
and Mrs. Fox reported going to the AKC 
and gave details of the requirements for 
breed recognition.  They voted to accept 
members by letters from out-of-town 
individuals asking for club membership. 
The Corresponding Secretary would 
notify members of news of the Australian 
Terrier progress toward recognition, 

and she was to write these letters at 
her own discretion without the delay of 
waiting for a meeting to verify them.  A 
Newsheet was discussed as a means of 
spreading Aussie news.  New members 
elected included Mrs. Jane Henderson, 
who would later endow the Henderson 
Awards in Obedience for eligible 
members in ATCA.  These awards exist 
today and are named in her honor.
 
In November �957, they met again at 
Mr. Harjes’s residence in NYC and 
elected the following new members:  
Mr. M. Brumby, Mr. C. Hallmark, Mrs. 
A. Stillwell (England), Mr. and Mrs. D. 
Woolcock (Australia), Mr. Jack Baird, 
Mrs. E. Rivers (Australia), Mr. Richards 
Hammond and Mr. Eugene Andrews.

The next meeting was January 24, 1958 

Milton and Nell Fox with their Pleasant Pastures Aussies, New Jersey.
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at the Harjes residence.  Officers for 
the new year were elected: President, 
John Harjes, Vice President, Richard 
Hammond, Treasurer, Mr. Andrews, 
Recording Secretary, Miss Anderson, 
and Corresponding Secretary, Nell Fox.  
Mr. Hammond and Mrs. Fox arranged 
details in preparing pedigrees for AKC.  
It was voted to limit the term of President 
to two years, and Presidents of the Club 
may not succeed themselves in that 
office.  They agreed it was necessary 
to gather news for monthly articles in 
Popular Dogs and to find other means 
to develop the Club and to gather new 
members.

At the meeting on April 21, 1958, the 
President turned the meeting over to the 
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Fox, and 
the following topics were discussed:  A 
Standard should be printed in a Booklet 
and in an issue of Dog World every two 
years; She will write for an available 
Cover in Popular Dogs; Offer members 
something, such as Newsletters every 
� months; Mr. Hammond and Mr. 
Andrews to design a club emblem, for 
which Mr. Harjes offered a picture.  The 
official name of the Club was discussed.  
Several new members from Florida were 
to be added, proposed by Mr. Harjes.
 
The Certificate of Incorporation under 
the laws of the State of New Jersey 
was signed on September 6, 1958.  
The first trustees appointed “for the first 
year of existence of the corporation or 
until their successors are elected and 
qualify” were Milton Fox, John Harjes, 
Richard Hammond, Eugene Andrews 
and Virginia Herts.

Minutes for �959 report a meeting on 
May �0 at which the Treasurer, Mr. 
Andrews, reported there were then 98 

paid members, with new memberships 
coming in regularly.    High on the list of 
goals  was “the promotional campaign 
planned for the coming year which was 
expected to ad greatly to the prestige 
and popularity of the breed.”  They also 
thought it was important to keep a list of 
Kennels that had stock available, and 
to mail the Club leaflets to prospective 
buyers of Australian Terriers.

The President, Richard Hammond, 
reported on the visit of the officers to 
the AKC and the fact that  AKC had 
accepted some of the Club records as 
a preliminary presentation.
It was felt that it was now important 
to keep the dogs out in the public eye 
and keep up the interest shown during 
the previous year.  They planned to 
invite guests to future meetings to talk 
on showing, grooming, and Australian 
Terriers in general.  Mrs. Marjorie 
Bywater, owner of the famed Seven 
Oaks Kennels, and  soon to arrive in the 
U.S. for an extended visit as the guest 
of Mrs. Fox, was suggested as the first 
such guest speaker.

In March 30, 1960 Mrs. Bywater was 
mentioned as being present at this 
meeting.  They discussed working with 
new branches of the Club and studying 
how other breeds do this.  It was voted 
unanimously to accept proxy votes.

Breed Recognition was announced by 
the American Kennel Club in May 1960.  
The May AKC Gazette carried the notice 
of admission to the AKC Stud Book 
Register as of July 1, 1960, and approval 
of the Standard for the Breed.    It was 
the 114th breed and the first  terrier breed 
approved by AKC in 24 years.  The first 
show at which an Aussie was shown 
in the Regular classes was at the Del-
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Otse-Nango Kennel Club in Oneonta, 
New York in July 1960.  Immediately 
there was a flurry of activity on the part 
of Aussie breeders and exhibitors to 
enter Australian Terriers wherever there 
were dog shows.

At a meeting of the Club on May �0, 
1960 in Pt Pleasant, NJ at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Fox, Officers and members 
discussed holding a Match Show.  (This  
still is a requirement for any breed club 
to hold specialty shows sanctioned by 
AKC) Mrs. Bywater was present and 
demonstrated her method of trimming 
dogs for show.

At the June 13, 1960 meeting held at 
�0� E. �9th St, NYC, they welcomed 
Mrs. Malcolm (Meg) Brush and asked 
her how they could work with members 
in California.  Mrs. Brush talked to 
them.  The Pedigree Committee met 
with Mrs. Brush to discuss details of the 
California pedigrees.  It was announced 
that a Newsletter would be out July �5th.  
The Club thanked Mr. Hammond for his 
excellent Stud Book for the AKC.

Then an interesting topic of discussion 
arose.  There was trouble in paradise.  
It concerned the fact that the size and 
color sections in the Standard for the 
Breed had been changed by the AKC 
with no individual of the Club being 
consulted.  The Blue and Tan color was 
listed as preferable to the Sandies and 
Reds.  In addition, the color chocolate 
with tan markings had been added as 
permissible although not preferred.  
They resolved to ask the AKC to 
delete the color preference and delete 
chocolate color as soon as possible.  

Meanwhile, in July 1960, a First Plan “A” 
AKC Sanctioned  Match Show was held 

at Ocean County Park, in Lakewood, 
New Jersey.  Judges at this event were 
Randolph Higgins, Regular Competition, 
and Richard Hammond, Best in Puppy 
Classes.  Valerie Donaldson served 
as Match Secretary, Mrs. Marjorie 
Bywater was Chief Steward, and Dr. 
Eugene Roszko was the Match Show 
Veterinarian.  

Effective September 13, 1960, the 
AKC accepted “minor revisions” to 
the  Standard for Australian Terriers 
which deleted mention of chocolate 
with tan markings, and also deleted 
the words “and woolly” in the sentence 
that describes the undercoat.    Notice 
of these revisions was published in the 
October 1960 Gazette and the revised 
Standard of September 13, 1960 was 
published in The Complete Dog Book in 
1961.  Whether or not further revision of 
the Standard was delayed due to AKC 
rules or not, the color preference for Blue 
and Tan over Sandy and Red remained 
in the Standard of 1960 for 10 years until 
�970, when ATCA approved , and the 
AKC also approved, a further revised 
Standard for the Australian Terrier that 
removed the color preference against 
the Sandies and Reds.

On September 23, 1960 the Club met 
again. Members present included Mrs. 
Bywater. They discussed whether to 
adopt the black and silver color.  

“Branch Clubs” were noted in Chicago, 
Louisiana, Maine, California and New 
Jersey.  It was stated that they were 
helping the Californians with pedigrees.  
It was voted to offer trophies at 
Westminster, Chicago, Philadelphia, 
Westchester, NY, California, and at two 
important Terrier Shows (unnamed).
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At the first Club meeting of the new 
year, January 15, 1961, there was more 
trouble in paradise.  The President, 
Milton Fox, opened the Board meeting 
at the Beacon Manor Hotel in Pt. 
Pleasant, NJ with Carolyn Broome 
was the Recording Secretary.  Those 
present were �� members from New 
Jersey, � from New York, and � from 
Pennsylvania.  A motion was made by 
Dr. Roszko to ask Mrs. Bywater to resign 
from the Club.  It was decided that this 
would be taken up at the next meeting 
of the Board of Directors.  A letter from 
Richard Hammond was read in which 
he requested an extension by the Club 
before acting on his previously offered 
letter of resignation.  This was denied 
and the resignation was accepted as of 
the date of this meeting.  A letter from 
Valerie Donaldson was read in which 
she asked that her previously submitted 
letter of resignation be withdrawn and 
that her enclosed dues be accepted 
for 1961.  This was accepted and 
approved.  

Clifford Hallmark was appointed 
Chairman of the Standard Committee.  
Dr. Roszko was appointed Chair of 
the Public Relations Committee to try 
to obtain photos of dogs other than 
those of the Foxes. Eventually a Photo 
Contest was held by mail, which made 
some 85 photos available to ATCA for 
use in its publicity efforts.

At a Special Meeting at the Hotel 
Belvedere in NYC on February 14, 
1961, the following resolution was 
approved:  “In view of the fact that a 
number of members have preference 
for Reds and Sandies and that all 
members feel there should be no color 
discrimination it is hereby resolved to 
make the following request to the AKC 

regarding our standard under color;  to 
read ‘Sandy Color and clear reds are 
equally acceptable’.  The following to 
be deleted; ‘but not as desirable, other 
things being equal, as Blue and Tan.’  
A letter containing this resolution was 
sent to Mr. Dick at the AKC by Mrs. Fox 
on February 17, 1961.

The Board of Directors met on March 8, 
1961.  Those present were President, 
Milton Fox, Nell Fox, Dr. Roszko, 
Clifford Hallmark, Steve Schwab and 

Carolyn Broome.  Dr. Roszko moved 
that the motion made at a previous 
meeting concerning Mrs. Bywater be 
stricken from the minutes.  All approved 
except Mrs. Fox.  Mrs. Bywater was 
not a member at that time because her 
dues for 1961 were not paid prior to 
March 1, 1961.

The Standard Chair, Mr. Hallmark, read 
the Committee’s proposal, and a motion 
was made and passed for acceptance.  
Mrs. Fox abstained.  It was suggested 
that members from other parts of 
the country be asked to serve on this 

Cooeees Straleon Idle, the breed 
representative pictured in the 
AKC  Complete Dog Book for 
many years.
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committee to get a more general 
opinion of what the Standard should be, 
and that all views be considered before 
asking the general membership for a 
vote of acceptance.

The minutes of the March 8th Board 
meeting were read at the general 
meeting of March 15, 1961.   It was 
announced that an “A” Match Show 
was planned for July 9, 1961.  Mr. 
Andrews will chair.  Receipt of Richard 
Hammond’s money order for dues was 
acknowledged along with a request to 
extend his membership before acting 
on his resignation.  It was voted to send 
him a letter stating that his membership 
will be renewed effective 90 days from 
January 12 because of past difficulties 
and the fact that his money order was 
dated after March �. Reinstatement 
was conditional on his not holding office 
for a period of two years from that date.  
The letter sent to Mr. Hammond actually 
reinstated his membership effective April 
1, 1961.  Just what transpired making 
Mrs. Donaldson and Mr. Hammond 
resign at all, we may never know for 
certain.  Happily, Dick returned to the 
Club and even held office later on, 
continuing to participate in the progress 
of the breed as a Club member, exhibitor 
and judge of the breed of which he was 
so fond.

On July 9, 1961, a Second Plan “A” 
AKC Sanctioned Specialty Match Show 
was held by ATCA at Ocean County 
Park in New Jersey.  Mr. Frank B. 
Brumby judged the Regular Classes, 
and Mrs. Anthony Walters judged the 
Puppy Classes.  Later in 1961 the 
AKC approved the offering of Specialty 
Shows by the Australian Terrier Club 
of America as a licensed Club of the 
AKC.

The Club began plans for the First 
Specialty to be held February  11, 1962 
in conjunction  with the Associated 
Terrier Clubs at their show site in New 
York City.   Mrs. Augustus Riggs, IV was 
approved to judge.  

The ATCA Emblem was used for the 
first time in conjunction with the publicity 
for the first Specialty Show.  It was 
designed by Dr. Roszko who worked into 
the design the Wattle, national flower 
of Australia, and the Southern Cross 
constellation on the shield.  This design 
has continued to the present day as the 
official emblem of the ATCA, with some 
alterations of the artwork for the Aussie, 
and it was beautifully rendered in hand 
stitchery on the Club’s Trophy Table 
Scarf  by ATCA member, Mrs. Jean 
Jones of Pottstown, Pennsylvania.

The ATCA established two programs 
in 1962 that continue today. In October 
1962 the  Charm Awards were approved.  
The program continues today awarding 
commemorative charms to members 
whose dogs earn an Obedience degree 
or the Conformation championship title. 

 In December 1962 the Register of 
Merit (ROM) was begun with A. M. 
Bartholomew (Thornoaks) as ROM 
Secretary.  Mr. Bartholomew was also 
to a large degree the architect of this 
program that recognizes Sires and 
Dams of distinction through a system 
of points assigned to the wins of their 
progeny.  In 1963 there was one award 
made; in 1964, there were two.  In 1965 
six applications were reported by Mr. 
Batholomew.

This program also continues to this day, 
with a relatively large number of sires 
and dams  so honored, considering 
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that the owners, not the Club, make 
application for the awards.

Also in 1962,  Nell and Milton Fox were 
awarded the golden “FIDO” Breeder of 
the Year Award by the Gaines Canine 
Research Foundation in recognition of 
their work in establishing the Australian 
Terrier breed and for their breeding of 
winning dogs and their help to other 
breeders.

Minutes and Newsletters going 
forward in the mid-60s reflect a steady 
awareness of the need for the Parent 
Club to become truly national.  In 
October 1964 it was reported that By-
laws revisions were being sent to the 
members for approval that included 
a change from the current practice of 
members of the Board being composed 
of “local” members only.

At the Annual meeting in February 1965,  
before leaving office as President, Willis 
Fowle called for support of a slate of 
8 directors for 2-year terms, with 4 to 
carry over year;  the President and all 
other officers and directors to be elected 
annually. This he felt would reflect a 
wider geographical representation so 
that local clubs may be set up under the 
national charter.  Thus ATCA arrived at 
what is the current Officer and Board 
structure today.

In 1965, the elected officers and directors 
and members included  President, 
Robert Welty; Vice President, Mr. A. M. 
Bartholomew; Treasurer, Mrs. Grover 
(Barbara) Emrich. Directors nominated 
for �-year terms were Mr. John Burke, 
Robert Hardesty, Bill Johnson and 
Melvin Price.  Directors nominated 
for a �-year term were:  Mrs. Malcolm 
Brush, Mrs. Eunice Clark, Mrs. Joseph 

Moorehouse and Mrs. George (Lenora) 
Petras (now Lenore Riddle).

For 3 years running, 1965, 1966, and 
1967, the two ATCA specialties each 
year were held in February with the 
Associated Terrier Clubs, and the 
Traveling Specialties were held in 
August at Ravenna, Ohio.  It can be 
seen that Club members in the upper 
Midwest of the country were active in 
the administration of the Club as well as 
activity in the Specialty show rings.
 
At a Special Meeting of the Board of 
Directors on August 28, 1965 in Ohio, 
the Vice President, Mr. Bartholomew, 
presided in the absence of the 
President, Mr. Welty.  In her report, 
the Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. 
Fox, stated the Club has been asked 
to consider having a Specialty on the 
West Coast.  After discussion, the 
Board agreed that if there was demand 
and support from West Coast members, 
the Board would consider a Specialty 
somewhere on the West Coast. 

Mr. Bartholomew suggested that copies 
of any letters from Board members 
to the President, be sent to the other 
Board members, and that any replies 
from the President also be sent to all 
Board members.

Elected Officers and Directors for 
1966 were the same as in 1965 except 
the Recording Secretary, Richard 
Hammond, and �-year term Directors 
Alan Bialosky, Mrs. Malcolm Brush, Mrs. 
Eunice Clark and Mrs. Lenora Petras.

The ATCA Newsletters of 1966  and 1967 
were edited and published by Mrs. E. 
J. Luke (Elger Kennels) of Bellingham, 
Washington.  These were newsy times 
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with lots of show wins and placements, 
ads from breeders about stock and 
‘future winners’ available, meaty issues 
presenting a varied perspective on the 
breed from Club members, breeders 
and distinguished visitors.   They include 
information both big and small, such 
as Pat Connor’s (Tinee Town) advice 
on selecting and training a promising 
show puppy; and her discussion of her 
Aus. Ch.Tinee Town Tell Tale (“Totty”) 
imported to Mrs. Fox in the U.S.; Mini-
biographies of current show dogs, brood 
bitches and stud dogs and their breeders 
and owners; a running chronology of 
new champions and litters available; 
progress of the Register of Merit. 

In the Newsletter Summer Issue 1966, 
the distinguished Australian author 
and fancier, W. A. “Fred” Wheatland 
wrote of the Australian Terriers he had 
experienced in America.  He told the 
readers his high hopes of seeing many 
outstanding specimens of the breed 
had been disappointing, as he saw too 
much variation in type, bone, size and 
substance.  He found that the idea of 
Type was perceived by many to mean 
head and expression, rather than the 
overall picture of the dog.  

He chastised American breeders for 
taking foreign breeders at face value in 
a far too trusting manner, that Americans 
assumed others to be as honest and 
enthusiastic about the breed as they 
are, which he regretted to say is not 
so.  Wheatland further stated that of 
the 500 to �000 registered Australian 
Terrier kennels in Australia, only five or 
six had remained comparatively pure 
and uncontaminated from undesirable 
outcrossing for the previous �0-50 
years.  

His advice was that American fanciers 
should adopt the Australian Standard in 
its entirety and he went on to compare 
sections of both Standards and why 
the American version is ambiguous 
and discrepant from the Australian.  He 
states that he could not understand the 
statement in the American Standard 
that “Sandy or Reds are permissible, 
but not as desirable.”  He goes on to 
say The first Australian Terriers shown 
in Australia in 1872 included both blue 
and tans and sandies or reds.  Some 
of the best Australian Terriers today are 
Sandies or Red, and that perhaps the 
best Australian Terrier he had seen in 
America today is a red or sandy bitch 
that is not and will not be shown again.  
Wheatland stated he had approached 
the AKC in regard to this matter of 
color and trusted that the matter has 
now been clarified.  He also mentioned 
that the American Standard made no 
mention of tan hairs or tan smut in a 
blue coat, which was a definite fault 
as listed in the Australian Standard.  In 
all of this there was a warning to the 
American breeders to study and reflect 
on what they were about.
 
Also in the Summer Newsletter 1966 are 
other opinions expressed by members 
and breeders. Meg Brush for example. 
describes buying her first Aussie “to 
keep stray post-war cats out of their 
London house; later in Ireland, this 
same little bitch became a famous ratter 
and a relative of hers (also in Ireland) 
sat 4 days at a fox hole and in the end it 
was the fox who died!”

And the article by Mrs. Fox, “If I Were 
Starting Over Again…” makes for good, 
point-blank reading.  

Two reports came from Australia.  Mrs. 
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Jean Jackson wrote about the Australian 
Terrier Club of New South Wales that 
held its First Championship Show on 
January 31, 1966, the same year as 
we are discussing here in America!  
She mentions that at most shows the 
Australian Terriers represented more 
than half of the whole Terrier entries at 
this time.  It is of interest that the NSW 
Champ  Show drew over �00 entries, 
and that Mr. R. V. Morgan (Elmora 
Kennels) judged, the first President and 
a founding member of the NSW Aussie 
Club.  

We also read that the Judge at the 
Sydney Royal that year was an 
American, Percy Roberts, passing on 
an entry of  95 Aussies exhibited.  Percy 
Roberts was quoted as saying,  “I was 
most impressed with my top winners 
and especially with my winning puppy 
dog.”

Frank Longmore’s essay on The 
Australian Terrier in the 1966 Newsletter 
series is also a contemporary expression 
of opinion, reprinted from the Kennel 
Control Council “Kennel Gazette” 
of Victoria, February 1966.  Of the 
coats he says they should be a harsh, 
straight, dense top coat approximately 
2 ½ inches long.  Of the blue and tans, 
“red” must not run through the coat, 
and it is better “to have a coat not quite 
blue enough than to have one “bottle-
blued”.  Of the sandy or red color, he 
comments many sandy dogs exhibited 
today are right off Aussie type.  Big 
dogs with long soft coats, some with 
an actual coat “fall”.  Others with far too 
much shading.  He goes on to warn that 
the Australian Terrier is on the verge 
of being turned into a  thick-set heavy 
dog.  If judges come across the correct, 
active, working Aussie that moves freely 

without looseness of shoulder, elbows 
or pasterns, hindquarters having drive 
and power, with free movement of 
hocks and stifles, he asks judges NOT 
to tell the exhibitor that the dog requires 
more bone and substance just because 
they personally may like them big.   The 
Australian Terrier is not a short-necked 
solid dog for his size.  He should be light 
and springy on his legs and feet and 
very active.

We read about the raising of a life-size 
poster complete with Bushranger and 
Australian Terrier that opened the ATCA 
1966 Summer Specialty at Ravenna, 
Ohio, where Mr. R. A. Cross of Canada 
judged.
 
There is Nell Fox’s famous “Letter to 
Willie”, her tribute to Willelva Wanderer 
that appeared in Popular Dogs in March 
1960.    There are detailed, newsy full 
page advertisements that give us lots 
of information about the Aussies in the 
Pacific Northwest and California and all 
over the country.  

In February 1967, A. W. Bartholomew 
was elected President at the Annual 
Meeting.  He served one year. He 
proposed a novel organizational plan, 
to be imposed on top of the existing 
structure of the Club, that divided the 
country into �0 Areas each having an 
Area Representative.  In some cases 
the Representative of an Area would be 
a Director, in others a Member.  He also 
appointed a Publicity Representative in 
the more densely populated  areas, while 
in other areas the Area Representative 
would have the responsibilities of 
Publicity. The entity of the Board of 
Directors remained intact.  

It was a plan to further familiarity and 
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friendships among members in each 
Area and to consolidate an unwieldy 
national membership through what 
he hoped would be more direct  line 
of representation to the Board.  Also, 
there had to be the hope that it would 
organize the flow of information to the 
Board in an orderly manner, as well as 
disseminate the actions of the Board in 
reverse as needed.  

Subsequent officers of ATCA do not 
seem to have developed “the plan”  
beyond Mr. Bartholomew’s term, but it 
may have served him well enough and 
the members as well in some areas. 
In the era of mimeograph machines 
and what we now call “snail mail”, Mr. 
Bartholomew is to be commended for 
his administrative creativity as he took 
the helm of a widely disparate, and oh 
so competitive constituency! 

Oddly enough it may have been the 
Newsletter that contributed the most to 
cohesion within the Club at this time.  As 
the Editor 1966-67 Mrs. Luke’s editorial 
skills are most apparent.  Not only did 
the publication have style and good 
writing, it appeared reliably on schedule, 
and it contained much more news from 
many more members than ever before.   
Moving this aspect of the Club’s activity 
clear across the country seems to have 
engaged the members in areas where 
the Club leadership activities must have 
previously seemed remote.  Perhaps 
there WAS more news to be told and 
somehow it reached the pages of the 
Newsletter.  The Newsletters edited by 
Mrs. Luke are a bonanza to the archivist, 
packed with information about the Club 
“players”, their dogs, pedigrees, and 
goings on. Never since the Club began 

was there more news fit to print!  

By the beginning of 1968 there was a 
change in editors; the circumstances 
surrounding the departure of Mrs. Luke 
from the editorship are not apparent.  
Dick Hammond volunteered to edit the 
1968 Spring issue of the Newsletter.  

Bonanzas are often followed by 
introspection, as a high is followed 
by a low.  There was again  trouble in 
paradise.  His sobering editorial up front 
in that issue took the member-breeders 
to task for taking such a narrow view of 
the world of purebred show dogs.  He 
decried the selling of Aussie puppies 
carelessly and for low prices.  Supply 
was beginning to meet the demand, 
he claimed, but only to the detriment 
of the purebred dog breeds he saw in 
the show rings and even on the streets 
of New York, including the Australian 
Terrier.  He called for a halt to inner 
Club arguments, to the use of stud dogs 
known to produce inferior offspring, and 
to the use of brood bitches which had 
not produced anything worthwhile in 
numerous litters. He felt it was high time 
we protect our Aussies as a breed, and 
it was the member-breeders in ATCA 
who would need to take responsibility, 
he said.  Dick stated that far too many 
inferior specimens were being awarded 
championships, far too many litters 
bred without thought to bloodlines or 
type, too many puppies being sold with 
no thought to the new owners, far too 
many pet shops offering Australian 
Terriers, far too much bickering in the 
Club, and too many unscrupulous 
people representing the breed.

Hammond went on to say that 
considering that American breeders had 
available to them the best bloodlines 
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from Australia, England, Ireland and 
New Zealand, what was being produced 
by American breeders was shocking to 
him.  The time was now to work for the 
benefit of the breed and not for personal 
gain or recognition. 

In this same Spring Issue 1968, a 
Letter to the Editor from Mrs. Fox 
offers a note of pathos in this the  �0th 
year of this amazing Club.  Having 
returned that spring from an extended 
visit to Australasia, Mrs. Fox appears 
to be overwhelmed, perhaps by the 
vicissitudes of time and the toll on human 
endeavors.  She writes, “It would seem 
by now I should have much to relate.  
Regretfully, owing to accumulation of 
paperwork it has been impossible for me 
to sort records or my thoughts.  Illness of 
friends and the loss of dearest Aussies 
associated with previous memories has 

made clear thinking impossible.  There 
is much of interest I want to bring you 
but it will take time.”  But Nell battles on,  
bringing the good wishes of fanciers 
in Australia to those in America who 
share their interests.  She is grateful 
for the remarkable hospitality shown 
to her abroad and in the western U.S., 
believing that their kindness is meant not 
only for her “but also to be a gesture and 
message of good will and cooperation 
to all our ATCA membership – past and 
present.”

New  editors appeared with the 1968 
Summer issue, Mr. and Mrs. Mark 
Lewis from New Jersey, with a rather 
leaner, calmer “catch-up” issue.  It 
contained the minutes of the February 
1968 Annual Meeting, announcing  the 
new President for 1968, Alan Bialosky 
of Ohio, who served a period of one 

ATCA National Specialty, February 1968, New York City.  l to r, Pleasant 
Pastures Idle Talk, Best of Opposite Sex, with Mrs. Fox, judge Maxwell 
Riddle, Koriella’s Robinson, Best of Breed, with Richard Hammond.
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year.
 
Lenore Petras then served as President 
for a period of two years, 1969-1970.  
During her term of office, revisions to the 
Breed Standard were completed, voted 
on by the membership and approved 
by the AKC in �970. It was published in 
the November �970 AKC Gazette. The 
major revision was the removal of the 
color preference of blue and tan over 
sandy/reds. 

Her successor, Meta Tompkins 
(Woodbury, Georgia), took office as 
President in �97�.  Directors that 
year were well distributed throughout 
the country.  They included, Ida Ellen 
Weinstock, Pennsylvania; Meg Brush, 
Georgia; Mrs. V. D. (Kiku) Kennedy, 
New Mexico; Kenneth Newsome,  
Illinois; Peg Gloe, California; Fred 
Romanek, Illinois; Shirley Lund, 
Washington; and Alan Bialosky, Ohio.  
In �97�, Gertrude Arata (Coiltrag) of 
New Jersey was elected President of 
ATCA.  She was succeeded in �975 by 
Mrs. Eleanor Fischer who served three 
years as President.  The By-laws had 
been changed earlier removing the limit 
of two years at a time to the term of 
President.

Mrs. Fischer had served ATCA as 
Treasurer for several years, and  during 
her presidency she also edited the 
Club Newsletter!  But she also was the 
driving force for acceptance of the ATCA 
as a Member Club of AKC, affording the 
Club all the rights and privileges the 
AKC offers to Member Clubs.  This was 
accomplished in �977.
 
If the Club members considered their 
progress a tough row to hoe, new 
challenges awaited the fancy in the 

1980s, 90s, and 2000s.  These will 
be a tale for another time.  Consider 
the following:  the ATCA joined the 
American Dog Owners Association in 
the mid-70s, and in 1976 the Association 
alerted its members clubs to a new 
law in Los Angeles County, California, 
requiring a Breeders License Fee.  For 
ATCA members today, the mention of 
Los Angeles in the same sentence as a 
restrictive anti-breeder law is not news, 
as a similar legislation rears its ugly 
head yet again today.

The new challenges for ATCA are 
those of animal rights extremists, anti-
breed legislation, challenges to the tail 
docking tradition in our breed and most 
importantly challenges to the health of 
the Australian Terrier as a breed.  Like 
the latter, some of these challenges 
bring out the best in our members 
and breeders.  ATCA and many non-
member Aussie owners in America are 
supporting veterinary medical research 
on the genetics of inheritance of 
diabetes mellitus.  We anticipate useful 
results that will allow us to eliminate this 
disease from future Aussies.  

The information age has also improved 
Club communication, but also makes 
the challenges greater in that more is 
available more easily to more individuals, 
faster , while some of us struggle 
with even the simplest of electronic 
communication.  Nevertheless, how 
lucky we are still to have as our friends 
and companions through this journey 
none other than the “Grand Little Dog” 
known as the Australian Terrier.  Long 
may this benevolent and cooperative 
friendship last between man, woman 
and dog.
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DAVID AND GOLIATH - Australian Terriers, the 
early years:  reminiscences and ramblings of 

Ida Ellen Weinstock
To quote Mr. Dickens:  “It was the best of times; it was the worst of times.”

We met the breed on Thanksgiving weekend, 1963.  Reluctantly, Allie and I went to 
see some puppies of a breed we never had heard of but whose description, “small 
smart and sturdy”, appealed far more to our mother than any description of Maltese 
or Yorkies.  We came home with Venetia, and our only regret was we couldn’t bring 
home her brother as well.  We were told by Jeanne Lefkowitz, the handler from 
whom we purchased her that she was of show quality.  We were not interested 
in dog shows.  A year later we decided to breed her because if we left her for as 
long as an hour or two, we were greeted as though we had been gone a year or 
ten.  Researching the breed led us to Mrs. Nell Fox of Plesantpastures Kennels, 
the breed’s most prominent figure, and her Ch. Seven Oaks True Story.  Mrs. 
Fox told us we should join the ATCA, and so we did.  Nell was quite a character:  
small in stature, red headed, had an English accent, and prefaced all remarks 
with “My dear…”  Joining the ATCA was very simple in those days:  we just filled 
in the form, gave her a check (she was the ATCA Secretary), and very shortly 
thereafter we were members.  When Venetia’s puppies were born, we took them 
to Mrs. Lefkowitz to see.  She thought two of them were show quality.  At their first 
show Jasper took WD for a point beating another puppy who had come from New 
Jersey; Samantha won WB, BoW and BoB (our two and the other puppy were 
the only entry.)  Jasper thus won BoS.  We came home from the show with seven 
rosettes, a sterling silver trophy and a point for each puppy.  We were hooked.

Exhibiting Australian Terriers in the 60s and 70s was different from what it is today.  
While not every judge was revered and respected and politics played a part of 
things as it does today, proportionately there were more judges who were students 
of dogs and whose opinions were sought and respected.  In Australian Terriers, 
having a handler was not as much a requirement as it has become today.   By 1968 
we were showing our own dogs.

Mrs. Fox was “the motivating pioneer” * of the breed in this country (born in New 
Zealand and also spent some time in England).  Many people did a lot of the 
work getting the breed accepted by the AKC, e.g., Richard Hammond and his wife 
maintained the stud book, and Dick was the first ATCA Inc. President.  But Mrs. 
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Fox was the most visible and dominant.  
She maintained a huge kennel, wrote 
columns for dog magazines, advertised 
extensively, imported dogs from 
Australia, New Zealand and England.  
And bred.  At any given time, when one 
visited her kennels and home there 
would be many litters of puppies.  If 
you went back again a few months 
later, there would be a new batch.  For 
others, selling puppies was extremely 
difficult.  In 1959 a huge entry of 
Aussies was brought together for the 
miscellaneous class at Westminster.  
This was repeated again in 1960 and 
breed recognition followed very shortly.  
Nell, as we later got to call her, truly 
loved the breed.  Her passion, drive, 
competitive spirit and ability to inspire 
others to follow her lead, sped breed 
approval and acceptance.

In �959 Mrs. Fox brought Mrs. Marjorie 
Bywater (Seven Oaks Kennels) to this 
country from Australia.  When they 
disagreed, Mrs. Fox withdrew her 
sponsorship and Mrs. Bywater went 
up to Canada. Part of the cause was 
disagreement about acceptable coat 
colors.  Mrs. Bywater did not approve 
the proposed idea of having liver and 
chocolate Aussies as well as blue & tan 
and sandy/reds.  She also questioned 
whether one red dog imported from 
England was pure bred.  Mrs. Bywater 
took a trip to the AKC, the result of which 
is we had  liver or chocolate Aussies in 
the Standard until October1960  and the 
Standard approved by the AKC came 
back with the addition of “Also sandy 
color and clear red are permissible, 
but not as desirable, other things being 
equal, as the blue and tan.”  When a huge 
entry of Aussies was gathered in 1961 
at Westminster (Mrs. Fox’s provided 
many of the entries), Mrs. Bywater 

came down from Canada with one 
dog, Seven Oaks Tuckerbox, owned by 
Marylou Barth of Toronto, Canada, and 
he took WD, BOW, and Best of Breed. 
Mrs. Bywater returned to Canada, and 
then went back to Australia.  (BOS went 
to the American Bred bitch class winner 
Pinedale’s Tambo.  She had been bred 
by Dick Hammond and was owned by 
Nell Fox.)  

The initial Standard was quite vague.  It 
was a description of Cooees Straleon 
Aussie, a favorite of Nell’s that had 
rounded ears and a level bite, and thus 
the Standard allowed for both.  No one 
gave answers to our questions regarding 
breed type.  Nell further confused things 
by deliberately entering many types so 
that any judge with his own idea of the 
breed would find it among her entries.  
When we got to a show, we would often 
spot a dog near the ring and wonder 
what we were looking at:  Yorkie, Silkie, 
Norwich, Aussie, and if we couldn’t 
see the tail, perhaps a Cairn.  Most 
of the Aussies were small and fine 
boned.  That was something else Nell 
preferred.  The lighter, smaller dogs 
were more desirable pets.  If showing 
dogs and trying to learn about the breed 
was difficult for us, imagine what it must 
have been like for the judges!

At the Philadelphia Kennel Club show 
in 1965 we were there to see Samantha 
and Jasper be shown.  It was a benched 
show, and we knew only Mrs. Fox.  A tall, 
dark and handsome fellow came over to 
meet us, and introduced himself:  Dick 
Hammond.  He had a natural charm, a 
terrific sense of humor and an interest 
in much more than just dogs, many of 
which we shared.  At that time he no 
longer was President of the ATCA, but 
was still active and occasionally showed 
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dogs for Nell.  He lived in New York 
so we got to see him at many shows, 
a friendship formed that lasted a long 
time.  In the 70s he got a red dog that 
Nell had imported from Australia and 
showed him for a while, then later a red 
bitch.  He was in advertising and public 
relations and later moved from New 
York to California.  But even then he 
used to come East for one of his clients 
in Emmaus, Pennsylvania, about half 
an hour from here and we usually got 
together.

Another person who played an important 
part for us and many other people in the 
breed in the early days was Barbara 
Emrich (Embars Kennels).  Barbara 
and her husband Grover had come into 
Aussies from Collies, and it was from 
her as well as from Jeanne Lefkowitz 
(who bred Laurelane Harlequin Great 
Danes and Dandy Dinmonts) that we 
learned about structure and movement.  
Barbara had a deep knowledge of the 
subject and was happy to share it.  In 
April, 1966 we went off to a dog show 
and Barbara and Grover were there.  
The judge, W. A. “Fred” Wheatland, 
was from Australia.  He was touring the 
U.S. promoting his book “The Australian 
Terrier/The Australian Silky Terrier”.  
And, there was a new person at the 
show with an Aussie that looked like 
none we had ever before seen:  Jennie 
Worthing with Aust. Ch. Taralee Kathys 
Zee.  Zee wouldn’t let Mr. Wheatland put 
a hand on him, so he did nothing that 
day.  After judging, Barbara introduced 
us to Mr. Wheatland who was staying 
with her.  We asked him what he 
thought of Samantha and Jasper.  He 
said they were like many of the dogs he 
was seeing in the U. S. :  too small and 
fine boned.  Jennie’s dog was much 
bigger, heavier boned, and looked like 

a different breed.  Barbara invited us to 
come to dinner a few days later to talk 
further with Mr. Wheatland.  We went 
home (our Pennsylvania home which 
we used for weekends at the time) and 
related what we had seen and heard at 
the shows.  Our Aunt Nina suggested 
that when we went to the Emrich’s in 
Harrisburg (close to � hours away), we 
talk to him about finding a dog for us 
when he went home.  Returning to New 
York, our mother came up with a better 
idea:  why didn’t we go to Australia 
during summer vacation and select 
our own?  We did.  But we didn’t get 
just one dog… that is another story.  
And Jennie Worthing, whose family 
had just returned from Australia where 
her husband had been working as an 
engineer, invited me to come and visit 
as well.  Their new home was in New 
Jersey, and from Jenny I learned about 
Taralee Kennels in Queensland, and 
what the dogs were like in Australia…
quite different from many that were 
here.  Jennie became another good 
friend and still is to this day.

Eight days after he arrived, our Aust. 
Ch. Redberry Comrade, “Laddie”, 
(whom we had acquired from Mrs. 
Bywater) made his debut at the 1966 
Montgomery County K. C. show and took 
WD, BoW, and BoB over most of the top 
�0 Aussies of the day.  Another of our 
imports was WB.  At the Philadelphia 
show, Benbullen Red Corrinne left her 
8 eight week old puppies at home and 
made her ring debut.  She was WB for a 
major.  “Laddie” finished in 5 shows.  Nell 
wrote a breed column in Popular Dogs 
Magazine, and soon thereafter articles 
began to appear decrying the fact that 
there were newly imported dogs being 
shown that were incorrect in size and 
substance.  Aussies were the smallest 
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terrier breed, etc.  Luckily at the same 
time, Barbara Emrich, who wrote the 
breed column in a different magazine, 
was lauding their arrival.  Nell’s columns 
condemning the dogs stopped when 
she imported two that were bigger 
and heavier than ours, one of which 
was Ch. Tinee Town Talewagger.  The 
other was a red bitch whose name I 
don’t remember.  I have often wished I 
had been present when Nell saw them 
emerge from their crates.

Charles Deer, who had worked for Nell 
before her husband Milton Fox died, 
came back to work for her again.  He 
showed these two to their championships 
during the time Nell was visiting in 
Australia. He must have finished them 
three times over.  His instructions, he 
told us apologetically, had been to keep 
showing them in the classes.

At this time, the “Eastern terrier group” 
was deep with Best in Show winners 
(usually �0 at any show).  Aussies 
were almost always invisible.  Maxwell 
Riddle would find one if it was blue & 
tan and the show was small.  He gave 
more than one group first to an Aussie 
in the hills of West Virginia.  He was one 
of the judges who did nothing for reds 
and sandies.  A red dog Nell had sold 
as a $50 pet became the first Aussie to 
win a terrier  group first.  She was not 
very happy about this, and was even 
unhappier when the dog won another 
first.  

Our Ch. Regency’s Big Ben Bullen won 
the first of his three group 1s under 
Alva Rosenberg, one of the most highly 
respected judges of any time.  It was 
in Pennsylvania.  His next group �st 
was on the North Carolina circuit.  We 
went down there with a red class dog, a 

blue & tan bitch, and Ben (red).  Gene 
Barnes was there with a friend.  They 
were showing a class dog, a class bitch 
and Aust. Am Ch. Tarlaee Sekelutu (like 
all the Barnes’ dogs, they were blue & 
tan).  Tension was high!  Our bitch was 
in season and Ben was wild.  I was trying 
to walk him when he wrapped his legs 
around mine, and wouldn’t let go.  Peter 
Green walked by and asked what the 
problem was.  I told him, and asked if 
he would take him in the ring for me.  He 
did, but was less than happy to learn that 
our bitch had gotten WB.  He showed 
Ben to BOB, but couldn’t take him into 
the group.  He would be handling the 
Farrell’s Lakeland.  The Farrells were 
a prominent Connecticut couple whose 
dogs won Best in Show at Westminster 
and Montgomery County Kennel Clubs, 
among others.  Jane Forsyth showed 
their Smooth Fox Terriers, Peter their 
Lakelands.  Peter told me to park our 
bitch away from Ben, and to stay away 
from her for the rest of the day.  I did, 
and Ben was controllable in the group.  
William Kendrick gave him the group 
over Peter and the Lakeland, Jane 
Forsyth and the Smooth.  Bob Forsyth 
handled a dog that placed as well but I 
don’t remember what he was showing.  
I do remember the stunned look on 
their faces.  The next day Peter again 
showed Ben, Jane Forsyth showed 
Seke.  The two dogs split the breeds, 
we finished our two class dogs, Gene 
and his friend finished their two.  Ben 
with Allie handling won a group third, 
and Seke took a group placement as 
well.  We had to stop showing Ben 
when he was three when his eye was 
injured by another dog.  There was little 
camaraderie in the breed for a winner 
who wasn’t one of  Nell Fox’s.  At one 
show in New Jersey, a child about eight 
years old came up to us and tagged 
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along as we were walking Ben.  He 
asked what our dog’s name was.  When 
we told him, he replied “Oh, that’s the 
dog Mrs. Fox hates.”

Now, ask yourself how the Raritan 
Valley Australian Terrier Club could 
form and function.  The inspiration for 
the club was the Australian Terrier Club 
of the Greater Chicago Area.  If they 
could do it, why couldn’t we?  Then we 
looked around and while there were 
many of us, very few were friends.  
Barbara Emrich had moved clear 
across the country, Jennie had long 
left and gone to Illinois (she introduced 
the Gene and Katharine Barnes (Sprite 
Lea) to Taralee dogs, and then did so 
for long time Illinois Aussie breeder W. 
A. “Bart” Bartholomew (Thornoaks) as 
well) and was active in the club.  Paul 
Purvis and I talked about it, and  Beth 
McCracken Purvis was all for it, as 
were Alexa Samarotto, Nell Fox, Carol 
Sazama, Jean and Amy Jones and 
many more.  I think everyone in New 
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania who 
showed Aussies at the time met at our 
house in July, 1981 for our first meeting 
and match show.  Weather permitting, 
we held a match show with just about 
every meeting.  Joann Ostrow of 
Windy Hill Norwich judged the breed 
and brought along Bill Thompson who 
had handled Aussies right from their 
beginnings in this country.  Joann gave 
Best in Match to a red puppy of Nell’s, 
Best of Opposite puppy was our own 
Regency My Gracious, all of ten weeks 
old.  Bill judged our next match which 
was about two months later.  The club 
met often and we were all working hard 
to make things happen.  However, the 
AKC thought we were too spread out.  
And it wasn’t until Charles and Barbara 
Deer moved to the area that things 

really moved forward.  Barbara thought 
we should go en masse to the AKC and 
make our case in person.  We did, and 
they finally agreed to license our breed 
club.  But, they said we couldn’t be the 
Delaware Valley ATC, and wanted to 
name us the Greater New Brunswick 
Area ATC.  I fought that one (none of 
us lived near New Brunswick), and 
suggested Raritan Valley, a name with 
character and place definition.  The 
club brought everyone together and 
many icy acquaintances became fast 
friends.  The common goal was the 
uniting factor.

Barbara Deer is another person who 
should not be forgotten.  She became 
President of the ATCA in the early 80s.  
We had resigned from the Parent Club 
in �97� or 7�, and she asked us to 
rejoin.  In her first years as President, 
the Constitution and By-laws were 
rewritten, the Standard was completely 
revised, she appointed Katherine 
Barnes and me as the committee to 
create an Illustrated Clarification of the 
new Standard (It was finished under 
Susan Saulvester’s term as President.), 
we did the AKC’s breed video, and had 
our first members and judges education 
presentations.  

Allie (the other half of Regency Kennels 
and my kid sister) was Chairman of 
the Constitution and By-laws revision 
committee, and I went along to the 
meetings which were held in her office 
in New Jersey.  Barbara Deer and Paul 
Purvis were the committee members.  
I sat silent and took minutes.  Allie’s 
job included keeping peace between 
Barbara and Paul.  At one meeting, she 
announced that no one was leaving until 
they could come up with a compromise.  
I was enormously impressed.  Allie  
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should have been a labor mediator.  

Charles was the chairman of the 
Standard Revision Committee and 
Katherine Barnes, Doris Robbins, Carol 
Sazama and I were the members.  At 
first, we had to submit our suggestions 
for the revision, and then later we all 
met in person.  As I recall, no one on 
the committee approved anyone else’s 
written ideas.  At the meeting, there was 
silence and then I spoke up, followed 
by Carol Sazama and things got rolling.  
The result was a Standard that defines 
Australian Terriers more completely 
than any other Standard for the breed.  

Barbara also decided that we needed 
a grooming video.  It was filmed 
here:  Charles did the grooming while 
explaining what he was doing and the 
tools he was using.  Allie’s husband 
John was the cameraman, and I made 
the copies that people could buy.

This article is getting very long.  I would 
have liked to write more than just a 
mention about Bart Bartholomew.  He 
was a German Shepherd breeder as 
well as an Aussie breeder.  He had bred 
fine moving Aussies, but they were 
small, although they had substance.  
After seeing the Barnes’ success with 
their Taralee imports, Bart, who was 
used to winning, imported a beautiful 
bitch, Taralee Brisbane Banner.  He 
initiated and maintained the ATCA’s 
Register of Merit.  

Peggy Smith of Silky Terrier fame, was 
of great help in the forming of the ATCA 
as she was doing the same thing with 
others for the Silkies.  She gave Ben 
his first Westminster BoB.  We met her 
many months later when we were on 
our way to the ATCA National Specialty 

in Bellingham, WA.  We had flown out 
to LA and met friends from southern 
VA, one of whom came from LA and 
was visiting his parents.  They picked 
us up at the airport, we spent a few 
days sightseeing, and then all four of 
us and dogs drove up the Pacific Coast 
Highway to San Francisco.  We stayed in 
Mill Valley with Dick Hammond, and got 
to meet Peggy and her husband, Merle.  
The Smiths lived higher up on Mount 
Tamalpais.  Higher up the mountain 
than  Dick but lower than the Smiths 
lived Peg Gloe and Pat Rice.  They had 
Aussies, and their Ch. Armac Duke of 
Hammersley was a top winner, as was 
his son Ch. Armac Duke of Derby.  

We had first met Peg and seen Bongo 
(Derby), at an ATCA Specialty at 
Associated Terriers in New York.  We 
looked at him and were floored.  He 
was a carbon copy of our Lady Lorena.  
Laughing, we went up to her, introduced 
ourselves, and told her, just like many a 
pet owner has told us, we had a dog 
at home that looked just like hers.  She 
looked as skeptical as we usually were 
when we heard that phrase.  But I did 
take Lorena to California and she was 
bred to Bongo.  And Peg was astounded 
at how much alike they looked.  She felt 
it was necessary to find some difference 
and decided that Lorena had a slightly 
better front, and Bongo a slightly better 
rear.  But, I think that was as much 
imagination as any real difference.  The 
litter produced only boys.  Peg took two 
of them, another also went to CA (a 
fourth went to the Peirces in MA).  We 
were all at the first ATCA Specialty in 
New Mexico in �97�.  To this Specialty 
we brought Regency Great Scott.  Dick 
arrived from CA and greeted us with the 
information that a California dog (bred in 
WA) was going to win WD.  Peg and Pat 
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had their two puppies from the Lorena-
Bongo litter.  Scotty won the three 5 
point majors, the puppies including the 
other one from CA each took a reserve.  
Dick later said that he didn’t mean that 
the CA dog deserved to win, but would.  
Peg was also into Obedience.  Both 
her puppies from the litter got their CD 
titles.  The smaller of the two (they were 
delighted with his size, until he shot up 
another inch at the age of 18 months) 
had no trouble getting a CDX title.  His 
brother won his first two legs towards 
his CDX in his first two attempts.  18 
shows later, I was present when he won 
his third leg.  Perseverance, thy name 
should be Peg.  

While a member of the ATCA Peg Gloe 
was one of few people who could tell Nell 
she was wrong and would be listened to.  
Her legal mind was sharp and she was 
consulted about appropriate matters. 
After Peg retired they moved to New 
Mexico. I became a frequent visitor, 
and we would go off to the pueblos and 
Gallup in search of Native American 
crafts.  Kiku Kennedy, who would 
later become President of the ATCA, 
was at the center of the flourishing 
Aussie colony in New Mexico and was 
actively showing in Conformation and 
Obedience. Her dogs were blue & tans 
and on the small side.  Peg’s and Pat’s 
Aussies were different, but that didn’t 
stop them from becoming good friends.  

After Scotty finished, we showed him 
occasionally.  At one show, Allie (in 
her early �0s at the time) had him 
in competition with Nell and her BIS 
winning Ch. Tinee Town Talkbac, 
“Joey”.  The judge was Dr. Josephine 
Deubler who awarded BoB to Scotty.  
Nell walked over to the Best of Breed 
sign anyway, and had to be told by the 

judge that she had not won.  After Allie 
and Scotty left the ring, Nell marched 
back in and opening as always with 
“My dear…” she proceeded to give Dr. 
Deubler a lecture on Australian Terrier 
ears, the gist of which was that Scotty’s 
were not what everyone else in Aussies 
was trying to breed.  Dr. Deubler turned 
to her and said, “But my dear, they 
don’t walk on their ears.”  At the next 
Philadelphia show, benched as always, 
we showed Scotty, Nell had Joey and 
low and behold, Doug McClain, a very 
well liked handler arrived from Illinois, 
with the Barnes’ Sekelutu.  And Seke 
took the breed.  Afterward, Nell marched 
back into the ring and proceeded to give 
the judge her ear talk.  She came out 
and told me about it, saying that unlike 
my dog and her dog, the BoB winner 
did not have the ears we wanted in the 
breed.  Later I whispered to Scotty “My 
dear, how times and ears do change.” 

One year at Westminster we, Allie, Dick 
and I, met a journalist who was writing 
a story for the New Yorker magazine 
about showing a dog at Westminster.  
Her article featured Nell Fox and 
entourage preparing for the show; she 
had spent several days at Nell’s home in 
Point Pleasant with Nell, Joey, Charles 
Deer, and Beth and Paul Purvis, among 
others.

Peter Green was showing our Ch. 
Regency Lord Henry O’Seven Oaks for 
us.  This had been arranged in advance, 
although for some reason Peter wasn’t 
listed in the catalogue as the handler.  
Peter arrived late, and entered the ring 
with Henry under his arm, by going over 
the side of the ring.  And Henry won!  
The journalist came to get some quotes 
from us, and we spoke to her quite 
frankly, but only off the record.  I had to 
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go off some where, and Dick and Allie 
took her off for a drink and they chatted 
some more, still, all off the record.  And 
then, we heard no more until two years 
later when out of the blue I got a phone 
call from the New Yorker, asking if I was 
one of two sisters from Pennsylvania 
who owned a dog named Henry.  I 
confirmed that I was and did, and again, 
there was nothing.  Then we received a 
phone call from our brother Peter who 
did subscribe to New Yorker, that there 
was a hilarious article about Henry’s 
Westminster win in it.  We alerted Dick, 
and a lot of us had a wonderful time 
reading it.  What made it so funny was 
that while we spoke only off the record, 
and are quoted anonymously in it, the 
other side, Nell, Charles and Beth and 
Paul did not.  Among other things, 
Paul called Henry a “turkey”.   Henry 
was not perfect, but he was, to quote 
Robert Moore, “a great dog…”  He was 
criticized by the enemy for things that 
were quite faultless, and they didn’t pick 
up on his fault. And, of course, Henry 
only won because of his handler.  It was 
conveniently forgotten that the much 
publicized multi BIS winning Joey was 
shown by a professional as well.  To give 
them credit, when next we met Beth and 
Paul, they sincerely apologized.      

As I have already mentioned, Nell was 
a fierce competitor whose charismatic 
personality enabled her to keep a faithful 
group of followers about her.  They 
included judges.  One in particular, was 
Robert Graham, who was completely 
faithful to Joey and had given him many 
wins including BIS.  One year, he was 
at ringside at Westminster watching 
Aussie judging, holding a few of Nell’s 
dogs on leads for her.  

And if you were her friend, Nell was 

generous as well.  Dick Hammond 
could probably have had any dog, 
except Joey, had he asked for it.  Peg 
Gloe was another.  Even Allie and I, 
when we all finally laid down the sling 
shots and arrows, were recipients of 
her generosity:  She had a beautiful red 
bitch, Ch. Tammikin’s Pleasant Sandra, 
bred by Shirley Lund of Bellingham, 
WA, who deserves a paragraph of her 
own.  In short, she was at the heart 
of a large population of Aussies and 
Aussie exhibitors in WA and produced a 
wonderful ATCA Newsletter.  Nell once 
brought her here to see our dogs.  Her 
only comment was that she didn’t like 
long heads.  Interesting, considering 
that the standard of the day did call for 
“Head:  long…”).  

Sandra was bred to our Ch. Regency 
Lord Winwood, a Ben son out of a bitch 
that was the result of breeding Laddie 
to his daughter.  We got our pick of the 
litter, Ch. Regency Plesantpastures Rye, 
a beautiful dog that Allie and Alexa had 
to finish because when I showed him he 
looked up at me, throwing his legs high.  
Nell kept his sister, Plesantpastures 
Regency Sho.  The first time we saw 
Sho at a dog show, Nell suggested 
that Allie might want to take her into 
the ring.  Allie was delighted.  But she 
discovered why she was handling her 
only when Sho was on the table.  The 
judge, James Reynolds, excused them 
from the ring.  Sho was wild, wouldn’t 
stay still, and Mr. Reynolds thought she 
tried to bite him.  She hadn’t, just swung 
her head around.  Allie was mortified.  
Nell suggested we take her home and 
work with her.  And we did. A few weeks 
later, Allie showed her again under Mr. 
Reynolds at MCKC and she won WB.  
He is laughing in the photo because 
Allie had just explained that he had put 
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up the same bitch he’d excused from the 
ring a few weeks before.   It was while 
we had her here that we discovered we 
finally had a brace. 

 It’s curious.  We had tried to breed a 
brace for years, had done some close 
breeding, and our brace was the result 
of a total outcross.  When one of them 
came over for attention, the only way to 
figure out which one it was to check sex.  
We took them out and discovered their 
gaits matched as well.  We informed Nell 
of this.  She had always loved braces 
and been successful with them (BIS at 
MCKC).  She decided the brace should 
be owned by her and our mother, and 
came out to give me brace handling 
lessons. The first lesson was not to use 
a brace collar, but to have each on its 
own lead.  They went to Montgomery 
County and I showed them in the Brace 
Group to thunderous applause which 
terrified me, but not the dogs.  I later was 
told the cheers were led by 50 people 
visiting from Australia.  They won Best 
Brace in Show.  Bill Etter, a famous long 
time breeder of Welsh Terriers, and Mrs. 
Doris Wear, a highly respected judge 
and long time breeder of Smooth Fox 
Terriers,  both told me, separately, that 
they were the best brace they had ever 
seen.  The pair was unbeaten in Brace 
competition.  They were retired after 
they were shown in Ohio in conjunction 
with the ATCA National Specialty.  By 
Best- Brace-in-Show  time, they had 
decided that they did not want to gait 
next to each other, each wanted to be 
ahead.  Showing them to Best Brace 
in Show with lots of competition was 
nerve wracking because I had to fight 
them while they each tried to exert their 
individuality.  Luckily, they were together 
whenever the judge looked at them, and 
so we had our biggest win yet.  And Sho 

never went back to Pleasant Pastures, 
but, with Nell’s blessing,  stayed here.      

All in all, it was a great time filled with 
strong characters and strong emotions.  
And with time, negative emotions 
disappear, the bad becomes humorous, 
good retains its wonderful glow, and the 
best keeps getting better.

_______________________________
*Terrier Type, January/February �00�. 
With thanks to Carol Sazama for 
checking, correcting and confirming 
some of the dates.

A LITTLE DOG SHOW 
HISTORY FROM THE 
ROCKY MOUNTAINS

 
Mary Mead

The Colorado dog world was a different 
scene from other parts of the dog show 
world in America in the 60’s and 70’s.  
Colorado had 6 all breed clubs and even 
though some top winning dogs came to 
the shows, out of the state people did 
not come here easily – Colorado was 
a little off the beaten path.  To attend 
more shows we had to drive �0 – �� 
hours to attend shows in Utah, New 
Mexico or Kansas.  Earning points was 
difficult to impossible for some breeds 
and as you can imagine the Aussie was 
one of them.  For some time I had the 
only Aussies in the Colorado/Wyoming/
Utah area. The closest Aussie person 
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was Kiku Kennedy in Albuquerque  - 9 
hours away.  

Then, as now,  AKC  listed the points 
breakdown for a region  by  breed, but 
at that time there was an additional 
classification labeled ‘All Other’ for 
the breeds with entries that were 
extremely low or 0.  That’s were we 
fell – ‘All Other’.  The points were as 
low as they could be: beat � dog and 
get a point.  The problem was finding 
that dog.  But AKC helped us out;  they 
offered ‘Combined Sexes’.  One set of 
points for dogs and bitches combined.   
I still had to do some traveling to find 
majors but my first couple champions 
acquired their single points by beating 
the opposite sex. 

1976 was a big year for the country 
(�00th birthday) and for Colorado (�00th 
birthday).  
The Colorado dog community 
decided to celebrate with a dog show 
extravaganza.  And for that time it was. 
4C’s (Colorado Centennial Canine 
Circuit) was in the planning stages for 5 
years.  The Colorado fancy put together 
the first ‘cluster’ that AKC allowed.  6 all 
breed shows and numerous national, 
regional and local specialties in one 
location for a two week period.    Now 
you may think …So?  But this was a 
really big change for the dog show 
world,  where all-breed clubs were not 
allowed to leave their designated club 
territory.  Every day at the end of the 
show you packed up and moved to the 
next site and set up all over again.  And 
no such thing as reserved grooming; 
first come, first served.

We worked very hard to convince AKC 
that we had a great idea.  Many longtime 
dog people,  Dr Lee Huggins, Don Coss, 

Ted Singleton and others,  spent a lot 
of time writing, calling and visiting AKC 
to convince the powers that be of the 
merits of our proposal.  Everything to 
do with the event was planned with the 
greatest detail.  It was all very exciting, 
and other Aussies actually came to 
Colorado (were some were, I suppose, 
surprised to find running water).   The 
gas shortage across the country started 
about that time, and because of the 
success of the 4Cs cluster, AKC started 
allowing other clubs to hold cluster 
weekends saving a lot of travel time 
and fuel.  

Just a little bit of history. 

Nell Fox 1961
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Grooming the 
Australian Terrier – 
A View Over Time

Jane Tenor

Roller coaster top-lines and crooked 
fronts were evident when I first started 
showing Aussies in the 70’s.  Dogs 
being shown then ranged widely is size, 
substance and type.  Coats were just 
tidied up and the condition of the coat 
itself varied.  While the coat should be a 
double coat and harsh in texture, coats 
ranged from soft to hard.  The softer 
coats tended to be longer – 4 to 6 inches 
(most often 6 inches) - than the 2 1/2 
inches called for in the Standard, and the 
hard coats shorter as furnishings were 
more difficult to grow.  The grooming of 
the heads also varied.  Some dogs had 
more hair on the muzzle similar to the 
way a silky is shown today; the cheeks 
were kept full and the ruff and topknot 
were not blended into the body coat.  
This is not to imply that there were not 
lovely examples of the breed being 
shown, only that in the ring the dogs 
ranged widely in type and in grooming.  
Although an Aussie could place in the 
Group, it was not happening often.

With the coming of the 80’s more 
dogs were being shown, the grooming 
changed from tidying up to a more 
groomed coat as the dogs in competition 
were being exhibited more often.  I 
remember a conversation I had with 
Barbara Deer who came to me and said 
I was showing my special in a too short 
coat (The dog was Marge Reignier’s Ch. 
Crestwood Crackerjack).  I explained 
to her that because the dog was being 
shown two weekends a month, I was 
rolling his coat to keep it in prime 

condition and that if she was going to 
fault me for showing in � �/� -�  inches 
of  coat she would also have to fault all 
the 6” soft coats which were too long.  
To my amazement (and hers I think) 
she agreed with me and we became 
friends.  One of the things that had 
drawn me to the Aussies other than the 
dogs themselves was the people who 
owned them.  In my humble opinion, it is 
important to listen when someone long 
in the breed takes the time or makes the 
effort to offer advice.

After my conversation with Barbara 
Deer, I made a conscious effort to try 
to meet the Standard when presenting 
a dog in the ring.  I was often asked to 
look at dogs both as show prospects 
and in regards to grooming. 

Once at a National Specialty where I 
had a busy schedule, I remember being 
asked by Ida Ellen Weinstock to look at 
a dog, who had not placed in his class, to 
see what I thought of him.  It was not her 
dog, but she had liked him and thought 
he should have done better.  After 
telling the owner of this nice dog that if 
she waited until I was done for the day 
I would help her with some grooming,  
I continued to work. The owner to her 
credit patiently waited until the end of 
a very long day and then we discussed 
the grooming of the dog.  I did some for 
her and then told her what she needed 
to do before showing the next day.  I felt 
very rewarded the next day when the 
dog (owner handled) took winners dog.  
A good dog can be lost if his coat gives 
the illusion of a topline that isn’t level, or 
that the front is winging out.

The grooming sessions at the ATCA 
National Specialty grew out of the 
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requests of so many members asking 
for help.  These sessions were set up 
so that members could learn by working 
on their own dogs and the result was 
that dogs at the National were better 
prepared for the ring.  A comment made 
to me at this time was that it takes a 
brave person to help the competition.  
My answer to that is that you get back 
what you give to the sport.  When it 
only becomes competition, and there 
is no joy in sharing or giving back, then 
something important has been lost.   
The grooming sessions grew to include 
handling lessons as other members 
also started adding their expertise to the 
annual Education Day programs, and 
ATCA members benefited from other 
members’ years of experience. Aussies 
were winning in the groups and doing it 
more often.   

The 90’s for me started a new chapter 
as I began handling a red special, Ch. 
Regency Lord of Summerhill (owned by 
Ida Ellen Weinstock).  He had a lovely 
coat that always had a layer beneath 
and his coat was a clear red.   Once 
again I was fortunate to be part of a 
winning team.  He was a dog that moved 
wonderfully and a joy in my house while 
he lived with me.

Although he was a tough dog in the ring, 
he loved my parents’ dog Louie Emmet 
(a black dachshund mix who stayed 
the winters with me while they were in 
Florida).  The two dogs shared a bed 
with us and were best buddies.  This 
dog was the first red Australian Terrier 
in the US to win an All Breed Best in 
Show.  He had a long strong muzzle 
and did not need a lot of hair on the 
muzzle or cheeks but needed to have 
his ruff and furnishings tidied .

Now back to the grooming. I have 
found over the years that the hair at the 
elbows tends to wing out when a dog 
moves forward and I take this excess 
hair off.  I also look at the dog’s front 
coming at me and take the corners of 
the shelf off to bring the judges eye 
in toward the center of the dog and 
not draw it away by an appearance of 
width.  To show rear extension, hair 
should be shaped to leave the hock joint 
clean of hair (each dog evaluated on 
its structure) and viewed from the rear 
the hips should not bulge out.  Over the 
years members have heard me mention 
“the Aussie glob” that is a bunch of hair 
on the underbelly that hangs down 
and when the dog is moving tends to 
drag the eye down with it.  It disrupts 
the image of a clean underline.  Thus 
the reminder to look at your dog from 
all sides both on the table and when 
moving on the ground. The length of 
neck on a dog can be accentuated by 
shortening the hair on the neck to the 
base of the occiput.
The hair on the sides of the neck is 
then kept shorter than the hair in the 
center done over. This will accentuate 
a good neck and shoulder or give the 
illusion of the arch and length of neck 
the Standard requires.    

The scruffy look of yesterday has been 
replaced by a more sculpted look today.  
But the presentation should always be 
to the Standard.   
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Celebrating Fifty 
Years of Performance 
Excellence

Susan Saulvester

The Australian Terrier has grown in 
popularity over the years, and has had 
its share of wins in the Breed, Group, 
and Best in Show rings (Conformation). 
There also have been some notable 
achievements, although less widely 
known, in the Companion and 
Performance events as well.  In the 
“early years” while the breed was still in 
the Miscellaneous classes, Milton Fox 
showed Plesantpastures Aussies in 
Obedience as a way of gaining further 
recognition for the breed.  Milton Fox 
achieved the first CD in the breed from 
the miscellaneous class with Willeva 
Wanderer, CD.   There followed other 
Obedience titles, with Mrs. Gus Evanuk 
earning the breed’s first Utility title on 
CH Cooees Straleon Bracider, UD 
in 1965. Since that time Aussies have 
gone on to receive   numerous levels 
of Obedience titles, including our first 
OTCH, CH OTCH Free For All on the 
Farm, UDX, TD,  owned by Adele Yunck 
in Michigan. She was closely followed 
by CH OTCH Atascosa Gunsmoke, 
UDX3, MX, MXJ, owned by Pat Kadel 
of Colorado. 

Barbera Curtis, of Colorado, has a long 
and distinguished career in Obedience 
and other Performance events as 
breeder/owner of the first Aussie to 
acquire all of the titles available to the 
breed at that time,  CH Greyrocks 
Fire and Wind, UD, TDX, NA, JE. She 
further had success with CH Greyrock 
Kelly Green Fire, VCD2, UD, RA, AX, 
AXP, AXJ, MJP, our breed’s first AKC 

VCD� and VCD� titlist, which indicates 
that this dog has AKC titles in obedience, 
agility, conformation, and tracking.  
Barbera continues to be a dedicated 
competitor, currently competing with 
MACH Tattercoats Top Hat with Tail, 
RE, UD. 

Jean Peirce bred and owned both of 
our first TD (Tracking Dog) titlists, CH 
Willroel’s Arky Dragon, TD in 1974 
and CH Willroel’s Amanda Dickens, 
TD in �975. Barbera Curtis has the only 
other Aussies to have titles in tracking, 
including our breed’s only TDX with 
“Winder”, CH Greyrocks Fire and 
Wind, listed above.

Along came AKC Agility and our breed 
took off, literally!  The first AKC Agility 
title was awarded to Susan Saulvester 
and Ch Frederick Willie Wombat, 
CD, OA in �99�.  Since that time 
many agility enthusiasts have shown 
their dogs, and our first Master Agility 
Champion (MACH) was MACH 4 
Edwyre Foster the Ferocious, proudly 
shown and trained by Mark McGrath 
of Pennsylvania.  Sadly, Foster left us 
all too soon in 2006 while at the peak 
of his career.  Barb Curtis’s MACH 
Tattercoats Top Hat with Tail UD, RE 
and MACH Darwin are our only other 
MACH dogs at this time.

Bottoms up for Earthdogs!  Hunting 
is what our breed was bred to do, 
and for those hardy few that have 
done Earthdog, they do it well.  Sarah 
and Morris Fraley’s famous “BC” , 
Cambridge’s Bosker Cobber, ME was 
our breed’s first AKC Master Earthdog, 
achieving this title in front  of a  home 
crowd in Texas in November, 1996.  
Cindy Kromer’s “Steele”, CH B’UD’S 
Blue Steele, CDX, NA, NAJ, RN, ME 
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currently has nineteen qualifying legs 
in Master Earthdog.  Several ATCA 
members are licensed by AKC as 
Earthdog judges.

With the recognition of Rally, a number 
of Aussie owners   have used Rally 
Novice as a stepping stone into other 
performance events. CH Ridgepark 
Crowned in Honor, CDX, RAE, bred 
and owned by Jane Tenor, was our first 
Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE) dog, in 
�007.

It is noteworthy that many of our 
Companion and Performance titled 
dogs also are breed Conformation 
champions, and many are breeder/
owner handled to their titles.  There is 
a bond that  comes with working with 
your dog for hours each  day, for  weeks 
and even years, to get them ready for, 
say, an Obedience or Agility event. 
And many of these dog-handler teams 
go on to continue to compete together 
for years.   Each of these exhibitors 
has some really funny training stories 
that they could share with you if you 
corner them and ask.  There is a certain 
challenge that comes with training an 
innovative terrier.

The Australian Terrier Club of America 
has always recognized the Performance 
titles  annually with the Henderson 
Awards, which were started through the 
generosity of Mrs. Jane Henderson in 
1974.  Recognition continues to this day 
with the ATCA Versatility Award, which 
recognizes those dogs and handlers 
who are successful at more than one 
AKC venue.

First Obedience Title
 Willeva Wanderer,CD               
                             Fox

First Tracking Title (TD)              
 Ch Willroel’s Arky Dragon, TD  
 (1974) -- Peirce

First Master Earthdog (ME)         
 Cambridge’s Bosker Cobber,  
 ME (1996) -- Fraley

First Agility Title                          
 CH Fredrick Willie Wombat,  
 CD, OA (�99�) -- Saulvester

First Master Agility Champion 
(MACH) 
 MACH 4 Edwyre Foster the  
 Ferocious -- McGrath

First Rally Title                             
 MACH Tattercoats Tophat with  
 Tail UD, RE, NF -- Curtis

First Rally Advanced Excellent 
Title (RAE) 
 CH. Ridgepark Crowned in  
 Honor, CDX, RAE -- Tenor

First AKC VCD title                     
 CH. Greyrock Kelly Green  
 Fire, VCD2, UD, RA, AX, MXP,  
 AXJ, MJP  --  Curtis

CH Greyrocks Fire and Wind, UD, 
TDX, NA, JE
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Ch. Frederick Willie Wombat, CD, OA
First AKC Agility Title

Susan Saulvester

Cambridge’s Bosko Cobber, ME
First Master Earthdog Title

Sarah and Morris Fraley

MACH 4 Edwyre Foster The Ferocious
First MACH 4

Marge & Mike McGrath

Photo - Tien Tran
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ATCA Member’s Versatility Awards 1995-2006
The ATCA Versatility Awards were begun in �995 to honor excellence in our 
breed.  Initially a dog must have achieved titles in � of the 5 venues open to 
Australian Terriers:  CH (champion), CD (obedience), NA (agility), TD (tracking) 
or JE (earthdog).

CH Bachelor Buddy Blue UD, NA   Cindy Kromer
CH Brederick Willie Wombat CD, OA   Susan Saulvester
CH Tak-A Chance Time of My Life CD, OA, NAJ  Susan Saulvester
CH Redwing Red Rubber Ball CDX, OA, OAJ, ME Angie Bly
CH The Farm’s Trigger Happy CD, OA, NAJ  Sheila Dunn & Steve   
        Diuble
CH Redwing Jalapeno CDX, NA, NAJ, JE  Sue Holsinger
Ch OTCH Atascosa Gunsmoke UDX3, MX, MXJ  Pat Kadel
CH Crosswinds Autumn Breeze OA, OAJ, JE  Phyllis Zusman
CH Redwing Comic Relief CD, NA, JE   Sue Holsinger

Willelva Wanderer
First Companion Dog Title

Milton & Nell Fox
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CH OTCH Free For All on the Farm UDX, TD  Adele Yunck
Crosswind Blue Mist VCD2, UD    Barb Curtis
CH B’UD’s Zak’ra Blue CDX, NA, NAJ, SE, RN  Cindy Kromer
CH Sundog My Huckleberry Friend CDX, SE  Angie Bly
CH Greyrock Fire and Wind UD, TDX, NA, JE  Barb Curtis
CH Greyrock Kelly Green Fire VCD2, UD, AX, MXP, Barb Curtis
 AXJ, MJP, RA
CH Wilgent’s Tak-A Chance Indigo MX, AXJ, OAP,  Susan Saulvester
 AJP, JE, RN

In �007 the Versatility Award was amended to include rally and therapy dogs as 
qualifying events and added to the Versatility Excellent level awards.

ATCA 2007 Member’s Versatility Awards

CH Tera-K’s Trouble with Harry CD, RN   Darlene Evans
CH Ridgepark Crowned in Glory RE, CD   Jane Tenor
CH Tak-A Chance The Full Quid SE, RA   Susan Saulvester
CH Dreamtime’s Zoe Christhill CD, RN   Bill Christensen & Kreg   
             Hill  & Mary Abbott
CH P.S Roxbury Christhill CD, RN   Bill Christensen & Kreg   
        Hill
CH Aussome Chil Chaser CD, RN   Sabine Baker & Diane   
        Galloway

ATCA �007 Versatility Excellent Awards

Greyrock on the Edge CDX, RE, MX, MXJ, NF  Barb Curtis
CH Ridgepark Crowned in Honor RAE, CDX  Jane Tenor
MACH Tattercoats Tophat with Tail UD, RE, NF  Barb Curtis
Cambridge Red Ryder UDX2, RA, MX, AXJ  Angie Bly
CH B’UD’s Blue Steele CDX, NA, NAJ, ME, RN  Cindy Kromer

ATCA 2008 Versatility Awards
CH Zantoka’s Star Buck CD, RN    Mary Freeman
CH Quentin Christhill CDX, RN    Kreg Hill
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Thoughts on 
Australian Terrier 

Color
Alexa Samarotto

Congratulations to the Australian Terrier 
Club of America on its 50th Anniversary! 
We have come a long way in our status 
in the Terrier group and the breed 
deserves it. I should know, I acquired 
my first Aussie puppy in 1963 and have 
been a fan ever since. The breed has 
never disappointed me and we who own 
them know we have something special. 
Besides its personality, utility, hardiness, 
and versatility, the Australian Terrier is 
a beautiful breed. Yes, beautiful and in 
this essay, I would like to offer some 
thoughts on one key aspect of type 
that is uniquely Aussie: its color. While 
some may not equate this quality with 
conformation, structure, temperament, 
it is clear that the Australian founders 
of the breed intended to produce a 
particular set of colors which are intrinsic 
to Aussie type and lend beauty to the 
overall appearance.

I would like to share my thoughts about 
two books I have come across over the 
years which have informed some of 
my opinions and still keep me thinking, 
learning and analyzing even more. 
The first, Mr. W. A. (Fred) Wheatland‘s 
book, The Australian Terrier and The 
Australian Silky Terrier, published in 
1964,  has been known to most of us for 
some time; the second book, discussed 
below, is a more recent acquisition for 
me, although I have known of it for a 
long time as well.

Let’s quote from the Australian Standard 
as presented by Fred Wheatland in his 
book.

Standard from 1896: Colour
 1. Blue or grey body, tan on 
legs and face, richer the better, topknot 
blue or silver

 2. Clear Sandy or Red

Standard from 1947: Colour
 (a) Blue or Blue-black or grey-
black with tan on face and legs, the 
richer the better
 (b) Sandy  or clear red. 
Smuttiness or dark shading 
undesirable.

Standard from 1962, by the National 
Kennel Council of Australia: Colour 
 (a) Blue, steel blue or dark grey-
blue with rich tan not sandy on face, 
ears, underbody, lower legs and feet 
and around the vent (puppies excepted) 
The richer the colour and more clearly 
defined, the better. Topknot blue, silver 
or a lighter shade than the head colour.
 (b) Clear sandy or red, 
smuttiness  or dark shadings 
undesirable. Topknot a lighter shade.

The book further cautions against 
allowing the tan to “creep up the legs 
into the shoulder or the blue portion of 
the back coat in the Blue-Tan, cautions 
against white on chest and body, and 
urges that Reds and Sandies be clear 
and defined. Mr. Wheatland was strongly 
opposed to breeding Blue-Tans to Reds 
or Sandies, mirroring the conventional 
wisdom of many of his time. While I 
have always felt this caution may not 
have been warranted, we really don’t 
know as much about the inheritance of 
Aussie coat color as I would like.

We all know that the gene for red/
sandy is dominant and the blue-tan is 
recessive. So red/sandy can produce 
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only red/sandy if neither or only one 
carries the recessive blue-tan gene. 
Red/sandy can produce blue-tans when 
bred to red/sandy, if they both have the 
recessive blue-tan gene or when bred 
to blue-tans.  Blue-tans bred to blue-
tans, both recessives, only produce 
blue-tans. 

The next book I wish to discuss tells us 
we have a lot more we could learn. The 
answers are not necessarily contained 
in this book, but this book has provided 
a whole meal of food for thought for me. 
This new thought process started for 
me a few years ago when I acquired my 
copy of The Inheritance of Coat Color in 
Dogs, by Clarence C. Little first published 
in �957. This discussion is presented 
in my laymen’s way of understanding, 
but I found it so interesting in light of 
the distinct colors the Australian Terrier 
has that I wanted to share it as well as 
I could.

Mr. Little tells us that dogs have two 
major types of pigment in their coats: 
dark (black or brown) and yellow; all 
the colors are formed by genes which 
control the amount, extent, patterns 
and combinations. The optical effects 
produced in the various breeds may 
be produced by the same or different 
combinations of genes and may be very 
similar genetically or very different. He 
tells us, as a basic primer, that genes are 
located in linear order in chromosomes 
and that genes occupying the same 
site (locus) in a chromosome are called 
alleles of one another. The main focus 
of the book is the discussion of the ten 
(�0) genes for coat color and a detailed 
description of each series of alleles. 
They are as follows:

�. The A series - These alleles govern 

amounts and location of Black/brown 
pigment and tan/yellow together on the 
hair and the coat as a whole. 

 -As - Dark (black or 
brown) over all as in a Newfoundland

 -Ay - Creates clear 
sable or tan by restricting the dark, as 
in the Basenji or Irish terrier

 -At - Creates black and 
tan, liver and tan, etc. Described as 
Tan-Points, as in the Welsh Terrier or 
Doberman.

 -A possible 4rth, Aw - 
would produce an agouti or “wild color”, 
i.e. banded hairs, as in the Norwegian 
Elkhound or the Schnauzers.

A possible fifth, is the as allele which 
is a saddle pattern. Puppies are born 
darker over all in this pattern and then 
to the saddle pattern, as in the Airedale 
or Welsh Terrier.

This series appears to describe the 
production and appearance of the 
Aussie coat, both in the Blue-tan and the 
sandy/red, based on some of the breeds 
Mr. Little studied and mapped out, such 
as the Airedale, Welsh, Norwich, Irish 
and Yorkshire Terriers.

�. The B – b pair: B produces black and 
b reduces the pigment and produces 
liver or chocolate.

�. The C series: C controls the full 
depth of pigmentation as observed in 
golden brindles, dark tans or reds, or 
deep blacks or livers. The c ch is called 
chinchilla and reduces red-yellow so 
that the black or dark pigment is most 
obvious and the light background 
much less intense, as in the Norwegian 
elkhound.

There are other possible alleles in this 
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series which can create albinism or 
extreme dilution.

4. The D – d pair: the D creates the 
intensely pigmented dogs and the d 
causes Blue dilution. Most breeds are 
D, intensely pigmented. The d gene 
called the Maltese (as in a cat) or blue 
dilution creates blue in many shorthaired 
breeds such as blue Great Danes or 
Dobermans, as well as blue Chows or 
Poodles.

5. The E series: The black mask is created 
by Em. The next member E allows the 
dark (black or brown) pigment evenly 
over the coat. The bottom member e 
leaves clear and evenly distributed red 
or yellow (no dark pigment) such as in 
Irish Setters or orange Pomeranians. 
There is also an e br (brindle) which in 
the presence of ay (clear sable or tan) 
or at (bicolor varieties) produces brindle 
dogs, with bands of dark pigment on tan 
or yellow, such as in Scotties, Boxers, 
Irish Wolfhounds.

This series is interesting in its interaction 
with the A series as described above. 
Another concept worthy of additional 
analysis is that breeds that are somewhat 
similar in color may be a product of 
completely different combinations of 
genes creating that color. 

6. The G-g pair: The G gene is partly 
dominant and changes a uniformly 
dark puppy toward grayness or a paler 
shade, and is found in Kerry Blues, 
Yorkies and Poodles. Dogs that are 
gg do not lighten. This pair is different 
from d  which creates blue Danes or 
Weimaraners.

7. The M-m pair: The M gene creates 
merle or dapple, with lighter or blue eye 

pigment and can create deformities.

8. The P-p pair: Most dogs are P but in 
pp animals, the dark is greatly reduced, 
called “pink-eyed dilution” leaving pale 
blue or light yellow fawn and is very 
rare.

9. The S series: The S creates a solid 
color, with little or no white markings 
(perhaps a spot on the toes or chest.) 
The next in the series is s i, known as 
Irish spotting as in the Basenji or Boston 
Terrier. The sp creates piebald spotting 
as in the Beagle. The series continues 
to the sw allele which is extreme piebald 
as in the Bull Terrier or Sealyham Terrier, 
mostly white with perhaps a spot on the 
face, ears or tail.

�0. The T-t pair: The dominant T gene 
creates white flecks or ticking. There is 
some discussion of a possible separate 
locus R for Roan, a mixture of colored 
and white hair.

When thinking about these series and 
pairs of genes in relation to Australian 
Terriers, I feel that I, for one, have a lot 
more to learn and consider in breeding 
Aussies, when trying to breed for 
correct color in addition to all the other 
attributes required by the Standard. 
But one of the most enjoyable aspects 
of dog breeding is continuing to study 
and learn, no matter how many years 
of experience you may have. The 
Australian Terrier is well worth this effort 
and I hope to spend many more years 
enjoying our wonderful breed.
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The Australian Terrier 
Club of America
Breed Standard

Sue Bachman

The Australian Terrier Club of America 
has had three different breed standards 
in the 50 years of its existence.  The 
first was approved September 13, 
1960, the second, a revision of the 
first, was approved October 13, 1970, 
and the last, a revision of the second, 
was approved August 9, 1988.  The 
breed standard changes made in each 
revision reflected further clarification, 
more streamlined language and 
format differences.  Clearly the current 
standard is a significant improvement 
over the first two because it gives us a 
fine description to be used for evaluating 
how closely our dogs meet the standard.  
Included, following this article, are 
all three breed standards.  I have 
made some comparisons among the 
standards which I think are interesting.  
You will make your own comparisons as 
you review the standards. 

An example of the revisions made 
is illustrated by the language and 
content in the standard for the tail and 
dewclaws. 

The 1960 standard said,

“Tail set on high and carried erect but 
not too gay.  Remember tail should be 
docked within a few days after birth 
about at the tan spot located under the 
tail.  With sandy-reds there is a slight 
difference of color helpful in indicating 
the place to cut.  Leave approximately 
a generous 2/5ths.  At the same time 
dewclaws should be removed from 

the front and back legs.  For these 
procedures it is generally advisable to 
use the services of a veterinarian.”

The �970 standard said,

“Tail set on high and carried erect but 
not too gay; docked leaving two fifths.” 
No mention is made regarding the 
dewclaws.

The 1988 standard said,

“Tail-Set on high and carried erect at a 
twelve to one o-clock position, docked 
in balance with the overall dog leaving 
slightly less than one half, a good hand-
hold when mature.”

Dew Claws-Removed

Another change in the standard is the 
wonderful detail added with regard to 
the dog’s gait.  The first two standards 
simply said, “Straight and true; sprightly, 
indicating spirit and assurance.”  The 
most recent standard tells us what to 
look for saying, “As seen from the front 
and from the rear, the legs are straight 
from the shoulder and hip joints to the 
pads, and move in planes parallel to the 
centerline of travel.  The rear legs move 
in the same planes as the front legs.  
As the dog moves at a faster trot, the 
front and rear legs and feet may tend 
to converge toward the centerline of 
travel, but the legs remain straight even 
as they flex or extend.  Viewed from the 
side, the legs move in a ground-covering 
stride.  The rear feet should meet the 
ground in the same prints as left by the 
front feet, with no gap between them.  
Topline remains firm and level, without 
bounce.” How much more helpful this 
is.  
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Australian Terrier standard regarding 
coat color was changed in each revision.  
The 1960 standard discouraged red or 
sandy coat color saying, “Also sandy 
color and clear red are permissible but 
not desirable, other things being equal, 
as the blue and tan.”  Subsequent 
revisions treated all acceptable colors 
equally.  

It may surprise you to know that the 
current breed standard calls for a 
scissors bite, but 
our previous standards stated that a 
level bite was acceptable.

Through the years there has been 
much conversation about the size of the 
Australian Terrier.  The weight reference 
was dropped in the most recent breed 
standard. The elimination of the weight 
reference was appropriate in order 
to maintain substance. The height 
standard was changed from “about 10 
inches” to �0 to �� inches at the withers.  
Since I became an ATCA member in the 
late 80’s I’ve seen swings in size varying 
from quite small to quite large.  In my 
experience the breed size has always 
returned to a moderately sized dog.

I recommend that owners and breeders 
also read the Australian Terrier 
Illustrated Clarification of The Standard.  
It is very helpful to see the illustrations 
for comparison with your own dogs.  
The better we understand our breed 
standard, the better we breed.

I offer my sincere thanks to the Club 
members who developed and wrote our 
� breed standards. 

Standard for the 
Australian Terrier

1960

General Appearance

A small, sturdy, rough-coated terrier 
of spirited action and self assured 
manner.

Head

Long, flat-skulled, and full between 
the eyes, with the stop moderate.  The 
muzzle is no longer than the distance 
from the eyes to the occiput.  Jaws long 
and powerful, teeth of good size meeting 
in a scissors bite, although a level bite 
is acceptable.  Nose black.  Ears set 
high on the skull and well apart.  They 
are small and pricked (carried erect), 
the leather either pointed or slightly 
rounded and free from long hairs.  Eyes 
small, dark, and keen in expression; not 
prominent.  Light colored and protruding 
are faulty.

Neck

Inclined to be long, and tapering into 
sloping shoulders; well furnished with 
hair which forms a protective ruff.

Body

Low-set and slightly longer from the 
withers to the root of the tail than from 
the withers to the ground.  Chest 
medium wide, and deep, with ribs well 
sprung but not round.  Topline level.  
Tail set on high and carried erect but 
not too gay.  Remember tail should be 
docked within a few days after birth 
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about at the tan spot located under 
tail.  With sandy-reds there is a slight 
difference of color helpful in indicating 
the place to cut.  Leave approximately 
a generous �/5th.  At the same time 
dewclaws should be removed from front 
and back lets. For these procedures it is 
generally advisable to use the services 
of veterinarian.  Legs and Feet-Forelegs 
straight and slightly feathered to the 
carpus or so-called knee; they are set 
well under the body with elbows close 
and pasterns strong.  Hindquarters 
strong and well muscled but not heavy; 
legs moderately angulated at stifles 
and hocks, with hocks well let down.  
Bone medium in size.  Feet are small, 
clean, and catlike, the toes arched and 
compact, nicely padded and free from 
long hair.  Nails strong and black.

Coat

Outer coat harsh and straight, and 
about two and one half inches all over 
the body.  Under coat short and soft.  
The topknot, which covers only the 
top of the skull, is of finer texture and 
lighter color than the body coat.

Color

May be blue-black or silver-black, 
with the rich tan markings on head 
and legs.  The blue-black is bluish at 
the roots and dark at the tips.  In the 
silver-blacks each hair carries black 
and silver alternating with the black at 
the tips.  The tan is rich and deep the 
richer the better.  Also, sandy color and 
clear red are permissible but not as 
desirable, other things being equal, as 
the blue and tan.  In the sandies, any 
suggestion of shading or smuttiness is 
undesirable.

Gait

Straight and true, sprightly, indicating 
spirit and assurance.

Temperament

That of a hard-bitten terrier, with the 
aggressiveness of a natural ratter and 
hedge hunter, but as a companion, 
friendly, affectionate, and biddable.

 Size

Shoulder height, about �0 inches.  
Average weight 12 to 14 pounds.

Standard for the 
Australian Terrier

1970

General Appearance

A small, sturdy, rough-coated terrier 
of spirited action and self-assured 
manner.

HEAD-Long, flat-skulled, and full 
between the eyes, with the stop 
moderate.  The muzzle is no longer 
than the distance from the eyes to the 
occiput.  Jaws long and powerful, teeth 
of good size meeting in a scissors bite, 
although a level bite is acceptable.  Nose 
black.  Ears set high on the skull and 
well apart.  They are small and pricked, 
the leather either pointed or slightly 
rounded and free from long hairs.  Eyes 
small, dark and keen in expression; not 
prominent.  Light-colored and protruding 
eyes are faulty.
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NECK-Inclined to be long, and tapering 
into sloping shoulders; well furnished 
with hair which forms a protective ruff.

BODY-Low-set and slightly longer 
from the withers to the root of the tail 
than from the withers to the ground.  
Chest medium wide, and deep with ribs 
well spring but not round.  Topline level.  
Tail set on high and carried erect but 
not too gay;  docked leaving two fifths.  
Legs and Feet-Forelegs straight and 
slightly feathered to the carpus or so 
called knee; they are set well under the 
body with elbows close and pasterns 
strong.  Hindquarters strong and well 
muscled but not heavy; legs moderately 
angulated at stifles and hocks, with 
hocks well let down.  Bonds medium in 
size.  Feet are small, clean, and catlike, 
the toes arched and compact, nicely 
padded and free from long hair.  Nails 
strong and black.

COAT-Outer coat harsh and straight, 
and about two and one half inches all 
over the body.
Under coat short and soft.  The topknot, 
which covers only the top of the skull, is 
of finer texture and lighter color than the 
body coat.

COLOR-May be blue-black or silver-
black, with rich tan markings on head 
and legs, sandy color or clear red.  The 
blue-black is bluish at the roots and dark 
at the tips.  In the silver-blacks each 
hair carries black and silver alternating 
with black at the tips.  The tan is rich 
and deep, the richer the better.  In the 
Sandies, any suggestion of smuttiness 
is undesirable.

GAIT-Straight and true; sprightly, 

indicating spirit and assurance.

TEMPERAMENT-That of a hard-
bitten terrier, with the aggressiveness of 
the natural ratter and hedge hunter, but 
as a companion friendly, affectionate, 
and biddable.

SIZE-Shoulder height, about �0 inches.  
Average weight 12 to 14 pounds.

Standard for the 
Australian Terrier 

1988

General Appearance

A small, sturdy, medium,-boned working 
terrier, rather long in proportion to 
height with pricked ears, ad docked tail.  
Blue and tan, solid sandy or solid red 
in color, with harsh-textured outer coat, 
a distinctive ruff and apron, and a soft, 
silky top-knot.  As befits their heritage 
as versatile-workers, Australian Terriers 
are sound and free moving with good 
reach and drive.  Their expression keen 
and intelligent; their manner spirited 
and self-assured.  

The following description is that of the 
ideal Australian terrier.  Any deviation 
from this description must be penalized 
to the extent of the deviation.

Size, Proportion, Substance

Size-Height �0-�� inches at the withers.  
Deviation in either direction is to be 
discouraged.  
Proportion-The body is long in 
proportion to the height of the dog.  
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The length of back from withers to the 
front of the tail is approximately �-�/� 
inches longer than from the withers to 
the ground.  
Substance-Good working condition, 
medium bone, correct body proportions, 
symmetry and balance determine 
proper weight.

Head

Head-The head is long and strong.  
The length of the muzzle is equal to the 
length of the skull.  
Expression-Keen and intelligent.  
Eyes-Small, dark brown to black (the 
darker the better), keen in expression, 
set well apart.  Rims are black, oval 
in shape.  Faults:  light-colored or 
protruding eyes.  
Ears-Small, erect and pointed; set high 
on the skull yet well apart, carried erect 
without any tendency to flare obliquely 
off the skull.  
Skull-Viewed from the front or side is 
long and flat, slightly longer than it is 
wide and full between the eyes, with 
slight but definite stop.   
Muzzle-Strong and powerful with 
slight fill under the eyes.  The jaws are 
powerful.  
Nose-Black.  A desirable breed 
characteristic is an inverted V-shaped 
area free of hair extending from the nose 
up the bridge of the muzzle, varying in 
length in the mature dog.  
Lips-Tight and dark brown or black 
rimmed.  
Bite-Scissors with teeth of good size.

Neck, Topline, Body

Neck-Long, slightly arched and strong, 
blending smoothly into well laid back 
shoulders.  

Topline-Level and firm.  
Body-The body is of sturdy structure 
with ribs well-sprung but not rounded, 
forming a chest reaching slightly below 
the elbows with a distinct keel.  The loin 
is strong and fairly short with slight tuck-
up.  Faults-Cobbiness, too long in loin.  
Tail-Set on high and carried erect at a 
twelve to one o’clock position, docked 
in balance with the overall dog leaving 
slightly less than one half, a good hand-
hold when mature.

Forequarters

Shoulders-Long blades, well laid back 
with only slight space between the 
shoulder blades at the withers.  The 
length of the upper arm is comparable 
to the length of the shoulder blade.  
The angle between the shoulder and 
the upper arm is 90 degrees.  Faults:  
Straight, loose and loaded shoulders.  
Elbows-Close to the chest.  
Forelegs-Straight, parallel when 
viewed from the front; the bone is round 
and medium in size.  They should be 
set well under the body, with definite 
body overhang (keel) before them when 
viewed from the side.  
Pasterns-Strong, with only slight 
slope.  Fault:  Down on the pasterns.  
Dewclaws-Removed.  
Nails-Short, black and strong.

Hindquarters

Strong, legs well-angulated at the stifles 
and hocks, short and perpendicular 
from the hocks to the ground.  Upper 
and lower thighs are well muscled.  
Viewed from behind the rear legs are 
straight from the hip joints to the ground 
and in the same plane as the forelegs.  
Faults:  Lack of muscular development 
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or excessive muscularity.  
Feet:  (See under Forequarters).

Coat

Outer Coat-Harsh and straight; 2 ½ 
inches all over the body except the 
tail, pasterns, rear legs from the hocks 
down, and the feet which are kept free 
of long hair.  Hair on the ears is kept 
very short.  
Undercoat-Short and soft.  
Furnishings-Softer than body coat.  
The neck is well furnished with hair, 
which forms a protective ruff blending 
into the apron.  The forelegs are slightly 
feathered to the pasterns.  
Topknot-Covering only the top of the 
skull; of finer and softer texture than the 
rest of the coat.

Color and Markings

Colors:  Blue and tan, solid sandy and 
solid red.  
Blue and tan-Blue: dark blue, steel 
blue, dark grey-blue, or silver-blue.  In 
silver-blues, each hair carries blue and 
silver alternating with the darker color 
at the tips.  Tan markings (not sandy 
or red), as rich as possible, on face, 
ears, underbody, lower legs and feet, 
and around vent.  The richer the color 
and more clearly defined the better.  
Topknot-Silver or a lighter shade than 
head color.  
Sandy or Red-Any shade of solid 
sandy or solid red, the clearer the better.  
Topknot-Silver or lighter shade of body 
coat.  
Faults:  All black coat in the adult dog.  
Tan smut in the blue portion of the coat, 
or dark smut in sandy/red coated dogs.  
In any color, white markings on chest or 
feet are to be penalized.

Gait

As seen from the front and from the 
rear, the legs are straight from the 
shoulder and hip joints to the pads, and 
move in planes parallel to the centerline 
of travel.  The rear legs move in the 
same planes as the front legs.  As the 
dog moves at a faster trot, the front and 
rear legs and feet may tend to converge 
toward the centerline of travel, but the 
legs remain straight even as they flex or 
extend.  Viewed from the side, the legs 
move in a ground-covering stride.  The 
rear feet should meet the ground in the 
same prints as left by the front feet, with 
no gap between them.  Topline remains 
firm and level, without bounce.

Temperament

The Australian Terrier is spirited, alert, 
courageous, and self-confident, with the 
natural aggressiveness of a ratter and 
hedge hunter; as a companion, friendly 
and affectionate.  Faults:  Shyness or 
aggressiveness toward people.
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One of our earliest rescues brought 
us a very special little Aussie and one 
of our most devoted volunteers.  I 
got a call from a veterinarian whose 
client had an Australian Terrier female 
named Peanut.  She was just left in 
the basement because they were too 
busy to housebreak her or give  her any 
time.  He had finally talked them into 
letting him contact us to find her a new 
home.  And so in �99� Peanut entered 
our lives.  ATCA member Cindy Kromer 
offered to foster her.  For a week she 
wouldn’t come out from under the bed.  

But love and patience won out.  Peanut 
was forever Cindy’s.  She attended 
many National Specialties and became 
Rescue’s finest ambassador, loved by 
all of us.  She earned a CDX and a 
Novice Agility title and lived to be �7, 
Peanut passed away in 2006.
 
Over the years we realized that we 
could not rescue large numbers of 
dogs at one time as the strain on our 
members is just too much.  However 

AUSTRALIAN TERRIER 
RESCUE IN THE USA 

Barbera Curtis

ATCA officially began rescuing Austra-
lian Terriers in �990.  Before that many 
of us had been doing it when needed.  
During the �990 ATCA Board meeting 
Nell Fox, who brought Australian 
Terriers to the United States, brought 
up the need for rescue.  Since I felt 
pretty much the same way I jumped 
in and said I would be happy to look 
into what other breeds were doing 
and organize a rescue effort for ATCA.  
There was legitimate concern by some 
Board members that we could easily be 
getting in over our heads financially as 
we were a small Club with not a very 
large treasury.  But never the less the 
Board gave us $�00 to get started.
 
And wouldn’t you know, within a few 
months a Missouri puppy mill wanted 
to get rid of all their Australian Terriers 
and how could we say no.  I think there 
were about �5 and they wanted $750 
which of course we didn’t have.  But 
when we sent out an SOS our members 
responded with more than enough 
to rescue all the dogs and get the 
Veterinary care they needed.  Members 
in various Midwestern states pitched in 
and picked up the dogs, fostered and 
helped get them placed.
 
At this same time we organized the 
country into regions with coordinators 
for each region.  And of course other 
members were willing to help when 
needed.  From the beginning this Club 
has been most generous in their support 
with both time and money.
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we do step in when we must.  We 
remained part of ATCA until �995.  At 
that time “Australian Terrier Rescue”  
incorporated as a separate organization 
in order to obtain tax status allowing 
donations to be deductible.  However 
maintaining our ties to ATCA is crucial.  
Without the support of ATCA members 
we would be unable to do any rescues.  
Today we are organized pretty much 
the same as in �990 with regional 
coordinators who are supported by 
the ATCA membership.  And like any 
volunteer organization we are always 
looking for more help.  We now have a 
Board of Directors approved by ATCA, 
but who carry out the work of Australian 
Terrier Rescue independently.  

We are better organized today thanks 
to computer knowledgeable members.  
We have a website and can share the 
names of people interested in giving 
an Aussie a new home and dogs who 
need help.  The Board is now able to 
hold more frequent meetings using 
conference calls.  
 
Over the years we have probably 
rescued around �00 Aussies nationwide.  
Not a bad return for our original $�00 
investment.  There is nothing more 
rewarding to me than giving a little dog, 
young or old, a second chance at life, 
giving back just a little for all my Aussies 
have given me.  I know everyone who 
has helped rescue an Aussie feels the 
same.

Diabetes- How We 
Came to Where We 

Are

Michelle V. Bell

Working on health issues for the ATCA 
has been an interesting ride, especially 
when it comes to diabetes. I have seen 
everything over the last few years, from 
dogs abandoned because they couldn’t 
be housetrained (you guessed it - 
diabetic) to owners who retire early so 
that they can be home to give their dog 
the third insulin shot a day it will take 
to manage their disease (most dogs are 
managed just fine on 2 shots a day but 
some are “brittle” diabetics and require 
much closer monitoring and insulin 
more frequently). And I have learned a 
lot!

When Teresa Schreeder and I succeeded  
Marsha Gray in coordinating the ATCA 
Health Committee back in early �005, 
there was a lot in the works. Marsha 
and Kim Occhiuti  and the members 
who worked with them had put a lot of 
work into research, education, disease 
tracking, etc. It couldn’t have been a 
better time to get involved because by 
the end of �005 a research grant to 
Dr. Rebecka Hess at the University of 
Pennsylvania for the study of diabetes 
in the Australian Terrier was about to 
be funded by the AKC Canine Health 
Foundation (CHF).  How exciting! 
Research in Australian Terriers specific 
to diabetes! So what went into making 
this happen? 

Marsha for years had been concerned 
about diabetes in our breed. There are 
to date � published research studies 
that have looked at the prevalence 
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of diabetes in purebred dogs, and in 
both studies the Australian Terrier has 
come in at the highest incidence of the 
disease.  Marsha also worked extremely 
hard to collect pedigree information on 
diabetic dogs. She collected at least 
50 such pedigrees.  We are all grateful 
to those who supplied this information 
because their dogs had diabetes.  
This information combined with the 
prevalence research was enough to 
convince Dr. Hess that we would be a 
viable breed for her research.

Dr. Hess wrote and submitted her grant 
after looking at the available research 
in the area. There are other groups who 
were in process at that time of looking 
at the genes that predispose to diabetes 
in people as well as in some other 
breeds of dogs (Cavalier King Charles 
Spaniels and Miniature Schnauzers 
come to mind, but there are others). Any 
possible link discovered could possibly 
be translated to other breeds and other 
species, so it was and still is an exciting 
time to be working in this area.

After CHF approval came CHF 
requesting monetary support from 
interested parties- particularly ATCA 
and the national Samoyed clubs. 
We gladly agreed to pay $5600 over 
� years- a huge sum for our Health 
Committee whose budget comes mainly 
from  member donations- but it was but 
a “drop” in the $�00,000 budget that Dr. 
Hess’s study  required. 

Since then I have combed diabetes 
web groups, veterinarian lists, helped 
establish a health website (thank you 
ATCA member, Sue Holsinger), a 
diabetes database and e-mail address 
(thank you ATCA member, Angie Bly), 
done blood draws at a Specialty, had 

CHF make announcements, and helped 
arrange mailings to owners through 
AKC. Whew! 

Thanks to all of the people who were 
willing to donate their time and dogs 
for this study. It would not have been 
possible without them. We are certainly 
much closer than before to having a 
genetic marker that will allow breeders 
to test their breeding stock up front for 
a genetic make-up that could result in 
their offspring developing diabetes if 
the dam or sire is used in a breeding 
program.  We have over �00 unaffected 
dogs over the age of 7 (with �00 being 
the goal) and are very close to have the 
50 diabetic dogs needed. At this point 
some of the dogs that were unaffected 
when they donated a sample are 
now affected, so a few more are still 
needed. 

I recently had someone ask me what 
we hoped to accomplish with the study 
- what real benefit would this be to 
the average breeder/owner? That is a 
good question! Let me say first to all of 
those who have never had to live with 
a diabetic animal- you are lucky. The 
insulin and the meals have to carry on 
strictly at the same time every day, no 
matter what else you may have going 
on in your life. The insulin can be quite 
expensive, as well as syringes, blood 
glucose curves, and  emergency vet 
visits for hypoglycemic episodes. It is 
not a fun prospect, and there are quite 
a few people who unfortunately realize 
very quickly it is a commitment they 
cannot make. 

What can we really do now about 
diabetes?  What can you do? I tell 
all of the pet owners I know that the 
best thing they can do is minimize 
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the environmental risk of developing 
diabetes, because the genetic risk may 
or may not be there.  A good diet, regular 
exercise, keeping the dog at a good 
weight, and regular vet checks are all 
essential. Breeders have to be careful. 
We need to ask the questions about 
what diseases/problems people have 
in their lines, and we need to answer 
them when asked. A very disturbing 
trend over the last year is the 6 dogs I 
know of who developed diabetes before 
their first birthday! Unfortunately when 
they become sick at such a young age 
they often have a more aggressive type 
of diabetes that will often shorten their 
life span significantly. 2 of the dogs 
came from healthy parents, however 4 
of them were obtained from � different 
puppy mills where it turns out the dams 
were diabetic and still being bred.   If 
you learn  the dog has the problem, 
then the dog has the genetic material 
for the problem and can possibly pass it 
on to the offspring.

Getting back to Dr. Hess’s research, 
let me give you an example that may 
help. Let’s say every dog has a gene 
known as “A”. Gene A itself occurs in 
different alleles. With perseverance and 
genetic research such as what Dr. Hess 
is doing, we can determine that dogs 
that have a certain allele in their genetic 
make-up are at a 70% higher risk of 
developing diabetes.  Eventually we 
could establish a blood or cheek swab 
test that could tell us that of the litter 
of 6 we just bred, one has the diabetic 
type of allele in its genetic make-up.  
From there you can evaluate the risk 
of breeding that dog, and over time we 
can hopefully reduce the number of 
dogs in the gene pool with the a genetic 
make-up disposed to causing diabetes.   
Unfortunately diabetes is polygenetic 

(meaning multiple genes are involved, 
and multiple alleles of those genes)- 
so it takes a large population to fully 
understand which genes are providing 
which amount of risk. 

The good news is that Dr. Hess has 
already established that there is at 
least one allele of a particular gene that 
greatly increases the risk of diabetes 
in the Aussie. The even better news 
is that the Genetics Department of the 
University of Pennsylvania is offering 
Dr. Hess additional equipment so that 
now she can expand her research.  
Previously, in her study she had to 
decide which pieces of genetic material 
would most likely be causing problems 
in Aussies by looking at other diabetes 
research. She only had the resources to 
look at those segments that she chose. 
This means there was the potential for a 
previously undiscovered diabetes gene 
to go undiscovered. Now with much 
greater resources at her disposal she 
can examine the entire Aussie genome. 
This is wonderful news for our breed, 
and I look forward to one day seeing a 
genetic test being available for breeders 
to be able to evaluate their breeding 
stock and even their puppies.  It will 
be years from now, but we are getting 
there. 

We have made great progress in the 
last few years. I can’t wait to see where 
we are in 50 more!
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Ann Ridenour
CATC Historian

Copperstate 
Australian Terrier Club

Twenty three years have passed since 
thirteen enthusiasts met in Phoenix, 
January 10, 1984, for the goal of forming 
a club and electing its officers.  Finding 
our way to the meeting site at one of the 
largest malls in Arizona would become 
symbolic as we have made our way in 
developing one of the most successful 
regional Aussie specialty clubs in the 
USA.

Our first officers were President DORIS 
ROBBINS, Vice-President MARGE 
WAGNER, Secretary KIM CALDWELL 
and Treasurer MIKE LIGA.   They 
were unanimously elected by BRIAN 
& JULIE ROCK, SUSAN MAGALNICK, 
DR. ROSAMOND HATHAWAY, VIC 
WAGNER, ANN RIDENOUR, CAROL 
ANN VAUGHAN, RICHARD CALDWELL 
and KIKU KENNEDY.

 Our goals were several and the effort 
for each has varied over the years 
largely influenced by the interests of the 
membership which is currently at thirty 
Aussie fanciers.  

 We would have educational programs 
in our early years since most of us 
were beginners with this breed.  How 
to Groom an Aussie was a popular 
program as well as How to Evaluate a 
Litter of Puppies.  Brave souls would 
volunteer their eight week old puppies 
to be examined, tabled, judged for 
temperament, coat texture and picked 
apart in minute detail.   The puppy 

selected as pick puppy would usually 
become next year’s new champion.  

 CATC almost immediately started to 
have fun matches and then B-matches.  
Several years passed before we 
received AKC recognition as a regional 
specialty club.  Our first regional 
specialty was designated with White 
Mountain Kennel Club in the Spring of 
�995.  The judge was Walter Goodman 
and his choice for our first Best of Breed 
specialty winner was Ch Yaralla’s Rock 
the Ring.  After that year, we moved 
our specialty to the fall designated with 
Sahuaro State Kennel Club and in �999 
to the Friday Show designated with Sun 
Country Terrier Club. CATC enjoyed 
many night independent specialties and 
named them “Puttn’ on the Ritz”.  Our 
first night specialty found exhibitors in 
Tux and Formal gowns.  Quite a show! 

 One of the very favorable traditions 
for the development of enthusiasm for 
showing Aussies was that we were all 
operating on a level playing field.  DR. 
ROSAMOND HATHAWAY encouraged 
us to show our own dogs and not use 
handlers.  She had seen what had 
happened in other breeds when the 
professional handlers dominated the 
show ring.   Indeed, we started out 
scrambling trying to find four Aussies 
of the same sex to make a major.   As 
the years went by, more and more new 
comers joined our ranks, showed their 
dogs and perhaps would have a litter or 
two.   In order to encourage exhibiting 
it would seem reasonable to continue 
only hiring the big guns for a specialty 
weekend.

Several times CATC has also hosted 
the Australian Terrier Club of America’s 
specialties.  We work hard at extending 
“Western Hospitality” to folks that come 
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to Phoenix from all over the United 
States and Canada.  Years afterward, 
we still hear compliments on our hard 
work and hospitality from our many 
Aussie friends.  

We have had a good time with our 
Aussies, meeting for fun puppy 
socialization, “playing dog showing,” 
picnicking and kibitzing about what’s 
going on in the world of Aussies.  We 
have a Cinco de Mayo Party every May 
in which we recognize the achievements 
of CATC members—C.D.s, CDXs, 
Championships earned in the last year 
and then our Christmas Party that 
has a fun traditional take and give gift 
exchange.

Over all, we may be competitive in the 
show ring but once it is over, most of us 
make a point of being supportive of one 
another.  We also have a lot of “gophers” 
who will help out at a moment’s notice 
if something needs to be done.  The 
nurturing of a small specialty club into a 
mature organization that has hosted four 
specialties a year was accomplished by 
an espirit de corps that has flourished. 

 

Formerly named the Australian Terrier 
Club of Illinois, then the Lacomac 
Australian Terrier Club was founded at 
the International K.C. show of April 1962. 
Mrs. Milton Fox was present at the show 
with the purpose of arousing interest in 
the parent club and in the breed. With 
her help the officers were elected and 
the club was formed. The interest  of 
the original members centered around 
learning more about the breed. The 
focus was on the Australian Terrier as 
a pet and not as a show dog. Few of 
the owners interested in breeding and 
showing organized and conducted the 
first Fun Match in 1963. Mrs. Kitko was 
the first judge for the match. Other 
judges were Mrs. Eunice Clark, Mrs. 
Florice Hogan and Mrs. Marie Rathman  
The matches were held in 1963 and 
1964 in the north side of Chicago. After 
that they were held at Thornoaks Farm 
in Harvard, IL. In 1967 the Fun Match 
was held under the auspices of the 
Parent Club. This was a “B” Match in 
order to host the National Specialty the  
following year. That show was held in 
conjunction with the Chain O’Lakes 

Jennie Worthing

THE AUSTRALIAN 
TERRIER CLUB 

OF THE GREATER 
CHICAGO AREA

THE AUSTRALIAN 
TERRIER CLUB OF 

COLORADO

Sue Holsinger
 
The Australian Terrier Club of Colorado 
was formed in �990 to host a yearly 
regional specialty and support the needs 
of Colorado Australian Terrier owners.  
Founding members included Beverly 
Bailey, Mary Mead, Pat Sanders, 
Jeannine Johnson, Cathy Lester, Sue 
Holsinger, Kathy Wakeman, Sheila 
Burris, P.J. Hiebert and Barbera Curtis.  
The first ATCC regional specialty was 

held in 1996.  The club maintains 
a roster of about �0 members, and 
serves a geographical area that 
extends from Southern Colorado to 
Northern Wyoming.  New members are 
encouraged to contact the club via the 
website at http://www.coloaussieterrier.
com. 
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K.C. We repeated this in �970. In �97� 
the name was changed to conform with 
the policy of the American Kennel Club. 
We applied for approval.  There were 
�7 members who had joined our club. 
The application for the licensed show 
gave us the charter for the Club.
 
A member who was very instrumental 
in obtaining our charter was A.W. “Bart” 
Bartholomew. We all knew the time, 
efforts and the love Bart extended. 
He knew all the legal procedures, and 
without him and his knowledge we 
would not have had a club. The club 
has conducted shows the next �0 years 
in conjunction with the Great Lakes 
Terrier Association.  Many owners have 
attended our show from all over the 
U.S.
 
The first specialty was held June 15, 
1974, at Lake County Fair Grounds in 
Grayslake, IL We had an entry of 49 
(16 dogs, 21 bitches, 1 veteran dog, 
� veteran bitch, �0 Best Of Breed 
and 1 brace). The officers of the club 
were President: Jennie Worthing, Vice 
President:  Dr. E.H. Barnes Treasurer: 
Dr. Katharine Barnes, Secretary: Carol 
Mau, Carolyn Miller, Thornton Pratt 
and Nancy Pratt were on the Board 
of Directors. Carolyn Miller was show 
Chairman. The judge was Mrs. Winifred 
Heckman of Maryland. As we became 
better known several owners from 
Quincy, Illinois joined. Two of them are 
members of the ATCA. Roberta McCart, 
and Barbara Curtis. Ida Ellen Weinstock 
and Alexa Samarotto  joined us too.

Ida Ellen judged our match in ‘7� and 
Alexa judged one of our sweeps.
  
Our last show was held in 2004 
in Manitowoc Wisconsin. With the 

This regional Club for fanciers in the 
Raritan Valley of New Jersey and the 
surrounding areas was founded in July 
1981, originally as the Delaware Valley 
ATC, with its first meeting and Match 
Show. Just about everyone in eastern 
Pennsylvania and New Jersey who 
exhibited Aussies met at the home of  Ida 
Ellen Weinstock and Alice Ann Wight, in 
Quakertown, Pennsylvania.  Among the 
members in the early years were Alexa 
Samarotto, Nell Fox, Carol Sazama, 
Jean and Amy Jones, Paul Purvis, Beth 
McCracken Purvis, Ida Ellen Weinstock, 
Alice Ann Wight, Barbara and Charles 
Deer, and Esther Krom among others.  
Alice Ann Weinstock was elected 
President at the beginning, and she has 
been re-elected every year since. 

Weather permitting, we held a match 
show with just about every meeting.  
Joann Ostrow of Windy Hill Norwich 
judged the breed at the first Match Show, 
and brought along Bill Thompson, who 
had handled Aussies right from their 
beginnings in this country.  Joann gave 
Best in Match to a red puppy of Nell’s, 
and Best of Opposite to a red puppy of 
the Weinstocks’ breeding.  Bill judged 
our next match which was about two 
months later.  

The club met often, striving for AKC 
licensure.  AKC finally agreed to license 
our breed club.  But, instead of the 
Delaware Valley ATC, the AKC and the 
club members agreed on the name, 
Raritan Valley ATC, and the club was 

RARITAN VALLEY 
AUSTRALIAN TERRIER 

CLUB, INC.

membership decline the club was 
dissolved in �005.
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licensed by AKC. 

The first RVATC Specialty Show was held in 1994 in conjunction with the Bucks 
County Kennel Club All Breed Dog Show in Erwinna, Pennsylvania.  In �99� the 
Club began offering two specialties each year, one with Bucks in the Spring; the 
other at the Hatboro Dog Club Show in the Fall.

1957-58 John Harjes
1959-60 Richard Hammond
1961-62 Milton Fox
1963-64 Willis Fowle
1965-66 Robert Welty
1967  A.W. Bartholomew
1968  Alan Bialosky
1969-70 Lenore Petras
�97�-7� Meta Thompkins
1973-74 Gertrude Arata
�975-77 Eleanor G. Fischer
1978-83 Kiku Kennedy
1984-89 Barbara Deer
�990-9� Susan Saulvester
1994-97 Carol Sazama
1998-01 Barbera Curtis
2002-06 Jane Tenor
�007-present Michael Palazzo

Meta Thompkins

Mae Roo at AKC Centennial

Richard Hammond

Presidents of ATCA
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2007	 14-Sep	 	 Dorothy	M.	MacDonald	 Chattanooga	KC,	Chattanooga,	TN
95 entries  BOB Ch Benayr I Believe in Love Alfie, RN079604/01 3/28/05 Dog
	 	 	 					By	Ch	Tanamiers	Jonny	Be	Good	x	Ch	BenayrAs	You	Like	It
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	Pamela	Levy	
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	Susan	Bentley	
  BOS Aussome Capture The Magic RN090150/02 8/9/05 Bitch
        By Ch Ch Lodiah Red Hawk-Ch Aussome’s American Tale
    Owner/Breeder – Sabine Baker & Michelle Bell
  BOW Crestwoods Red Gem RN089700/01 11/28/04 Bitch
        By Ch Tineetown Mr. Sandman-Ch Crestwoods Crown Ruby
    Owner/Breeder – Margaret Reignier
  AOM Ch Ryba’s Call Me Irresponsible RN067320/01 9/18/04 Dog
        By Ch Ryba’s Tom Foolery – Ch Ryba’s Rat-a-tat Boogie Brat
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	S.	Bachman	and	T	Schreeder
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	Lisa	Nance	
  AOM Ch Southern Cross Money Man RN059215/05 6/19/04 Dog
        By Ch Wismiss Aka Inu Figaro - Ch Socross Palmer’s Dellight
    Owner - Marsha S Gray & Kim Occhiuti
	 	 	 	 Breeder	-	Marsha	Gray	
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Glamour Girl RN068209/01 4/19/04 Bitch
	 	 	 					By	Ch	Tineetown	Mr	Sandman-Ch	Crestwoods	Cover	Girl
    Owner/Breeder – Margaret Reignier
  AOM Ch Ryba’s Coco Chanel RN104173/07 9/10/05 Bitch
        By Ch Ryba’s Tom Foolery-Ch Ryba’s Dancing Queen
    Owner/Breeder – S. Bachman and T Schreeder
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
2006 26-May  Ken McDermott  Holland Michigan KC, Kalamazoo, MI
60 entries  BOB Ch Benayr Nessun Dorma RN00960501 8/31/02 Dog
        By Ch Ryba’s Tom Foolery – Benayr Rosie the Riveter
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	Pamela	Levy	
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	Susan	Bentley	
  BOS Ch Stonegully’s Flying Broomstick RN03629402 10/31/03  Bitch
        By Ch Redwing’s Detroit - Ch The Farm’s Double Wicket   
    Owner/Breeder – C & E Stone
  BOW  Redwing It’s All About Me NAP NJP RN04233005 1/9/04 Bitch
        By Bestebas Ransom of Redchief JE - Redwing Standup Comic
    Owner – H Rife & S Holsinger
    Breeder – S Holsinger 
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Contender RM19308001 10/7/96 Dog
        By Ch Yarella’s Rock the Ring - Ch Crestwoods Carousel
    Owner/Breeder - Margaret Reignier    
  AOM Ch Aussome Cherokee Firewalker RN02994803 6/15/03 Dog
	 	 	 					By	Ch	Aka	Inu	Shogun	-	Ch	Aussome	Kat	Skanner
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	Grace	Cartwright	
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	S.	Baker	and	M.	Belll
  AOM Ch Ryba’s Call Me Irresponsible RN06732001 9/1/04 Dog
        By Ch Ryba’s Tom Foolery – Ch Ryba’s Rat-a-tat Boogie Brat
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	S.	Bachman	and	T	Schreeder
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	Lisa	Nance	

Winners at ATCA Specialties
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2005	 9-Oct	 	 Annemarie	Moore	 	 Montgomery	Cty	KC,	PA
87 entries  BOB Ch Redwing Court Jester RM35741008 12/8/01 Dog
       By Ch Lodiah Red Hawk - Ch Redwing Comic Relief CD NA JE
    Owner – M Midkiff, T Aronson, S Holsinger
    Breeder – S Holsinger 
  BOS Crestwoods Glamour Girl RN06820901 4/16/04 Bitch
	 	 	 					By	Ch	Tineetown	Mr	Sandman	-	Ch	Crestwoods	Cover	Girl
    Owner/Breeder – M. Reignier
  BOW I Believe In Love Alfie RN07960401 3/28/05 Dog
        By Tanamier’s Jonny Be Good  - Ch Benayr As You Like It
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	Pamela	Levy	
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	S	Bentley	
  AOM Ch Wiora Quazamah RN04422001 1/7/03 Bitch
        By Wiora Ima Kelly - Glenolan Red Secret
    Owner – J Becker & D Anderson
    Breeder – F Curtin 
  AOM Ch Temora Bully For You RN04213601 1/196/04 Dog
        By Ch Akiba’s The Go To Guy - Ch Benayr No Hugs Just Kizzi
    Owner/Breeder – J Seaton 
  AOM Ch Regency Lord and Emperor RN03575903 8/25/03 Dog
        By Ch Regency Shastakin Lord Davy  - Ch Regency Ridgepark   
     O’Gracious 
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	A	Marder	
    Breeder – Ida Ellen Weinstock & Alice Wight
  AOM Ch Lodiah Red Hawk RM31740801 7/27/00 Dog
        By Selendia Joint Venture - Ch Kayaust Redstart
    Owner/Breeder – S Diuble 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
2004 21-May  Betty Anne Stenmark  Albuquerque, NM
85 entries  BOB Ch Redwing Court Jester RM35741008 12/8/01 Dog
        By Ch Lodiah Red Hawk - Ch Redwing Comic Relief CD NA JE
    Owner – M Midkiff, T Aronson, S Holsinger
    Breeder – S Holsinger 
  BOS The Farm’s Tivoli Lights RM36879501 10/11/02 Bitch
        By Ch The Farm’s Double Edged Sword - Tatong’s French Fry
    Owner – C & E Stone & S Dun
	 	 	 	 Breeder	S	Dunn	 	
  BOW  Brinogue’s Red Hot Pepper RN01907201 6/23/02 Bitch
        By Ch Lodiah Red Hawk -Ch Brinogue’s Last of the Redhots
    Owner/Breeder – E Shields 
  AOM Ch Ryba’s Tom Foolery RM34311901 4/1/01 Dog
        By Ch Ryba’s Diamond Jim - Ch Ryba’s All That Jazz
    Owner – S Bachmand & T Schreeder
    Breeder – S Bachman, T Schreeder, R Ryse
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Contender RM19308001 10/7/96 Dog
        By Ch Yarella’s Rock the Ring - Ch Crestwoods Carousel
    Owner/Breeder – M Reigner
  AOM Ch Aka Inu Zu’s Petl T’The Metl RM10966503 2/12/94 Dog
        By Regency Lod of Summerhill - Ch Elardy Susan’s Choice
    Owner – K Occhiuti & A Marder
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	K	Occhiuti	
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  AOM Ch Wismiss Aka Inu Figaro RM29877501 10/27/99  Dog
        By Ch Aka Inu Zu’s Petl T’The Metl - Ch Wismiss Olympia
    Owner – K Occhiuti, C. Sazama & K Bryan
    Breeder – C Sazama & K Bryan
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
2003 21-May  Wayne Bousek  Winnegamie KC, Manitowac, WI
35 entries  BOB Ch Ryba’s Tom Foolery RM34311901 04/01/01 Dog
        By Ryba’s Diamond Jim - Ch Ryba’s All That Jazz
    Owner – S Bachman & T Schreeder
    Breeder – S Bachman & T Schreeder, R Ryse
  BOS Redwing Stand Up Comic RM35741001 12/08/01  Bitch
        By Ch Lodiah Red Hawk - Ch Redwing Comic Relief
    Owner/Breeder – S Holsinger
  BOW Benayr Travlin’ Jack RN00773201 06/20/02  Dog
        By Ch Benayr Reckless - Ch Benayr Cookie Googleman
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	S	Bentley	and	J	Seaton
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	S	Bentley	
  AOM Ch Redwing Court Jester RM35741008 12/07/01  Dog
        By Ch Lodiah Redhawk & Ch Redwing Comic Relief
    Owner M Midkiff & T Aronson
    Breeder – S Holsinger 
  AOM Ch Redwing Simon Says RN00845804 7/27/02 Dog
        By Ch Lodiah Red Hawk - Ch Redwing Red Rubber Ball
    Owner – J Johnson & S Holsinger
    Breeder – S Holsinger 
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Contender RM19308001 10/07/96 Dog
        By Ch Yaralla’s Rock the Ring - Ch Crestwoods Carousel
    Owner/Breeder – M Reigner
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
2002	 11-Apr	 	 Samuel	Draper	 	 Northern	Ca	Terrier	Assoc,	Sacramento,	CA
53 entries  BOB Ch Harringtons Teddy Bear RM22291801 10/14/97 Dog
        By Ch Zentoka New Year Shostopper - Ch Olympic Sassafras
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	P	Medeiros	
    Breeder – J & T Harrington 
  BOS Ryba’s Lil Witch of Eastwick RM29683601 10/20/99 Bitch
        By Ch Ryba’s Diamond Jim - Ch Ryba’s All That Jazz
    Owner – C Earl & P Howard
    Breeder – S Bachman, T Schreeder, R Ryse
  BOW Ryba’s Tom Foolery RM34311901 04/01/01  Dog
        By Ch Ryba’s Diamond Jim - Ch Ryba’s All That Jazz
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	S	Bachman	and	T	Schreeder
    Breeder – S Bachman, T Schreeder, R Ryse
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Contender RM19308001 10/07/96  Dog
        By Ch Yaralla’s Rock the Ring - Ch Crestwoods Carousel
    Owner/Breeder – M Reignier
  AOM Ch Ryba’s Rat-A-Tat Boogie Brat RM24787701 08/08/98  Bitch
        By Ch Benayr Reckless - Ch Ryba’s Halice Travl’n Matilda
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	L	Nance	
    Breeder – H & A Wilcox 
  AOM Ch Bluepepper’s Mickey Mouse RM24189601 10/05/95  Dog
    Owner – E Steele & M Ahola
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	M	Ahola	
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  AOM Ch Wismiss Aka Inu Figaro RM29877501 10/27/99  Dog
        By Aka Inu Zu’s Petl T-The Metl - Ch WismissOlympia
    Owner – K Occhiuti, C Sazama & K Bryan
    Breeder – C Sazama & K Bryan
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
2001	 7-Oct	 	 Sandra	Goose	Allen	 	 Montgomery	Cty	KC,	PA
108 entries BOB Ch Wismiss Aka Inu Figaro RM29877501 10/27/99  Dog
        By Aka Inu Zu’s Petl T-The Metl - Ch Wismiss Olympia
    Owner – K Occhiuti, C Sazama & K Bryan
    Breeder – C Sazama & K Bryan
  BOS Ch Redwing Comic Relief NA  
        By Besteba’s Ransom of Red Chief - Ch Vaneicha Rondelet in Red
    Owner/Breeder – S Holsinger
  BOW Ryba’s Tom Foolery RM343119/01 4/1/02 Dog
        By Ch Ryba’s Diamond Jim - Ch Ryba’s All That Jazz
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	S	Bachman,	T	Schreeder
    Breeder – S Bachman, T Schreeder, R Ryse
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Contender RM19308001 10/7/96 Dog
        By Ch Yaralla’s Rock The Ring - Ch Crestwoods Carousel
    Owner/Breed M Reignier 
  AOM Ch Ryba’s Diamond Jim RM247877/03 8/8/98 Dog
        By Benayr Reckless - Ch Ryba’s Halice Travln’n Matilda
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	S	Bachman	
    Breeder – H & A Wilcox 
	 	 AOM	 Ch	Crestwoods	Cover	Girl	–	Bitch	
    Owner/Breeder – M Reignier 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
2000 18-Aug  Betsy Dale   Greeley, CO
85 entries  BOB Ch Aka Inu Zu’s Petl T-The Metl RM10966503 2/12/94 Dog
        By Ch Regency Lord of Summerhill - Ch Elardy Susan’s Choice
    Owner – K Occhiuti & A Marder
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	K	Occhuiti	
  BOS BOS – Ch Wismiss Olympia RM18093204 7/4/96  Bitch
        By Ch Regency Lord of Summerhil - Ch Spellbound West Coast
    Owner – C Sazama & K Bryan
    Breeder – C Sazama 
  BOW  Benayr Ruckus Amongus RM24333902 5/23/98  Bitch
        By Rybas Batteries Not Included - Ch Benayr Raisa Ruckus
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	S	Bentley	and	S	Mathisen
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	S	Bentley	
  AOM Ch Besteba’s Ransom of Red Chief RM16468709 11/24/95  Dog
        By Bangor Charlie - Ch Besteba’sAshley The Red
    Owner/Breeder – B Bailey 
  AOM Ch Fair Dinkum Packer Backer RM22333601 8/20/97 Dog
        By Ch Auz the Dragonslayer - Ch Fair Dinkem Captivator
    Owner/Breeder – K Huebing
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Song of the South  RN03138001 7/16/91  Bitch
        By Ch Crestwoods Fair Dinkum Dandy - Ch Crestwoods Ciandra
	 	 	 	 Owner	--	D	Sharp	
    Breeder -- M Reignier 
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  AOM Ch Ryba’s Diamond Jim RM24787703 8/08/98  Dog
        By Ch Benayr Reckless - Ch Ryba’s Halice Travel’n Matilda
    Owner – S Bachman and R Ryse
    Breeder – H & A Wilcox 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1999 28-Aug  Barbara Worcester Keenan Lawrenceville KC, Atlanta, GA
  BOB Ch Wild Wests Wheeler Dealer RM17395501 3/12/96 Dog
        By Ch Eager April Thunder - Ch Cobberkyle’s Gal O’ The Golden West
     Owner – E Steele  
    Breeder – E Steele & B Saunders 
  BOS Ch Sourthern Cross Summer Storm RM18476702 9/1/96 Bitch
        By Aussome Fleetwood Mac - Ch Southern Cross Virginia Blue
    Owner/Breeder – M & J Gray
  BOW Tineetown The Classact RM12287201 1/3/94 Bitch
        By Elmora Sirius – Tineetown Treckle
    Owner – M Reignier 
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	P	Conner	
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Contender RM19308001 10/7/96 Dog
         By Ch Yaralla’s Rock The Ring - Ch Crestwoods Carousel
    Owner/Breed M Reignier 
  AOM Ch Tatong’s Eclipse of the Moon RM26264601 7/18/93 Dog
        By Tatongs Silver Moondancer - Ibeth Orange Blossom
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	Orvokki	Lamsa	Avocation	Kennels
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	J	Grenaae	
  AOM Ch Yaralla’s Wild West Smart Aleck RM23278401 5/20/97 Dog
        By Wild West’s Wheeler Dealer - Ch Yaralla’s Bold N Bad
    Owner – E Steele 
    Breeder – R Parker 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1998 20-May  Anne Katona  Sun Country Terrier Club, Phoenix, AZ
81 entries  BOB Ch Benayr Reckless RM086474/04 6/12/93  Dog
        By Benayr Georgie Boy - Ch Brandywine’s Jet Setter
    Owner – S Bentley and R Ryse
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	S	Bentley	
  BOS Ch Crestwoods Crown Jewel  RM031379/01 8/23/91 Bitch
        By Ch Crestwoods Fair Dinkum Dandy - Ch Feathertop Rapunzel Indeed
    Owner/Breeder – M Reignier
  BOW Ryba’s Friar Tuck – Dog  
    Owner – S Bachman and R Ryse
    Breeder – R Ryse 
  AOM Ch Benway’s Northern Exposure CD 
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	T	and	J	Stallings	
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	P	Benway	
  AOM Ch Yaralla’s Wild West Smart Aleck – Dog 
    Owner – E Steele 
    Breeder – R Parker 
  AOM Ch Crestwoods Contender RM19308001 10/7/96 Dog
        By Ch Yarella’s Rock the Ring - Ch Crestwoods Carousel
    Owner/Breeder – Margaret Reignier
  AOM Ch Wildwest’sWhiz Kid  
    Owner – E Steele  
    Breeder – P Knight and E Steele 
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  AOM Ch Veneicha Singer’s Aria  
    Owner/Breeder – D Sharp 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1997 5-Oct  Melbourne Downing  Montgomery Cty KC, PA
105 entries BOB Ch Aussome Fleetwood Mac RM09690503 10/08/93  Dog
        By Ch Tho-Li Lucas - Ch Rachell 
    Owner/Breeder – S Baker 
  BOS Ch Vaneicha Waltzing Matilda RM11850404 7/17/94 Bitch
        By Ch Bangor Jiminy Cricket - Ch Seadog’s Windlass
    Owner – J Routson 
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	D	Sharp	
  BOW The Farm’s Red Roof RM17765902 06/10/96  Dog
        By Ch Aka Zu’s Petl T’The Metl - Ch The Farm’s Red Flag
    Owner/Breeder – S Diuble and S Dunn
  AOM Braeoaks Sydney Doll DCX NA RM314735 8/16/96  Bitch
        By Halice’s Mighty Joshua - Ch Heirloom’s Braeoak Morgana
    Owner – S Butcher & A.M. Butcher
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	J	McPherson	
  AOM Ch Dreamtimes Divine Miss Em RM12417305 9/12/94  Bitch
        By Ch Southern Cross Nathan Hawke - Ch Dreamtime’s Magic Noire
    Owner/Breeder – M Harban
  AOM Ch Ryba’s Batteries Not Included RM14944102 7/18/95  Dog
        By Ch Jana’s Low Commotion - Ch Ryba’s Apple Annie
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	T	Schreeder	
	 	 	 	 Breeder	--	C	Mountjoy	
  AOM Ch Tak-A Chance Nip’N Tucker RB172306 11/13/87  Dog
        By Ch Frederick Willie Wombat CD - Ch Plesantpastures Tak-A-Chance   
	 	 	 	 	 CD
    Owner/Breeder – S Saulvester
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1996 24-May  Mrs. James Edward Clark Mission Circuit, Pomona, CA
74 entries  BOB Ch Bearstep’s Uluru Rocka Tekoah – Bitch
    Owner – Dave and Debbie Hempstead
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	M	McMurry	
  BOS Ch Eager April Thunder – Dog 
    Owner – N Fox and D Roy 
    Breeder – G Reida 
  BOW Dreamtime’s Divine Miss Em – Bitch 
    Owner/Breeder – M. Harban
  AOM AOM – Ch Feathertops Riproarious – Dog
    Owner/Breeder – K & N Goesch
  AOM Ch Bearsteps Shoshoni Chief -- Dog  
    Owner – D & P Turner 
	 	 	 	 Breeder	M	McMurry	
  AOM Ch Jana’s Low Commotion -- Dog  
	 	 	 	 Owner	–	T	Cleland	
	 	 	 	 Breeder	–	N	Adams								
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1995 16-Sep  Kenneth M. McDermott Manitowoc, WI
69 entries  BOB Ch Eager April Thunder RM050128/04 4/15/92 Dog
        By Ch Brandywine’sBig Bam Boom - Ch Eager Mischievous Maureen 
    Owner - Diane Roy 
    Breeder - Gertrude E. Reida
  BOS Ch Crestwoods Crown Jewel RM031379/01 8/23/91 Bitch
        By Ch Crestwoods Fair Dinkum Dandy - Ch Featherto Rapunzel Indeed
    Owner/Breeder - Margaret Reignier
  BOW Dreamtime’s March Madness RM134301/07 1/20/95 Dog
        By Ch Southern Cross Nathan Hawic-Ch Dreamtime’s Bewitched
    Owner - Kris Goodman & Marilyn arban
    Breeder - Marilyn Harban 
  AOM Ch Southern Cross Nathan Hawke RM040424/02 1/14/92 Dog
        By Ch Lille Regina Ma’s Brave Warrior -Ch Southern Cross Cassandra 
    Owner - Jeannine Johnson & Marsha Gray
    Breeder - Marsha & John Gray
  AOM Ch Southern Cross Eagle Dancer RM010591/03 5/4/91 Dog
        By Ch Lille Regina Ma’s Brave Warrior - Ch CC’s Sassie Sydney
    Owner - Michael & Mary Palazzo
    Breeder - Marsha & John Gray
  AOM Ch Besteba’s Red Fanatic RM110411/06 3/24/94 Bitch
        By Ch Ridgepark’s Gingers Legenore - Ch Besteba’s Ashley The Red 
    Onwer/Breeder - Beverly Bailey
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1994 14-Aug  Jon R. Cole  San Antonio, TX
80 entries  BOB Ch Bearstep’s Whirlwind Romance RB367602 12/31/89 Bitch
       By Ch Sha-Nea Atom Ain’t Misbehavin’ - Ch Azul’s Libby of Bearstep
    Owner - Shea Gephart & Brenda Cassell
	 	 	 	 Breeder	-	Mel	McMurry	
  BOS Ch Tralene’s Corky Millette RB356471 4/12/86 Dog
        By Ch Roachan’s Corky of Tralene - Ch Tralene’s Quirindi Millette
    Owner - Earl & Judy May 
    Breeder - Judy May & Beverly Millette
  BOW The Farm’s Breaking The Bank RM077339/01 3/13/93 Dog
        By Ch The Farm’s Free Style - Ch The Farm’s Breaking Free
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Sheila	Dunn	
    Breeder - Sally & Sheila Dunn
  AOM Ch Ridgepark’s Gingers Legacy RM033669/01 9/29/91 Bitch
        By Ch Crestwoods Crackerjack - Ch Ridgepark’s Gingersnap
    Owner/.Breeder -  Jane Tenor
  AOM Ch The Farm’s Trigger Happy RM008748/05 4/4/91 Dog
        By Ch The Fram’s Free Style - Ch Yaralla’s Tara Spite
    Owner - Shelia Dunn & Steve Diuble
	 	 	 	 Breeder	-	Sheila	Dunn	
  AOM Ch Azul Aces-N-Eights RB643149 9/9/89 Dog
        By Ch Azul Will Be Dunn CDX - Ch Azul Touch of Class
    Owner - Brian & Julie Rock 
    Breeder - Doris Robbins & Julie Rock
  AOM Ch Touchstone Special FX RB024918 11/8/85 Dog
        By Ch Sprite Lea Kendrick - Ch Azul Bobbi Hill
    Owner/Breeder - Michael Liga
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1993 August  Ken McDermott  Greeley, CO
  BOB Ch Crestwoods Crown Jewel RM031379/01 8/23/91 Bitch
        By Ch Crestwoods Fair Dinkum Dandy - Ch Feathertop Rapunzel Indeed
    Owner/Breeder - Margaret Reignier
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
  BOS Ch Tak-A Chance Nip’N Tucker RB172306 11/13/87  Dog
        By Ch Frederick Willie Wombat CD - Ch Plesantpastures Tak-A-Chance  
	 	 	 	 	 CD
    Owner/Breeder – S Saulvester
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
  BOW Willawa Arnie The Eliminator --Dog 
    Breeder - Roger Badgett 
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Kendell	Liga	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1992 October  Mrs. Olga Smid  Montgomery Cty KC, PA
120	entries	 BOB	 Ch	Tasmanian	Terror	Wind	Walker	--	Dog	
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Mead	 	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1991   Mrs. Lynette O. Schelling-Watson     Chief Solano KC, Valley, CA
74 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s Jackson -- Dog  
    Owner -Huebing & Reignier 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1990	 	 	 Mrs.	William	Lehnig	 	 Atlanta,	GA
67 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s Fair Dinkum Dandy -- Dog 
    Owner/Breeder - Reignier 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1989   Mrs. Stephen Dowell  Superstition KC, Phoeniz, AZ
45 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s CrackerJack -- Dog 
    Owner/Breeder - Reignier 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1988   Mrs. Merle Smith  Montgomery Cty KC, PA
91 entries  BOB Ch Ryba’s Carefree Kate  -- Bitch  
    Owner - Bachman & Rse 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1987   Mrs. Robert Forsyth  Grayslake,  IL
87 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s CrackerJack -- Dog 
    Owner/Breeder - Reignier 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1986   Charles S. Deer  Louisville, KY
55 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s Jackson -- Dog  
    Owner - Huebing & Reignier
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1985   David C. Merriam  Buckhorn Valley KC, Greeley, CO
62 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s CrackerJack -- Dog 
    Owner/Breeder - Reignier 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1984 Nov  Robert C. Graham  Centennial Spec, Philadelphia, PA
65 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s Jackson -- Dog  
    Owner - Huebing & Reignier
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1984 Feb  Lenore Pentek  ATC, NJ 
35 entries  BOB Ch Sprite Lea Kendrick -- Dog  
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Barnes	 	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1983 Oct   Nick Calicura Superstition KC, Phoenix, AZ
62 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s Crackerjack -- Dog 
    Owner  Reignier  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1983 Feb  James G. Reynolds  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
48 entries  BOB Ch Crestwood’s Crackerjack -- Dog 
    Owner  Reignier  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1982 Aug  Dr. M. Josephine Deubler Ravenna, OH
57 entires  BOB Ch Regency My Gracious -- Dog 
    Owner - Weinstock & Wight 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1982 Feb  Dr. Leon Seligman  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
30 entires  BOB Austwyn Optimum  
    Owner - McCracken & Fox 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1981 July  Barbara Keenan  Clearwater KC, Tampa, FL
22 entries  BOB Ch Samabel Sir Oliver -- Dog  
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Samarotto	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1981 Feb  Maxwell Riddle  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
38 entries  BOB Ch. Roachan’s Fire ‘N Ice -- Dog 
    Owner - Roache & Rathsack
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1980 May  Lenore Pentek  Albuquerque, NM
52 entries  BOB Ch Pleasantpastures Ma’s Jubilee -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1980 Feb  James W. Trullinger  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
41	entries	 	 BOB	 Ch	Sprite	Lea	Chadwick	--	Dog	
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Owens	 	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1979 June  Mrs. Evelyn Silvernail  Great Western Terrier, Long Beach, CA
29 entries  BOB Ch. Landlyn’s Death Bredon -- Dog 
    Owner - Taub & Erickson 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1979 Feb  Mrs. James E. Clark  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
44 entries  BOB Ch Jerelen’s Christopher Tobin -- Dog
    Owner - Blankenship & McCulley
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1978 June  Florise Hogan  Grayslake, IL
53 entries  BOB Ch Sprite Lea Rajah Dhaja -- Dog 
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Barnes	 	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1978 Feb  Thelma Brown  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
45 entries  BOB Ch Jerelen’s Christopher Tobin -- Dog 
    Owner - Blankenship & McCulley
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1977 May  Robert C. Graham  Albuquerque, NM
43 entries  BOB Terrimae’s Busy	 	
    Owner - Roo  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1977 Feb  Michael Gately  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
48 entries  BOB  Ch Sprite Lea Nevil V Knockland  -- Dog    
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	DeKnock	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1976 Oct  Edna Joel   Montgomery Cty KC, PA
36 entries  BOB Ch Tinee Town Talkbac -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1976 Feb  Thomas C. Gannon  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
48 entries  BOB Ch Tinee Town Talkbac -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1975	 	 	 Mrs.	C.	Bede	Maxwell		 Santa	Clara	KC,	Santa	Clara,	CA
52 entries  BOB Ch. Tammikin’s Red Boy Boy -- Dog 
    Owner - Cobet & Berriman 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1975 Feb Lenore Petras   Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
34 entries  BOB Ch Tinee Town Talkbac -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1974 Oct  Richard Hammond  Montgomery Cty KC, PA
36 entries  BOB Ch Regency Red Comrade -- Dog 
    Owner - M&L Brown, Weinstock
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1974 Feb  Robert Braithwaite  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
51 entries  BOB Ch Tinee Town Talkbac -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1973 Sept  Kenneth Newsome  Heart of Am KC, Kansas City, KS
42	entires	 	 BOB	 Ch	Taggalong	Pleasant	Talk	--	Dog	
    Owner - Hammond & Fox 
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1973 Feb  Ramona Van Court  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
55 entries  BOB Ch. Tinee Town Talkbac -- Dog  
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1972 May  Frank Haze Burch  Albuquerque, NM
36 entries  BOB Ch. Tinee Town Talkbac -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1972 Feb  Anna Katherine Nicholas Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
50 entries  BOB Ch Tinee Town Talkbac -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1971	 July	 	 Dr.	T.	Allen	Kirk	 	 Bellingham,	WA
66 entries  BOB Ch Regency’s Big Ben Bullen -- Dog 
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Weinstock	
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1971 Feb  Mrs. Eunice Clark  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
43 entries  BOB Taralee Sekelutu -- Dog  
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Barnes	 	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1970	 June	 	 John	P.	Murphy	 	 Grayslake,	IL
43 entries  BOB Moomba Butch -- Dog  
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1970 Feb  Alva Rosenberg  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
47	entries	 	 BOB	 Ch	Taggalong	Tip	Toes	--	Bitch	
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1969 Sept  Glenn Fancy  Sir Francis Drake KC, San Francisco, CA
37 entries  BOB  Ch Thornoaks Sam Spade -- Dog 
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Thornoaks	Kennels
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1969 Feb  Graham Head  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
41	entries	 	 BOB	 Taggalong	Tip	Toes	--	Bitch	
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1968 June  Anthony Stamm  Ravenna, OH
43 entires  BOB Ch Armac Duke of Hammersley -- Dog
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Gloe	 	
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1968 Feb  Maxwell Riddle  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
38 entires  BOB Koriella’s Robinson -- Dog  
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1967 Aug  Stanley Dangerfield  Ravenna, OH
26 entries  BOB Thornoaks Rhea -- Bitch  
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Thornoaks	Kennels
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1967 Feb  Mrs. W. Potter  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
51	entries	 	 BOB	 Tinee	Town	Tell	Tale	-	Bitch	
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1966 Aug  R.A. Cross   Ravenna, OH
62 entries  BOB Tinee Town Tell Tale - Bitch 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1966 Feb  Terrance Bresnahan  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
56 entries  BOB Tinee Town Tell Tale - Bitch 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1965 Aug  Mrs. J. Zitko  Ravenna, OH
48 entries  BOB Ch Thornoaks Swagman -- Dog 
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Thornoaks	Kennels
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1965 Feb  Derek Rayne  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
51 entries  BOB Ch Thornoaks Bonzer  -- Dog 
	 	 	 	 Owner	-	Thornoaks	Kennels
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1964 Oct  John Marvin  Montgomery Cty KC, PA
32 entries  BOB Ch Seven Oaks Silver Lining -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1964 Feb  Mrs. Evelyn Silvernail  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
48 entries  BOB Ch Seven Oaks Silver Lining -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1963   G. Hartman  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
51 entries  BOB Ch Pinedales Tambo -- Dog 
    Owner - Fox  
		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 	
1962   Mrs. Augustus Riggs  Assoc Terrier Clubs, NY
50	entries	 	 BOB	 Ch	Seven	Oaks	True	Story	--	Dog	
    Owner - Fox 

Ch Seven Oaks True Story

Ch Seven Oaks Silver Lining

Taralee Sekelutu

Taggalong Tip Toes
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Ch Pinedales TamboMoomba Butch

Tinee Town Tellastory & Tinee  
Town TellTale

Tinee Town Talkbac

Ch Sprite Lea Rajah Dhaja

Ch Regency Big Ben Bullen
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This 50th Anniversary Commemorative was prepared on behalf of 
The Australian Terrier Club of America, Inc. for its members and 
friends.  Please accept our apologies for any mistakes or omissions 
that may have occurred in the preparation of the book.  The views 
and opinions expressed may not be those of the ATCA Members, 
the Officers and Board of Directors, or the Committee for the 50th 
Anniversary Commemorative.

Cover artwork and 50th Anniversary logos were designed by Terry 
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